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Abstract
Turbulence Modeling of Strongly Heated Internal Pipe Flow Using Large Eddy Simulation

by

Michal Hradisky, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2011

Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Hauser
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

The main objective of this study was to evaluate the performance of three Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) subgrid scale (SGS) models on a strongly heated, low Mach number upward gas ow in a vertical pipe with forced convection.

The models chosen for this study

were the Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic model (SLD), the Kinetic Energy Transport model
(KET), and the Wall-Adaptive Local-Eddy viscosity model (WALE). The used heating rate
was suciently large to cause properties to vary signicantly in both the radial and streamwise directions. All simulations were carried out using the commercial software FLUENT.
The eect of inlet turbulence generation techniques was considered as well. Three inlet
turbulence generation techniques were compared, namely, the Spectral Synthesizer Method
(SSM), the Vortex Method (VM), and the Generator (GEN) technique.

A user-dened

function (UDF) was written to implement the GEN technique into the solver; the SSM and
VM techniques were already build-in. All simulation and solver settings were validated by
performing computational simulations of isothermal fully developed pipe ow and results
were compared to available experimental and Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) data.
For isothermal boundary conditions, among the three inlet turbulence generation techniques, the GEN technique produced results which best matched the experimental and DNS
results.

All three LES SGS models performed equally well when coupled with the GEN

iv

technique for the study of isothermal pipe ow.

However, all models incorrectly predicted

the behavior of radial and circumferential velocity uctuations near the wall and the GEN
technique proved to be the most computationally expensive.

For simulations with longer

computational domain, the eect of the inlet turbulence generation technique diminishes.
However, results suggest that both the SLD and KET models need shorter computational
domains to recover proper LES behavior when coupled with the VM technique in comparison
to the WALE SGS model with the same turbulence inlet generation technique.
For high heat ux simulations all SGS models were coupled with the VM technique
to decrease the computational eort to obtain statistically steady-state solution. For comparative purposes, one simulation was carried out using the WALE and GEN techniques.
All simulations equally signicantly underpredicted the streamwise temperature distribution
along the pipe wall as well as in the radial directions at various streamwise locations. These
eects are attributed to the overpredicted streamwise velocity components and incorrect
behavior of both the radial and circumferential velocity components in the near wall region
for all subgrid scale models.

(316 pages)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the years, the use of numerical modeling has become a must in almost all areas of
engineering. It not only reduces the cost of the nal design, but it also provides the creators
and researchers with safer and more ecient product. Among the various elds of numerical
modeling in engineering, computational uid dynamics (CFD) is used to numerically describe
and solve the nature of the governing laws of uids, whether laminar or turbulent. Numerical
and computational modeling have over the years become synonymous with each other, since
majority, if not all, of numerical modeling is done by the use of computers. Computational
uid dynamics allows analysts to see and create virtual worlds that aid in understanding of
how the ow itself behaves for a vast amount of applications, such as the design of a wing
and its behavior under specic ight conditions, temperature distribution of a furnace for
dierent types of fuels, the erosion of heart walls by turbulent blood stream caused by an
improperly-closing heart valve, and many others.
Computational uid dynamics has gained its ground and popularity with the advance
in modern computational systems. With increasing computational power (and decreasing
price), CFD is more readily becoming the tool for uid analysis because of its many inherent advantages over conventional theoretical and experimental techniques. It can be used
to observe ow properties without disturbing the ow, which is often not possible with experimentation. It can actually be used to model the eect of experimental tools on the
ow itself. Furthermore, harmful experiments, such as the ones dealing with biological and
chemical reactants, can be conducted with ease using CFD. Also, the computational simulations can be used as the rst-line in the design of a prototype by narrowing or eliminating
certain elements of the original design.
However, computational techniques have their disadvantages.

Very often they are
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blindly used for analyses by designers who are not properly trained in the process of numerical simulation. It can be extremely easy to turn-on an option in a commercially available
software package without knowing its implications and trust the results the software produces. A designer with a proper set of tools (whether theoretical, computational, or experimental) still can produce erroneous results without the proper knowledge of the strengths
and weakness of a particular analysis. Furthermore, current computational models (particularly turbulence models) used in numerical simulations are limited in scope and must
very often be calibrated for various types of ows from experimental data, which are often
limited. Therefore, computational analysis is often used along with experimentation to produce meaningful and trustworthy results and to gain a better understanding of the uid ow.
Even though the computational power has increased tremendously over the last decade, it
still is not powerful enough to produce usable data for many engineering applications. Depending on the type of a computational model, computational uid dynamics can still be
limited in the analysis of complex ows and geometries, especially describing the inherent
chaos of turbulent ows, which constitute the majority of research in CFD.
The true governing equations that describe the behavior of uid ow and form the
basis of computational uid dynamics are the well-known Navier-Stokes (NS) equations.
These dierential equations are at heart of virtually every uid ow problem. Because of
the complexity of NS equations, in the past few decades, the majority of numerical analyses
has focused on developing simplied models based on statistical averaging of the NavierStokes equations. These models are also called the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes models
(RANS). RANS models, rather than describing the exact quantities of the ow, focus on
predicting the mean ow quantities, which are very often satisfactory for engineering design
purposes. Because of the statistical averaging that forms the basis of RANS models, assumptions which signicantly reduce the computational costs can be made. For instance, rather
than modeling the entire three dimensional ow, RANS models can often use symmetry conditions to reduce the computational domain from three dimensional (3D) to two dimensional
(2D). This assumption can greatly reduce the computational expense of simulations. That
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is not to say that RANS models cannot be used to model unsteady phenomena. However,
during the statistical averaging process, new quantities arise, presenting more unknowns
than equations and closure assumptions are needed to close the system of equations. These
closure models range from simpler models based on the basic uid principles to the more
computationally extensive models that solve numerous conservation equations. Yet, even
for the more complex models, RANS simulations are rarely a subject to high computational
costs. These models also decrease the complexity of the ow description and thus, they
can be applied for analysis of more complex ows. However, this reduction in complexity
often reduces the eectiveness of the results. RANS models often require constants which
arise from the closure problem to be calibrated for a particular ow. If the accuracy is
to be increased and the calibration requirements to be eliminated, more complex models
are required which can cause numerical implementation and convergence problems. RANS
equations model all scales of turbulence, ranging from small to large. This can make the
numerical modeling dicult and problem-specic.
To side-step the modeling issues presented by the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
turbulence models, which oer relatively low computational costs, a new computational
technique has been emerging over the past two decades called Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS). In terms of CFD, DNS could be considered, in a sense, as the polar-opposite to
RANS models. DNS solves the Navier-Stokes equations directly and therefore does not need
any assumptions or models to solve the governing equations. Using DNS, the unsteady
equations are solved and all quantities and characteristic variables that describe the ow
are present. From these variables, it is possible to derive any other desired quantity without
diculties. This cannot be done using either Reynolds-Averaged modeling or experimental
studies. Because the accuracy of predictions is limited only by the computational power,
DNS can provide reference data that address any ow mechanisms from which the turbulent
ow is comprised. Therefore, in a general sense, DNS is often considered to be the exact
solution to ows for which all scales are resolved and therefore no experiment is needed to
conrm the results. Lately, however, the use and applicability of DNS has been pushed
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beyond its classical meaning. Some of the newer DNS studies are implementing secondorder schemes on non-structured grids, therefore requiring experimental studies to conrm
the results. The major drawback of DNS is its need for high computational resources in
order to solve the full time-dependent NS equations in three dimensions. Therefore, no
assumptions to reduce the size of the computational grid can be made, as commonly used
for the RANS models. Because the ow of interest needs to be resolved so nely that it
captures the smallest scales in length, time, and velocity (also called the Kolmogorov scales
of turbulence), the computational grid needs to be extremely ne. While this is still feasible
for low Reynolds number (Re ) ows, it is not so true for high

Re

or complex ows (as is

often the case in engineering and real-world ows), for which the high memory and storage
requirements and large computational times render DNS virtually useless. Therefore, a
consensus is needed between the large applicability, but limited accuracy, of the RANS
models and the accuracy, but high computational intensity, of the DNS models. This class
of models is called Large Eddy Simulations (LES).
Large Eddy Simulation models are based on the dierence in behavior of large and small
eddies. Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes models do not distinguish between the various
sizes of eddies and model them all, regardless of their size. Direct Numerical Simulation
models, on the other hand, resolve all sizes of eddies, all the way to the smallest length
scales, as dictated by the Kolmogorov scales. LES, however, is based on the notion that
large eddies, which interact with the mean ow and extract or provide energy to it, are very
problem- and geometry-dependent. However, the small eddies are generally isotropic and are
not inuenced by the geometry of the ow, and thus have an universal behavior. Therefore,
LES resolves the time- and geometry-dependent large eddies and uses models only for the
nearly-isotropic small eddies. This way, generally speaking, the accuracy of LES models
is, or at least should be, increased when compared to RANS models, yet, the LES models
are not as computationally expensive as the DNS models, even though they still need to
solve the time-dependent NS equations in three dimensions. Instead of the time-averaging
used for the RANS models, LES employs spatial ltering to extract statistical data from the
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time-dependent simulations and to dierentiate between large and small eddies. The size
of the lter, or the cuto width, which is generally dictated by the size of grid elements,
is chosen so all length scales which contain the energy-bearing eddies are resolved. During
the spatial ltering, any length scales below the size of the lter are discarded and modeled,
since they represent the small isotropic eddies. To describe the contribution of small eddies
to the general ow and to capture their interaction with larger eddies, subgrid-scale (SGS)
models are used. Therefore, for a time-dependent nite volume computational technique,
the spatially-ltered Navier-Stokes equations are solved on each computational cell along
with the SGS model of the unresolved stresses. This way, the mean ow and turbulent
quantities are available for scales larger than the size of the lter (or scales larger than the
size of a particular computational cell). Because the behavior of small eddies is problemindependent and universal, available subgrid-scale models are generally more applicable to
a wider variety of ows.
Another advantage of LES comes from its ability to simulate unsteady behavior of
ows, and therefore is able to capture the minima or maxima of any variable associated
with a particular ow. This can be extremely important in many engineering applications,
especially when it comes to design safety. While the underlying assumption of LES that
small eddies are geometry-independent is true for many ows, it can create problems for
wall-bounded ows. In the boundary layer, the size of large eddies is physically limited by
the wall itself. Therefore, the boundary layer grid must be very ne to resolve the

large

eddies, while still modeling the small scale eddies. This is especially true for high Reynolds
number ows, where the computational grid near the wall must be extremely ne to capture
the energy-bearing eddies. Without explicitly resolving these structures, the benets of LES
are destroyed. Therefore, a properly resolved LES grid, especially for wall-bounded ows,
needs to be almost as ne as a DNS grid. Also, while LES is computationally less costly
than DNS, it is still too expensive for most engineering applications since the selection of the
size of the spatial lter can aect the accuracy of the ow predictions. To address this issue,
new hybrid RANS/LES models have been developed which blend the easily-implemented
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and computationally non-intensive RANS models for near-wall ows, and the accuracy of
the LES models away from the walls. These hybrid models fall under the category of
Detached Eddy Simulations (DES). The models currently available for DES are still limited
in scope and have not been widely tested. Nonetheless, these models are gaining attention
and popularity in the computational community.

1.1 Project Motivation
The interest in gas cooled nuclear power reactors over the past three or four decades
necessitated a close inspection of problems with large heat transfer rates, high temperatures,
and strongly varying transport properties. This work considers topic relevant to the design
of Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) reactor in terms of cooling. The ow through
the pipe represents a coolant pipe inside the High Temperature Test Reactor (HTTR), such
as the one shown in Figure 1.1. The choice of gas as the cooling medium stems from its
chemical inertness, inherent safety, and environmental acceptability. However, high thermal
eciencies are needed to achieve eective cooling. This can be accomplished by having
high exit temperatures. However, because of the strongly varying transport properties, the
Reynolds numbers associated with such ows are relatively low, usually below 10,000. This
ow is also subjected to high heat transfer rates and therefore can also be characterized by
strongly varying transport properties.
Computational uid dynamics models can aid engineers in reducing the design costs, reducing run-time failures, increasing eciency and safety of the design. However, before any
turbulence models are applied in the design development, they must be validated. The purpose of this work is to test the application and usability of large eddy simulation turbulence
models to the class of ows which occur in the High Temperature Test Reactor.

1.2 Literature Survey
1.2.1 Experimental Studies
Experimental data for strongly heated vertical pipe ow is limited. Initially, a study
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Fig. 1.1: Gas cooled high temperature test reactor, part of which is modeled in this work.
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conducted by Perkins [1] was used to obtain mean temperature distributions for forcedconvection vertical ow through circular cylinder with signicant property variations. Later,
using virtually the same experimental apparatus and techniques, Shehata [2] obtained mean
velocity distributions for virtually the same ow conditions. Perkins and Shehata utilized
a variety of dierent constant heat wall ux boundary conditions which fall under three
main categories: low, intermediate, and high heating rates. The inlet

Re

for the low and

intermediate heat ux boundary conditions was about 6,000, whereas the high heat ux
boundary condition was for a ow at Re of 4,200. The three main categories were characterized by Perkins as turbulent, sub-turbulent, and laminarizing, respectively. The combined
results of Perkins and Shehata were later published and described in detail by Shehata
and McEligot [3, 4] with their experimental set-up shown in Figure 1.2. Any references to
Shehata and McEligot experiment from this point forward relate to these two publications.
These studies [3, 4], however, present only limited results, as is often the case for experimental runs. Experimentalists are often limited by the scope of the problem, apparatus,
funding, or currently used technologies when obtaining data. Thus, it is not always possible
to provide complete data for any particular experiment. However, even a limited scope of
results available for any experiment can be enough to judge the eectiveness of a computational model. Because of the unobtrusive nature of numerical simulations, they can provide
more detailed insight into various problem categories in comparison to the experimental
studies. Because of the high heating rates in the Shehata and McEligot experiments and
signicant property variations, these are an excellent resource for testing the eectiveness
of turbulence models. Furthermore, it is only these two experiments that allow testing of
various turbulence for strongly heated internal gas ows. Shehata and McEligot conducted
three experiments at various heating rates and various ow rates. The non-dimensionalized
heating rates are calculated using the following equation:

q+ =

qw
G cp Tin

(1.1)

where qw is the mean wall heat ux, G is the mean axial mass ux per unit area, cp is
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Fig. 1.2: Experimental setup of Shehata and McEligot [3,4].
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Table 1.1: Summary of the main characteristics for the three experimental cases as measured
by Shehata and McEligot [3,4].
Case

Run 618

Run 635

Run 445

Heating Rate
Non-dimensionalized Heating Rate, q +
Reynolds Number
Flow Characterization

low
0.0018
6080
turbulent

medium
0.0035
6050
sub-turbulent

high
0.0045
4260
laminarizing

the specic heat, and Tin is the inlet velocity. The main characteristics for all three runs
are summarized in Table 1.1.

1.2.2 Numerical Studies
A hand-full of numerical predictions of the Shehata and McEligot [3, 4] experiment are
available in the literature. Initially, RANS models were used to simulate the experiment. A
detailed overview of the past and recent numerical simulations using RANS models is given
in Richards [5]. With increasing computational power, LES and DNS methods are being
used to replicate the experiment.
The rst studies dealing with turbulent pipe ow were reported by Eggels et al. [6],
who performed DNS study of non-heated pipe ow at low

Re,

which he later compared

to experimental predictions [7]. However, the simulations of Eggels et al. were limited to
a computational domain representing pipe with diameter

D

and length of 5D. Satake et

al. [8] also conducted a DNS study of non-heated turbulent pipe, which he later extended
to study the eects of non-uniform heat ux [9], such as cosine distribution of the heat ux
and circumferential non-uniform wall temperatures, and uniform heat ux study [10]. In
another study, Satake et al. [11] created a DNS study resembling the Shehata and McEligot
experiment [3, 4]. In this simulation, Satake et al. created computational domain with
length of 30D, which is the length needed for Shehata and McEligot study, and is still not
commonly used in DNS because of the immense computational resources needed to carry
out the computations. However, Satake et al. [11] limited their simulation to a ow with
Reynolds number about 4,300. They did consider variable properties associated with the
high heat ux turbulent ow. In general, they found a reasonably close agreement between
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their simulations and the Shehata and McEligot high heat ux experimental case. The
main drawback of this study is the prescribed external temperature prole of the pipe in the
axial direction, rather than the experimentally prescribed heat ux prole. To accurately
compare the performance of dierent simulation techniques and applied turbulence models,
the actual boundary conditions of Shehata and McEligot must be applied, where the heat
ux is prescribed and temperature is the dependent variable that needs to result from
the solution. Therefore, this study cannot accurately show that DNS is able to predict
the experimental wall temperatures, a major fact in evaluating the performance of various
models for high heat ux ows.
Virtually the same study was conducted by Bae et al. [12], however, rather than prescribing the temperature prole, they prescribed heat ux boundary condition in the axial
direction of the cylinder wall. This DNS simulation comes closest to the actual Shehata
and McEligot experiment [3, 4]. The results of the simulation match the experiment data
reasonably well. However, Bae et al. acknowledge that the heat ux for the high heat ux
case, Run 445, was adjusted in the numerical simulation so it better matches the experimental wall temperature of the pipe. Furthermore, Bae et al. used constant heat ux as
the boundary conditions, which is not entirely true for the experiment. Lastly, this study
does not take into account the axial thermal conduction and radiation eects found in the
experiment. There are a few other DNS simulations that considered signicant property
variations, such as studies conducted by Satake and Kunugi [13] for an axially rotating pipe
and Nicoud and Poinsot [14] for a channel ow.
One of the rst LES simulations, if actually not the rst, of a fully developed turbulent
non-heated pipe ow was presented by Unger and Friedrich [15]. Later, Nieuwstadt et
al. [16] conducted both DNS and LES studies of turbulence in a non-heated pipe. Later,
Rudman and Blackburn [17] presented an LES study of turbulent pipe ow as well. Very
few works with signicant property variations and high heat ux were reported. To author's
awareness, rst LES studies to involve high heat transfer for a circular pipe were reported
Xu et al. [18]. However, Kawamura et al. [19], Satake and Kawamura [20], Lee et al. [21]
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considered turbulent heat transfer in annulus and Wang and Pletcher [22] and Dailey and
Pletcher [23] published LES studies for channel ow with signicant property variations.
So far, the work by Xu et al. [18] comes the closest to replicating the Shehata and
McEligot [3, 4] experiment from all LES studies. However, as is still commonly done to
reduce computational costs, the length of computational domain used by Xu et al. was
reduced to 5D. Because their computational domain was assumed to be periodic, a scheme
to remove the eects of heat needed to be applied. This scheme, however, was calibrated to
match the experimental data, something that cannot always be done in industry applications.
Because of the periodicity of their computational domain, Xu et al. were not able to produce
the streamwise varying temperature prole, which is of great importance when judging the
performance of LES models for high heat ux turbulent ows. Nonetheless, they did consider
all three heating cases (low, intermediate, and high) as reported by Shehata and McEligot,
and their results in the radial direction for various quantities matched the experiment fairly
well.
One of the more recent studies considering turbulent pipe ow with signicant property
variations was presented by Ghosh et al. [24], in which they compare DNS and LES of compressible turbulent pipe ow with isothermal wall. Even though they do consider property
variations, their study is focused on quantifying the compressibility eects associated with
turbulent pipe ows at high Mach numbers.
As can be seen, there are various DNS and LES studies that consider the Shehata
and McEligot [3, 4] experiment and the high heat ux turbulent pipe ow with signicant
property variations. However, not a single study, as far as the author is aware, replicates
the Shehata and McEligot experiment with only the experimentally prescribed boundary
conditions and the actual experimental domain.

1.2.3 Objectives of Present Study
This work focuses on the performance of a variety of Large Eddy Simulation turbulence
models for an internal pipe ow through comparison to experimental data. The ow of interest is a strongly heated, low Mach number ow moving upward in a vertical pipe. The ow
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is dominated by convection. This type of problem is manifested in nuclear power reactors,
where high heat transfer rates are very common. However, ows experiencing high heating
rates still present diculties for the current turbulence models and computation modeling
in general. Namely, the strong heating associated with such ow causes the properties to
vary in all directions. Since the ow has to constantly adjust to the changing properties,
fully developed velocity and temperature proles never form.
The choice of Large Eddy Simulation technique stems from its ability to predict not
only the mean quantities, but also the maximum temperatures actually seen on the surface
of the pipe and capture unsteady turbulent structures. Some of the previous computational
LES simulations model the entire pipe in a periodic fashion, removing the axial temperature
characteristics and concentrating only on the internal (mostly in the radial direction) aspects
of the ow. To achieve the maximum eciency and safety of the nuclear reactor design,
the axial wall temperatures, as functions of the heat input, need to be assessed as well. In
fact, in this work, the axial temperature distribution is used as a quantitative tool to asses
the ability of the LES SGS models to capture the unsteady ow characteristics. The results
of the LES SGS models are compared to available experimental data for accuracy and to
asses the ability of various SGS models to predict the behavior of high heat ux ows with
signicant property variations.
Because of the large amount of turbulence models available in commercial and research
codes, it is important to nd out how does each model perform for a particular class of ows.
The focus of this work was to investigate how do Large Eddy Simulation subgrid scale models
predict high heat transfer wall-bounded ows through a pipe. For all computational analyses,
FLUENT (versions 6.3.26 and 12.0.14), a commercial computational uid dynamics software,
was used. Since the SGS models were judged on their ability to predict the conditions inside
a nuclear reactor, all of the experimental conditions were replicated, without making any
unnecessary assumptions and modications. This, in turn, allows for a comparison of LES
subgrid scale models and their eectiveness in matching the experimental data for high heat
transfer ows.
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The focus of the present study concentrates on Run 618 of the Shehata and McEligot
[3, 4] experiment. Even though this particular case, Run 618, uses the lowest heat ux from
the three experiments, the heat ux is still high enough to test the suitability of LES subgrid
scale models and their ability to capture the high heating rates and eects on the axiallyvarying properties of the ow. However, before any of the LES subgrid scale models are
evaluated on their performance to model ows with high heat ux boundary conditions, the
simulations settings and the LES SGS models themselves are rst validated against previous
studies for non-heated pipe.
Three Large Eddy Simulation subgrid scale models were considered in this study:
Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic (SLD) model, Kinetic-Energy Transport (KET) model, and
the Wall-Adapting Local Eddy-viscosity (WALE) model. As can be seen, the classical
Smagorinsky-Lilly (SL) model was excluded from the test. The exclusion of this model will
be explained in more detail in Section 2.2.2. All of the above-mentioned models, SL, SLD,
KET, and WALE, are available in both versions of FLUENT used, 6.3.26 and 12.0.14.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Model
Before any physical problem can be modeled numerically, the governing equations must
be recast in mathematical form. In this section, the three dimensional governing mathematical equations pertinent to Large Eddy Simulations are explained, along with ltering
techniques used. All equations are based on the Cartesian coordinate system.

2.1 Mathematical Equations
In uid dynamics, there are three sets of fundamental equations on which numerical
solutions are based: conservation of mass, conservation of momentum, and conservation of
energy. All three are necessary to accurately simulate and predict the ow under investigation. Unlike Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations which look at the time-averaged
values of ow properties, Large Eddy Simulations take a dierent approach, as they resolve
most of the energy-bearing eddies, and model only the small, theoretically isotropic eddies.
RANS methods use a time-averaging process to modify the fundamental equations, whereas
LES methods use a ltering process to transform all important relations. Just like in RANS,
in developing LES equations, additional relationships must be used to express the unknown
correlations, which arise due to the ltering process of the equations. These unknown quantities must be expressed in terms of the known uid and turbulence properties. Even though
the majority of engineering applications do not require the resolution of unsteady time and
length scales for turbulent ows (as is the case with RANS models), from the fundamental
point of view of studying the dynamics of the ow, the RANS models do not provide as
accurate information as is available in LES. However, still at this point, LES simulations
(as well as DNS simulations) are extremely impractical and computationally expensive to
be used in general and industrial engineering without the availability of large computational
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resources.
The general equations of conservation of mass, conservation of momentum, and conservation of energy are, respectively:

∂
∂ρ
+
(ρui ) = 0
∂t
∂xi

(2.1)

∂σij
∂
∂
∂p
(ρui ) +
(ρui uj ) = −
+
− ρgi
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(2.2)

∂qj
∂
∂
∂
(ρE) +
((ρE + p) uj ) = −
+
(σij ui )
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj

(2.3)

where


σij = μ

∂uj
∂ui
2 ∂uk
+
−
δij
∂xj
∂xi
3 ∂xk


(2.4)

∂T
∂xj

(2.5)

E =e+K

(2.6)

qj = −k

and where ρ is the density, t is the time variable, ui is the velocity in the i-direction, xi is the
spatial coordinate in the i-direction, p is the pressure, σij is the stress tensor constitutive
relation for Newtonian uid, gi is the gravity in the i−direction, and δij represents the
Kronecker delta. E is the total energy per unit volume and equal to the sum of the internal
energy, e, and the kinetic energy, K , which is dened as:

1
K = ui u i
2

(2.7)

μ and k are molecular viscosity and thermal conductivity, respectively, and are related by
the molecular Prandtl number (P r = cp μ/k ) which is kept constant at 0.7. cp is the specic

l/16

l/4
qj

xj −

ˆ
φ (x) =

T


  
φ x G x, x dx

D

G (x, x )

D
φ (x)

l/4
l/16

G
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space, such as the one used in this study, or can be related to a Fourier, or a wave-number,
space. For this study, the lter G is expressed as:







G x, x =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨ 1/V ,

x ∈ υ

⎪
⎪
⎩ 0,

otherwise

(2.9)

where V represents the volume of the computational cell, υ represents the domain volume,
and G must satisfy the following relation, as is evident from the previous equation:

ˆ

∞
−∞

G(x, x )dx = 1

(2.10)

In such case, the ltered variable simplies to:

1
φ (x) =
V

ˆ

 
φ x dx

(2.11)

This turns into an implicit lter provided by the nite-volume discretization. However, nonuniform explicit lters based on Fourier space can be used too. For instance, a well known
Fourier-space lter is the Sharp Fourier Cut-o lter, which takes into account a wave number above which all coecients belonging to that particular wave number are eliminated.
Another known lter is the Gaussian lter, which is applicable in both the physical and
Fourier space. For this research however, only the implicit uniform lter G (x, x ) is considered.
Applying a uniform lter is equivalent to taking an ensemble average, which transforms
the original equations, Eqs. 2.1 - 2.5 into Eqs. 2.12 - 2.16, respectively:

∂
∂ρ
+
(ρui ) = 0
∂t
∂xi

(2.12)

∂σij
∂
∂
∂p
(ρui ) +
(ρui uj ) = −
+
− ρgi
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(2.13)
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∂qj
∂ 
∂
∂  
ρE +
(ρE + p) uj = −
+
(σij ui )
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj

(2.14)

where


σij = μ

∂uj
∂ui
2 ∂uk
+
−
δij
∂xj
∂xi
3 ∂xk

qj = −k

∂T
∂xj


(2.15)

(2.16)

Using commutative properties of ltering (and averaging) and assuming an incompressible ow condition (maximum Mach number of about 0.3), above equations can be simplied.
According to the incompressible ow assumption, the non-constant density is dened using
incompressible ideal gas law as:

ρ=

pop
R
Mw T

(2.17)

where pop represents the operating pressure, R is the universal gas constant, and Mw is
the molecular weight of the uid (air in this case). For incompressible ows any density
uctuations (as caused by pressure variations in compressible ows) are small. However,
for strongly heated ows the eects of density uctuations cannot be neglected, and therefore, this problem can be considered to fall in the compressible ow category. Equations
implemented in FLUENT [25] are compatible with compressible ow LES formulation, however, in FLUENT guide these equations are derived for incompressible ows. Therefore, the
presented equations are derived to agree with the equations presented by FLUENT, noting
that FLUENT reverts to variable density formulation when discussing the eddy-viscosity
SGS dynamic models. Gravity term in Eq. 2.13, gi , is a constant and not a function of
location, and therefore is unaected by the ltering operation. The molecular viscosity of a
uid, μ, and the heat conduction coecient, k , are uid properties and also not functions
of time or space; they will be presented later in the properties section. Therefore, Eqs. 2.12
- 2.16 can be written as Eqs. 2.18 - 2.22, respectively:
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∂
∂ρ
+
(ρui ) = 0
∂t
∂xi

(2.18)

∂σij
∂
∂
∂p
(ρui ) +
(ρui uj ) = −
+
− ρgi
∂t    ∂xj   
∂xi
∂xj

(2.19)

I

II

∂qj
∂  
∂ 
∂
ρE +
(ρE + p) uj = −
+
(σij ui )
∂t
∂xj 
∂xj
∂xj   



(2.20)

IV

III

where

σij = μ

∂uj
∂ui
2 ∂uk
+
−
δij
∂xj
∂xi
3 ∂xk

(2.21)

∂T
∂xj

(2.22)

qj = −k

The continuity equation, Eq. 2.18, does not present any problem in modeling the computational ow, since the ltered velocity term, ui , is easily obtained from the computational
domain - it is the resolved velocity eld. However, by ltering the momentum and energy
equations new unknown variable terms are created, which need to be addressed and solved
in terms of other known variables - also referred to as turbulence closure problem. Therefore,
all terms in the momentum and energy equations are now simplied to a form which allows
for an easier numerical implementation.
In Eq. 2.19, term I is easily obtained from the simulation, by the same reasoning
specied for the continuity equation. However, the second term on the left hand side of
the momentum equation, term II , represents a nonlinear term. When the the velocity
decomposition (u = u+u ) is applied to this term, the momentum equation can be rewritten
as:

∂σij
∂
∂ 
∂p
(ρui ) +
+
− ρgi
ρ(ui + ui )(uj + uj ) = −
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(2.23)
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Multiplying through and applying the commutative rule of ltering, Eq. 2.23 can be recast
as:


∂σij
∂  
∂p
∂
(ρui ) +
+
− ρgi
ρ ui uj + ui uj + ui uj + ui uj
=−
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(2.24)

The original non-linear term II , ρui uj , is now a function of u and u :



ρ (ui uj ) = ρ ui uj + ui uj + ui uj + ui uj

(2.25)

There are two main views on how the terms in Eq. 2.25 should be treated in order to
group the unknown terms and leave only the known terms, which are terms containing u.
The more obvious way would be to group the terms as follows:




∂σij
∂
∂  
∂p
(ρui ) +
+
− ρgi
ρ ui uj + ρ ui uj + ui uj + ui uj
=−
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(2.26)

Rearranging the equation yields:

⎛

⎞



⎟

∂σij
∂
∂p
∂ 
∂ ⎜
⎜ρ ui u + u uj + ρu u ⎟ − ρgi (2.27)
(ρui ) + ρ
ρui uj = −
+
−
j
i
i j⎠
⎝
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
∂xj
Rij

Cij
SGS
τij

The newly-formed term τij on the right hand side of Eq. 2.27 is the subgrid stress tensor.
This rst approach splits the subgrid stress tensor into two components: cross-stress tensor,

Cij , and Reynolds subgrid tensor, Rij . This approach is called double decomposition. Given
the denitions in Eq. 2.27, Eq. 2.25 can be written as:





τijSGS = ρ ui uj − ui uj = ρ ui uj + ui uj + ui uj = Cij + Rij

(2.28)

However, this decomposition leaves the term ui uj in the momentum equation, Eq. 2.27. This
term is not readily available since the lter would need to be applied twice to obtain this
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quantity. Therefore, a more common and more widely used decomposition was introduced
by Leonard [26], which will be used throughout the remainder of this report.
Leonard decomposition states that it must be possible to evaluate all terms from the
ltered variables. Therefore, Leonard introduced term ui uj which is not originally found in
the momentum equation, Eq. 2.24, by adding and subtracting it as follows:




∂
∂  
(ρui ) +
ρ ui uj − ui uj + ρ (ui uj ) + ρ ui uj + ui uj + ui uj
∂t
∂xj

(2.29)

∂p
+
= − ∂x
i

∂σij
∂xj

− ρgi

When rearranged, the equations becomes:

∂σij
∂
∂
∂p
(ρui uj ) = −
+
(ρui ) +
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
⎛
−

(2.30)

⎞



⎟


∂ ⎜
⎜ρ ui uj − ui uj + ρ ui u + u uj + ρu u ⎟ − ρgi
j
i
i j⎠
⎝
∂xj
Lij

Cij

Rij

SGS
τij

In the case of Leonard decomposition, all terms not directly expressed in terms of u are
grouped together to form the subgrid tensor, τijSGS , as dened in Eq. 2.31, with each
variable having the value specied in Eq. 2.30, and with Lij being called the Leonard stress
term:

τijSGS = Lij + Cij + Rij

(2.31)

Cij and Rij terms have the same denition as specied in Eq. 2.28, that is cross-stress
tensor and Reynolds subgrid tensor, respectively. The Leonard stress term represents the
interaction of two resolved eddies, denoted by u, to produce small scale turbulence. The
Reynolds stress term is the opposite - it represents the interaction of two subgrid scale eddies
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to produce a large eddy. The cross-stress tensor represents the transfer of energy between
large, resolved eddies and small, modeled eddies. Equation 2.31 can be rewritten using
similar process as employed to derive Eqs. 2.25 and 2.28, and by noting the original ltered
term ui uj , as:

τijSGS = ρ (ui uj − ui uj )

(2.32)

which is the most widely used denition of a subgrid stress tensor.
Similar approach can be used to derive the energy equation, Eq. 2.20, even though
the derivation is more tedious than the derivation of the ltered continuity or momentum
equation. Nonetheless, the derivation is very important in order to recognize the formation
of new subgrid scale variables, and thus is not omitted.
By recalling Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7, the ltered energy equation, Eq. 2.20, can be written as:

∂
∂  
ρE +
∂t
∂xj

 

 
∂qj
ui u i
∂
ρ
+ e + p uj = −
+
(σij ui )
2
∂xj
∂xj

(2.33)

Distributing the terms through yields:

∂  
∂
ρE +
∂t
∂xj



1
ρui ui uj + ρeuj + puj
2


=−

∂qj
∂
+
(σij ui )
∂xj
∂xj

(2.34)

To simplify Eq. 2.34, denitions associated with a calorically perfect ideal gas are used:

e = cv T

(2.35)

p = RρT

(2.36)

c p = cv + R

(2.37)

where cv represents the specic heat at constant volume, and noting that only the temperature T is subject to ltering because it is directly solved for from the energy equation. Other
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variables are just functions of temperature.
Focusing on the second term on the left-hand side of Eq. 2.20, term III can be written
as:

(ρE + p) uj

=

1
ρui ui uj + ρeuj + puj
2

(2.38)

Continuing to work with the right-hand side, using denitions shown in Eq. 2.35 and 2.36,
Eq. 2.38 can be rewritten as:

1
(ρE + p) uj = ρui ui uj + ρcv T uj + ρRT uj
2

(2.39)

Grouping terms in Eq. 2.39 yields:

1
(ρE + p) uj = ρui ui uj + ρ (cv + R) T uj
2

(2.40)

Employing relation displayed by Eq. 2.37 yields:

1
(ρE + p) uj = ρui ui uj + ρcp T uj
2

(2.41)

Similarly to Leonard decomposition shown in Eq. 2.54, the right-hand side can be recast as:



1
1
1
ρui ui uj + ρcp T uj = (ρui ui uj ) + (ρui ui uj − ρui ui uj ) + ρcp T uj + ρcp T uj − ρcp T uj
2
2





2
cp qjSGS

Dj

This is very closely related to Eq. 2.32. In Eq. 2.42,

1
2

(2.42)

(ρui ui uj ) term still needs to be further

decomposed as follows, by, once again, applying the Leonard decomposition principle:

1
1
1
ρui ui uj + ρcp T uj = ρui ui uj + (ρui ui uj − ρui ui uj ) + Dj + ρcp T uj + cp qjSGS (2.43)
2
2
2


SGS u
τii
j
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Using denitions of terms from Eq. 2.43, Eq. 2.41 can be written as:

1
(ρE + p) uj = ρui ui uj + ρcp T uj +
2



1 SGS
τ
uj + Dj + cp qjSGS
2 ii


(2.44)

However, the term (ρE + p) uj cannot be used in the energy equation to solve for temperature. To rewrite this term in a format that is easily discretized, ltered forms of Eqs. 2.35
and 2.36 must be used. These are, respectively:

e = cv T

(2.45)

p = RρT

(2.46)

Equation 2.37 is unaected by ltering operation. Now, Eqs. 2.45, 2.46, and 2.37 are used
to rewrite Eq. 2.44 as:


(ρE + p) uj = ρEuj + puj +

1 SGS
τ
uj + Dj + cp qjSGS
2 ii


(2.47)

Similarly, applying Leonard decomposition on the last term on the right-hand side of Eq.
2.34, term IV can be rewritten as:

σij ui = σij ui + (σij ui − σij ui )

(2.48)

Now that all terms are ltered and simplied, the ltered continuity, momentum, and energy
equations in Large Eddy Simulation form can be written as:

∂
∂ρ
+
(ρui ) = 0
∂t
∂xi

(2.49)

∂τijSGS
∂σij
∂
∂
∂p
(ρui ) +
(ρui uj ) = −
+
−
− ρgi
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
∂xj
  

(2.50)

V
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∂qj
∂  
∂ 
∂
ρE +
+
(σij ui )
(2.51)
ρEuj + puj = −
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂ SGS
1 ∂  SGS 
∂
−
Dj − cp
q
τii uj −
2 ∂xj
∂xj
∂xj j

    



VI

V II

V III

∂
+
(σij ui − σij ui )
∂xj



IX

where


σij = μ

∂uj
∂ui
2 ∂uk
+
−
δij
∂xj
∂xi
3 ∂xk

(2.52)

∂T
∂xj

(2.53)

qj = −k

To derive the momentum equation, Leonard decomposition, Eq. 2.31, instead of the
double decomposition, Eq. 2.28, was used. To derive the energy equation from its original
form, denitions shown in Eqs. 2.47, 2.22, and 2.48 were used. The stress tensor from Eq.
2.21, presented in Eq. 2.52, was derived by using simple ltering rules, since the equation
does not contain any nonlinear terms and the ltering operation applies to the u eld only.
Likewise, the original heat ux equation, Eq. 2.22, was recast in the form shown by Eq.
2.53. Often, the ltered stress tensor, σij , in Eqs. 2.50 and 2.51, is rewritten as:


1
σij = 2μ Sij − δij Skk
3

(2.54)

where the strain rate tensor, Sij , is dened as:

1
Sij =
2



∂uj
∂ui
+
∂xj
∂xi

(2.55)

Most of the newly produced terms by ltering in Eqs. 2.49 through 2.53 must be modeled,
but there are some which can be neglected. These newly formed terms are now discussed.
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Term V in Eq. 2.49 has to be modeled and represents the divergence of the subgrid scale
stresses. Its formulation is show in Eq. 2.32. Similarly, term V I from Eq. 2.50, initially
dened in Eq. 2.43, has to be modeled as well. It represents the kinetic energy transfer
from the resolved, ltered scales to the modeled, subgrid scales. The next two terms, V II
and V III from Eq. 2.50 as well, were originally introduced in Eq. 2.42 and must, too,
be modeled. Term V III is of particular interest and will be further discussed in the next
section. The last term, IX , is created by nonlinearities in the viscous stress and represents
the viscous SGS work. Generally, this term is small compared to other subgrid terms and
therefore is neglected for the purposes of this research.

2.2 Subgrid Scale Modeling
Subgrid scale model, as is evident from the name, indicates that modeling addresses
ow structures which are smaller than the size of the computational grid, or lter size Δ.
These models are analogous to turbulence closure models in Reynolds-Averaged NavierStokes models with the exception of averaging. In RANS, according to Reynolds averaging
stipulations, ltering a eld twice results in the same original ltered eld, and ltering
a uctuating component (e.g. u ) results to zero. If this were the case, using Reynolds
averaging, Eq. 2.30 could be written as:









ρ ui uj − ui uj +ρ ui uj + ui uj +ρui uj = ρ ui uj − ui uj +ρ ui uj + ui uj +ρui uj (2.56)
where the rst and second terms in the parentheses on the right hand side, Lij and Cij
respectively, would eectively become zero, and thus, Eq. 2.56 could be simplied as:





ρ ui uj − ui uj + ρ ui uj + ui uj + ρui uj = ρui uj

(2.57)

which clearly is not true for Large Eddy Simulations. These simplications cannot be
made for LES and all terms must be kept throughout the derivation. However, Large Eddy
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Simulation models are thought of as more simple or uniform in comparison to RANS models,
since they only model, in general, smaller scales, which are not inuenced by the physical
dimensions of the computational domain, and therefore are more isotropic. Furthermore,
since these LES SGS models are more isotropic, they should be more universal and applicable
to a larger variety of ows than RANS models, which generally must be ne-tuned to a larger
degree for each specic application.
Subgrid scale models are often related to scale invariance, which means that certain
ow features remain the same in dierent scales of motion. This can lead to a relationship
between small and large scales, which can be very useful in LES modeling. The inertial
range of scales is often summarized by the well-known Kolmogorov [27] universal power-law
spectrum:

2

E (k) = ck ε /3 k

−5/3

(2.58)

where E represents the energy in the ow, k is the wave number magnitude, ck is the Kolmogorov constant, and ε is the dissipation rate of kinetic energy as a result of molecular
viscosity μ. Interactions among large scale vortical ow structures, or scales with small
wave number magnitude, can be approximated as inviscid in nature and produce eddies
with smaller length scales and higher wave numbers. This can be thought of as a large
structure being decomposed into a number of smaller structures, or eddies, which are spatially more localized. The process of inviscid interactions among eddies of all magnitudes
creates structures of various length scales, from large to very small, with scales so small that
these interactions become dominated by linear viscous eects.
These interactions give rise to the energy-cascade process present in turbulent ows,
where the kinetic energy is transferred through forward scatter from larger scales to smaller
scales. The reverse process, called backscatter, occurs when kinetic energy is transferred
from smaller scales to larger scales. Often, eddies with small characteristic sizes combine to
form eddies with larger characteristic sizes, forming this backscatter event. Statistically,
the energy ow direction is from larger scales to smaller scales. These processes are described

Δ

k −5/3

kc

−5/3
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and are used in this work.

2.2.1 Eddy-Viscosity Models
Generally, any eddy-viscosity model starts from the assumption that the turbulent stress
tensor is aligned, or invariant, with the rate of strain tensor, which can be written as:

τijSGS = −μt S ij

(2.59)

which is analogous to the Boussinesq hypothesis used in RANS models. In this equation

τijSGS represents the subgrid scale tensor, μt is the subgrid-scale turbulent viscosity, and S ij
is the ltered strain rate tensor. By recalling Eqs. 2.30, 2.31, and 2.32, one can write:





τijSGS = ρ (ui uj − ui uj ) = ρ ui uj − ui uj + ρ ui uj + ui uj + ρui uj

(2.60)

which is the exact residual stress. All prime quantities in Eq. 2.60 must be modeled,
however, only the deviatory components have dynamic eect [29]. Speziale [30] has shown
that grouping the three terms on the right hand side of Eq. 2.60 satises the Galilean
invariance property, which states that all physical laws are invariant to a transformation in
the inertial coordinate system, thus further describing the assumption in Eq. 2.59.
∗ , or zero trace
The total ltered strain rate tensor can be split into the deviatoric, Sij

part and the isotropic part, S kk , as:

1
∗
S ij = Sij
+ S kk δij
3

(2.61)

For incompressible ows, the term 13 S kk δij becomes zero because of the continuity equation,
Eq. 2.49. Therefore, the strain rate eectively becomes zero trace, since the isotropic part
of the strain rate tensor, S kk , has been removed. Now, since the strain rate tensor and the
subgrid scale tensor are invariant, the subgrid scale tensor, τijSGS , must also be decomposed
into a deviatoric and isotropic parts as:
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1
1
τijSGS = τijSGS − τkk δij + τkk δij
3
 3


(2.62)

d
τij

where

1
3 τkk δij

represents the isotropic part of the SGS tensor, and τijd is the deviatoric

subgrid scale component. This equation is now written just in terms of the deviatoric part
of the SGS stress tensor:

1
τijd = τijSGS − τkk δij
3

(2.63)

∗ term from Eq. 2.61. Because of these
which is now in an invariant form to the deviatoric Sij

invariant and deviatoric properties, Eq. 2.59 can be rewritten as:

∗
τijd = −μt Sij

(2.64)

1
∗
τijSGS − τkk δij = −μt Sij
3

(2.65)

or

The isotropic part of the SGS model, τkk , can be rewritten as:

2

τkk = γ M SGS p

(2.66)

where M SGS represents the subgrid scale Mach number and γ is the adiabatic gas index.
For small turbulent Mach numbers, the subgrid scale Mach number is small as well, and
therefore, this term can be simply neglected for incompressible ows [31]. Otherwise, for
incompressible ows, the τkk terms is commonly grouped with the ltered pressure term in
Eq. 2.50 and solved for in the pressure equation. Therefore, the nal formulation for eddy
viscosity models, as used in this research, is shown in Eq. 2.67:

∗
τijSGS = −μt Sij

(2.67)
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However, it is important to note, since the deviatoric SGS stress tensor is zero trace, LES
models based on the eddy viscosity assumption can model only tensors that also have a zero
trace.

2.2.2 Smagorinsky-Lilly Model
The rst Large Eddy Simulation model was introduced by Smagorinsky in 1963 [32].
This model is based on the notion of subgrid scale local equilibrium - equilibrium between the
energy provided from large scales to small scales and the dissipation of energy by the small
scales, and is equivalent to Prandtl's mixing length theorem. Because of this equilibrium
condition, this model does not allow for transport of subgrid turbulent energy. This model
denes the subgrid scale turbulent viscosity shown in Eq. 2.61 as:

 
μt = ρL2s S 

(2.68)

  
S  = 2S ij S ij

(2.69)

where

S ij is the ltered rate of strain tensor and is dened in Eq. 2.55 and Ls is the mixing length
for subgrid scales. Ls is computed as:

Ls = Cs Δ

(2.70)

Cs is the Smagorinsky constant, and Δ represents the lter width and is generally assumed
to be:

1

Δ = (Δx Δy Δz ) /3 = V

1/3

(2.71)

where Δx , Δy , and Δz are the dimensions of the computational cell in the x, y , and z
directions, respectively, and V is the volume of the cell. The value of the coecient can
be determined from homogeneous isotropic turbulence decay in the inertial subrange (or
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inertial range) and was derived by Lilly [33] to be 0.17. However, this constant varies.
A model for term V III in Eq. 2.51 is needed to close the energy equation. Eddydiusivity model is used, which allows Eq. 2.51 to be written as:

qjSGS = −

μt ∂T
P rt ∂xj

(2.72)

with the turbulent viscosity dened in Eq. 2.68, and P rt being the turbulent Prandtl
number, with general values of 0.4 to 0.5.
One of the main advantages of this model is its simplicity, and therefore, SmagorinskyLilly (SL) model is one of the least computationally expensive models. However, value of

Cs is not universal and must be adjusted for each particular type of ow. The value of 0.17
can cause excessive damping of large scale uctuations in the near-wall regions, leading to
inaccurate near-wall behavior. Furthermore, because of the equilibrium assumption used
to develop this model, SL model does not allow for energy transfer from subgrid scales to
the resolved scales - the already discussed backscatter. Because of these non-dynamic
properties, especially in the near-wall region where the size of scales is severely aected
by the presence of a rigid wall and where heat transfer is most important, the classical
Smagorinsky-Lilly model is not used in this research, as was mentioned earlier in Section
1.2.3.

2.2.3 Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic Model
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the major drawback of the original Smagorinsky-Lilly
model is the xed value of the Smagorinsky constant, Cs , no matter for which ow the model
is calibrated. This can especially become a problem for wall-bounded ows, where the model
must adapt to the changing local structure of the ow. Germano et al. [34], and subsequently
Lilly [35], proposed a dynamic procedure to calculate the Smagorinsky constant based on
the resolved scales of motion locally, thus, side-stepping the major drawback of the original
SL model, where user needs to specify the value of the constant in advance.
The concept behind the dynamic model is to apply another lter, called the test lter, to
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the equations of motions. The size of the test lter, Δ̂, with the hat quantity representing
a test-ltered value, as proposed by Germano et al. [34], has optimal value of twice the grid
lter, Δ, as introduced in Eq. 2.71. Both ltered quantities produce their own resolved ow
eld - the subtest eld and the subgrid eld, respectively. The dierence between these two
resolved ow elds is the contribution of small scales, whose size lies between the two test
lters, which can further be used to dynamically estimate the value of the constant. For this
project, and as is implemented in FLUENT, a variable density formulation is considered.
Furthermore, to continue with derivation, it is necessary to introduce Favre ltering, or
averaging:

ρφ
φ =
ρ

(2.73)

where φ represents a Favre-ltered scalar φ.
The Germano identity [34] used for the Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic (SLD) model can
be written as:

Lij = Tij − τijSGS

(2.74)

where Lij is the Leonard stress, Tij is the subtest stress tensor, and τ̂ijSGS is the subtest
stress tensor. These are dened as, respectively:

ρ
ui ρ
uj

ui u
j ) −
Lij ≡ (ρ

ρ

(2.75)


j ρu
i /
Tij ≡ ρu
ρ)
i uj − (ρu

(2.76)

τijSGS ≡ Lij + Cij + Rij = ρui uj − (ρuj ρui /ρ)

(2.77)

with Cij and Rij being dened in Eq. 2.28. The right-hand side of Lij from Eq. 2.75 is
completely computable from the resolved variables. In Eq. 2.77, a trace-free Smagorinsky
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eddy viscosity model is used for τijSGS . However, the eddy viscosity coecient will be a
function of instantaneous ow variables. Scale similarity is assumed for both τijSGS and Tij
and they are modeled using the same constant. Similarly, as was derived in detail in Section
2.2.1 and 2.2.2:

1
 S∗
τijSGS − τkk δij = −2C ρΔ2 |S|
ij
3

(2.78)

∗ is the Favre-averaged trace-free rate of the strain tensor:
where Sij

1
∗
Sij
= Sij − Skk δij
3

(2.79)

 is the norm of Sij :
and |S|
 =
|S|


2Sij Sij

(2.80)

The isotropic part of the SGS Reynolds stress tensor, τkk , has to be modeled separately. It
is parametrized using Yoshizawa's [36] expression:

2
τkk = 2C ρΔ2 |S|

(2.81)

To compute C , the trace of Eq. 2.75 together with 2.78 is used:



ρ
ui ρ
uj
 2
 2

 2 |S|
ρ
ui u
j −
ρΔ
− Δ2 ρ|S|
= 2C 

ρ

(2.82)

Germano et al. [34] showed that expressions similar to the ones multiplying C , i.e. the
term in the parentheses in Eq. 2.82, can become zero. Therefore, an averaging procedure
is needed to make the determination of the SGS coecients well conditioned. It is assumed
that C is independent of directions in which the ow is homogeneous (a rarity in practical
applications). Therefore, spatial averaging along the homogeneous direction of the ow,
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denoted by , leads to:

CΔ2 =

< Lkk >
 2

 2

Δ
2>
2<
ρ Δ
|S|
− ρ|S|

(2.83)

To obtain C , it is also necessary to use model of Eq. 2.78 for the test eld stresses, as
originally assumed by Germano [34], since scale similarity is assumed for both the subgrid
and subtest stress tensors. Therefore:

1
 ∗
 2 |S|
ρΔ
Tij − Tkk δij = −2C 
S ij
3

(2.84)

which leads to, by analogy to steps taken to deal with τijSGS :

Lij

1

 ∗
 2 |S|
 S∗
Lll δij − 2C 
ρΔ
S ij + 2C Δ2 ρ|S|
ij
3
1
Lll δij + 2CΔ2 Mij
3

=
=

(2.85)
(2.86)

with Mij being dened as:


 S∗ − 
Mij = ρ|S|
ρ
ij




Δ
Δ

2

 ∗
|S|
S ij

(2.87)

Contracting Eq. 2.86 with Mij was recommended by Lilly [35] and is outlined below.
Since Eq. 2.86 represents six independent equations in one unknown (for a three dimensional
problem), its error can be minimized by applying the least squares approach. Therefore, a
new quantity, G, is dened as:

1
G = (Lij − δij Lkk − 2CMij )2
3

(2.88)

which helps to evaluate the error through the following expression:

∂G/∂C = 0
where C is evaluated as:

(2.89)
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C Δ2 =

1 < Lij Mij − 13 Lll Mkk >
2
< Mij Mij >

(2.90)

For reasons of numerical stability, negative values of the model coecient C are discarded
by a clipping procedure and the nal version of the coecient can be written as:

C ∗ Δ2 =


1
|CΔ2 | + CΔ2
2

(2.91)

where the * denotes the deviatoric component. Then, the turbulent eddy viscosity for
Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic model can be written as:


μt = C ∗ Δ2 ρ|S|
In FLUENT, for incompressible ow, the value of 2C ∗ Δ2 =
1
3 Lll Mkk

(2.92)
<Lij Mij >
<Mij Mij >

(with the quantity

neglected because it represents the isotropic portion of the tensor) is clipped at

zero and 0.23. These default values were used in this research.
A model for the subgrid scale heat ux qjSGS , term V III in Eq. 2.51, is needed to close
the energy equation. An eddy-diusivity model is used, as used for the original SmagorinskyLilly model shown in Eq. 2.72. For this model, the turbulent Prandtl number, P rt , is
determined dynamically. To nd the dynamic value of P rt , it is assumed that the subgrid
scale heat ux is modeled as:

qjSGS = −

 ∂ T
μt ∂ T
C Δ2 ρ|S|
=−
P rt ∂xk
P rt ∂xk

(2.93)

Recasting qjSGS in spatially ltered variables in similar manner as shown in Eq. 2.42:


qjSGS = ρ(u
j T − uj T ) = ρuj T − (1/ρ)ρuj ρT

(2.94)

The turbulent heat ux at the test lter scale can be written as:

 
 2 |S|
∂T
CΔ
T − (1/
 = −

Qj = ρu
ρ)
ρu
ρT
ρ
i
i
P rt ∂xj

(2.95)
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Now, a new algebraic identity is dened to relate qjSGS and Qj quantities, called Hj :




Hj = Qj − qjSGS = ρuj T − (1/
ρ)ρ
uj ρT

(2.96)

Substituting Eqs. 2.93 and 2.95 into Eq. 2.96 yields Eq. 2.97:

Hj =

2CΔ2
Rj
P rt

(2.97)

with


Rj =


Δ
Δ

2



 ∂ T
 ∂T

ρ|S|
− ρ|S|
∂xj
∂xj

(2.98)

By applying a similar least square approximation in the homogeneous directions as was used
to derive the turbulent viscosity, the dynamic turbulent Prandtl number can be written as:

P rt =

2CΔ2 < Rj Rj >
< Hj Rj >

(2.99)

This relation, in comparison to Eq. 2.72 for the original Smagorinsky-Lilly model, does
not require user input and is computed dynamically. Therefore, it is often called inputfree Smagorinsky-Lilly dynamic model. The only input is the test to grid lter ratio,

Δ̂
Δ,

as seen throughout the derivation of both the subgrid stress tensor and turbulent Prandtl
number. As mentioned at the beginning of Section 2.2.3, a value of two is used. However,
this is only true for well-dened structured meshes, which are unrealistic for many practical
applications. This ratio therefore can vary based on type of computational mesh (e.g.
hexahedral, polyhedral, tetrahedral, etc.).
Furthermore, because of its dynamic nature, the SLD model is better at predicting
near-wall behavior in comparison to SL model, and allows for energy transfer from smaller
to larger scales - backscatter. However, the SLD model is more computationally expensive
in comparison to SL model, since the dynamic constants require additional computations
for each time step. Also, if there are any large uctuations in the dynamic constants, it is
possible for the model to produce unstable solution.
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2.2.4 Localized Dynamic Kinetic Energy Model
The Smagorinsky-Lilly and the Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic models are essentially algebraic models which use the resolved velocity eld to model the subgrid scale stresses. These
models assume that, locally, there is an equilibrium between the energy transferred through
the subgrid lter scales and the energy dissipation at the smallest subgrid scales. However,
some models directly account for the transport of kinetic energy, since this may lead to a
better prediction of the subgrid scale turbulence. One such model was proposed by Kim
and Menon [37].
The Localized Dynamic Kinetic Energy Transport Model (LDKEM), also referred to
as Kinetic Energy Transport model (KET) in this work, is a one equation model, in which
the turbulent kinetic energy, ksgs is dened as:

ksgs =


1 2
uk − u2k
2

(2.100)

The subgrid scale viscosity, μt , is computed as:
1

2
μt = Ck ksgs
Δ

(2.101)

where Ck is a modeling constant, and Δ is the lter size computed the same way as shown
in Eq. 2.71. Following similar steps as outlined in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3, the subgrid scale
stress can be written as:
1
2
2
ΔS ij
τijSGS − ksgs δij = −2Ck ksgs
3

(2.102)

noting the 2/3 coecient includes the 1/2 coecient from Eq. 2.100. The kinetic energy is
obtained by solving its transport equation, show in Eq. 2.103.
3

2
∂k sgs ∂uj k sgs
∂ui
ksgs
∂
+
= −τij
− Cε
+
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
Δ



μt ∂ksgs
σk ∂xj


(2.103)

As can be seen from Eqs. 2.101, 2.102, and 2.103, there are three model parameters, Ck ,

Cε , and σk which need to be specied. In this KET model, the rst two model parameters
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are determined dynamically, similarly as was done for the Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic model
in Eq. 2.90. Kim and Menon [37] set the third modeling constant, σk , to unity.
The idea behind the dynamic subgrid scale modeling employed in this Kinetic Energy
Transport model stems from the hypothesis that there is strong correlation between the
subgrid scale stress, τij , and the Leonard stress, Lij . In KET, the Leonard stress is modeled
directly as:
1
1
2
Δ̂Ŝ ij
Lij − Lkk δij = −2Ck ktest
3

(2.104)

instead of using the Germano identity [34] employed in the SLD model, as shown in Section
2.2.3. In Eq. 2.104, all quantities with the ˆ sign refer to test-ltered quantities. ktest , a
new unknown, refers to the resolved turbulent kinetic energy associated with scales between
the test lter and the actual grid lter, notion similar to the SLD model. ktest can be found
using the following relation:

ktest =


1
uk uk − ûk ûk
2

(2.105)

Similarly as was developed for the Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic model in Section 2.2.3,
the model constant Ck can be determined by minimizing the magnitude of error from Eq.
2.104. If this procedure is carried out in similar steps as outlined for the SLD model, the
following equation is obtained:

Ck =

Lij Mij 
Mij Mij 

(2.106)

which is very similar to the relationship obtained in Eq. 2.90 and where Lij represents the
Leonard stress, and Mij is dened as:
1

2
Mij = −2Δ̂ktest
Ŝ ij

(2.107)

The last unknown, constant Cε from Eq. 2.103, is determined dynamically as well using
Eq. 2.108.
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Cε =

Δ̂ (μ + μt )
3

2
ktest



∂ ûi ∂ ûi
∂u
i ∂ui
−
∂xj ∂xj
∂xj ∂xj


(2.108)

This equation is based on the hypothesis that the dissipation rate, , of the subtest kinetic
energy, ktest , can be expressed in similar form as the dissipation rate of kinetic subgrid scale
energy, ksgs , as:
3

 = Cε

2
ktest

(2.109)

Δ̂

and can also be computed as:


 = (μ + μt )

∂u
∂ ûi ∂ ûi
i ∂ui
−
∂xj ∂xj
∂xj ∂xj


(2.110)

Equation 2.108 was produced by combination of Eqs. 2.109 and 2.110, thus solving for all
unknowns and closing the system of equations. The subgrid scale heat ux for all dynamic
models present in FLUENT is implemented the same way, as highlighted in Section 2.2.3.
According to Kim and Menon [37], main advantages of the Kinetic Energy Model come
from not involving any test lter operation when modeling the Ck parameter and from
adopting the subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy to parametrize the subgrid scale stresses.
Therefore, this model does not assume equilibrium of subgrid turbulent energy, a drawback of
the Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic model. Furthermore, because a transport equation is solved
for the subgrid scale turbulent energy, ksgs , history of ksgs and non-equilibrium eects can
be taken into account. The history of ksgs allows for a better prediction of backscatter of
kinetic energy for the KET model in comparison to the SLD model. One of the drawbacks
of the current model is its formulation which requires the solution of an additional transport
equation for the subgrid scale turbulent energy and additional ltering operations on the
newly-formed terms.

2.2.5 Wall-Adapting Local-Eddy Viscosity Model
The Wall-Adapting Local-Eddy Viscosity model (WALE), is based on a similar notion
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than Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic model, except, it accounts for the local rotation rate, which
can be very important especially for wall-bounded ows. The WALE model was developed
by Nicoud and Ducros [38]. The generic form of the model is (adjusted for consistency for
the purposes of this work):

μt = ρCm Δ2 OP (x, y, z, t) S ij S ij

(2.111)

where Cm represents the modeling constant, Δ represents the subgrid characteristic length
(or as usual for CFD formulation, the grid size), and OP is an operator of space and time,
homogeneous to a frequency, and dened from the resolved velocity elds (which is true
for all other subgrid scale models). This formulation is very similar to turbulent viscosity
formulation of the Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic model, Eq. 2.92.
Nicoud and Ducros [38] dene the operator OP such that it is invariant to any coordinate translation or rotation, it can easily be computed for any computational mesh, it is
a function of strain and rotation rate, and decreases naturally to zero at the wall without
any damping or dynamic procedure, reproducing the proper turbulent viscosity scaling at
 
the wall, μt = O y 3 . Because no dynamic procedure or explicit ltering is used near the
wall, this model works with both structured and unstructured meshes.
As was described in Section 2.2.1, for eddy-viscosity models it is assumed that the turbulent viscosity must remain the same even when the frame of reference is changed. Therefore,
the operator OP must be based on invariants of the subgrid turbulent stress tensor. Nicoud
and Ducros [38] start building the operator by dening the deviatoric symmetric part of the
square of the velocity gradient tensor as:

d
=
Sij

 1
1 2
g ij + g 2ji − δij g 2kk
2
3

(2.112)

which is analogous to Eq. 2.79, and where:

g 2ij = g ik g kj

(2.113)
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and

g ij =

∂ui
∂xj

(2.114)

The antisymmetric part of g ij , Ωij , is dened as:

Ωij =

1
2



∂uj
∂ui
−
∂xj
∂xi


(2.115)

Now, Eq. 2.112 can be rewritten as:


1 
d
Sij
= S ik S kj + Ωik Ωkj − δij S mn S mn − Ωmn Ωmn
3

(2.116)

Dening S 2 = S ij S ij , Ω2 = Ωij Ωij , and IVSΩ = S ij S jk Ωkl Ωli , Eq. 2.116 can now be
rewritten for incompressible ows as:

d d
Sij =
Sij

 2
1 2 2
S S + Ω2 Ω2 + S 2 Ω2 + 2 IVSΩ
6
3

(2.117)

d S d invariant is its ability to detect turbulent structures with
The advantage of the Sij
ij

strain rate and rotation rate, and therefore is able to capture transitional ows. However,
 
this invariant alone does not reproduce the correct behavior near the wall, O y 3 , rather,
 
it behaves like O y 2 . Now, Nicoud and Ducros [38] redene the original operator OP as a
fraction of two operators, OP = OP1 /OP2 , to achieve the desired properties, where:


3
d d 2
OP 1 = Sij
Sij

(2.118)


 5  d d  54
OP 2 = S ij S ij 2 + Sij
Sij

(2.119)

and

These operators now help to avoid numerical instabilities and correct the behavior near the
wall. Therefore, Eq. 2.111 can now be rewritten as:
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3
d Sd 2
Sij
ij
μt = ρ (Cw Δ)2

 5  d d  54
S ij S ij 2 + Sij Sij

(2.120)

which in FLUENT is implemented as:



3
d Sd 2
Sij
ij
μt = ρL2s

 5  d d  54
S ij S ij 2 + Sij Sij

(2.121)

where Ls is dened as:



1
Ls = min κd, Cw V 3

(2.122)

and where κ is the Von Karman constant, 0.41, d is the distance to (from) the wall, and V

1
3

is

dened by Eq. 2.71. FLUENT [25] deviates from the original WALE model implementation
proposed by Nicoud and Ducros [38] near the wall, where the length scale parameter Ls is
1

either the original model parameter Cw V 3 , or is adjusted based on Van Driest model, which
can be written as:


Ls = κd 1 − e

+

− y+



A

(2.123)

where

+

y =

dρ



τw
ρ

μ

(2.124)

and A+ = 25 for boundary layers with no axial pressure gradient, suction or blowing.
However, this parameter can greatly vary, as shown by [5], especially for heated pipe ows.
Equation 2.123 reduces only to κd in the near -wall regions, where y + is near 1 and A+ is
25 or greater. On the other hand, the WALE model is designed to be more accurate for
wall-bounded ows, since it considers the local rotation rate of turbulent structures.
There is, however, still one unknown - Cw . This constant can be found as:
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√ 
3 
2 S ij S ij 2

Cw2 = Cs2 
S ij S ij OP1 /OP2

(2.125)

where Cs parameter is another true constant set by Nicoud and Ducros [38] to 0.18, with

Cw then being in the range of 0.55 to 0.6. However, the authors of the WALE model
show that the value of the Cw is inuenced by grid renement and can vary signicantly.
FLUENT [25] sets this constant to a default value of 0.325, which was also used for this
research. Therefore, the results, once again, can be inuenced by the value of this xed
constant. The applicability of this model could be increased by a dynamic procedure that
would solve for this constant. Furthermore, this model does not allow for non-equilibrium
eects (or transport eects) of turbulence at the subgrid scales, which the Kinetic Energy
Transport model allows. On the other hand, the WALE model is designed to be more
accurate for wall-bounded ows, since it considers the local rotation rate of small scales,
which are also highly dissipative, and thus should produce a much better wall behavior than
the Smagorinsky-Lilly or Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic model. Furthermore, it can predict
transitional ows.
The treatment of the subgrid scale heat ux for the WALE model implementation is
the same as for the Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic and the Kinetic Energy Transport models,
as described in Section 2.2.3.
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Chapter 3
Flow Solver
The present research was carried out using FLUENT, a commercial general-purpose
Computational Fluid Dynamics software package. Two versions, 6.3.26 and 12.0.14, were
used in this work. It uses cell-centered nite-volume formulation to solve all pertinent
governing equations for two- or three-dimensional, steady or unsteady problems. It allows
for the use of tetrahedral, hexahedral, quadrilateral, triangular, pyramidal, prismatic, and
hybrid meshes. FLUENT implemented various types of CFD solver algorithms, such as
coupled explicit, coupled implicit, or segregated for pressure-based solution techniques and
coupled algorithms for density-type solvers. All solvers are parallelized and can employ
the use of Algebraic Multi-Grid method (AMG) to accelerate solution convergence. In this
section, all settings used to carry out the research will be described in more detail.
The governing equations described in the previous chapter are nonlinear and coupled to
one another. There are various ways to solve the system, each based on problem specics.
Both the density-based and the pressure-based solvers obtain the velocity eld from the
momentum equations, however, for density-based solvers, the continuity equation is used to
solve for the density, with pressure being solved from the equation of state; for pressurebased solvers, the continuity and momentum equations are manipulated to obtain pressureprojection techniques, which, in turn, are used to solve for the pressure.

3.1 Pressure-Based Solver Description
In this work, the pressure-based solver was used. This solver uses a pressure-projection
method, derived from the continuity and the momentum equations. Momentum equations
are solved such that a new velocity eld is produced; however, this velocity eld does not
satisfy continuity. Therefore, the pressure correction algorithm is used to correct the velocity
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eld to satisfy the continuity. The velocity eld computation and the pressure correction can
be computed simultaneously at each iteration with the pressure-based coupled algorithm,
or sequentially, where rst, the converged velocity eld is obtained and then, this velocity
eld is corrected with the pressure correction algorithm, as is done by the pressure-based
segregated algorithm. The choice of the algorithm depends on the specic problem. The
coupled algorithm converges faster than the segregated algorithm; however, because all
governing equations must be solved simultaneously, it has larger memory requirements.
The segregated algorithm has signicantly lower memory requirements than the coupled
algorithm, however, the convergence rate tends to be slower. Generally, for problems with
a large number of computational elements, the segregated algorithms are used because of
their lower memory requirements. The pressure-based segregated algorithm was selected for
this research.
In the pressure-based segregated algorithm, the individual governing equations are
solved sequentially, one after another. First, the governing equations are integrated about
each control volume, and second, they are discretized so they can be solved using the chosen algorithm. This can be illustrated by considering a general transport equation for a
representative scalar quantity, φ:

∂
→
(ρφ) + (ρ−
u φ) = (Γφ ∇φ) + Sφ
∂t

(3.1)

−
where →
u is the velocity vector, Γφ is the diusion coecient for φ, and Sφ is the source of
φ per unit volume. The x−momentum equation could be obtained by simply substituting u
(the x−velocity) for φ, and μ, the molecular viscosity, for the diusion coecient, Γφ . Refer
to Figure 3.1 for illustration. Equation 3.1 is now integrated for an arbitrary control volume
as:

ˆ
V

∂
(ρφ) dV +
∂t

˛

→
−
−
(ρ→
u φ) · d A =

˛

−
→
(Γφ ∇φ) · d A +

ˆ
Sφ dV
V

(3.2)

c0

c1
−
→
A

V

Nf aces
Nf aces


−
→
−
→
∂
−
→
(ρφ) V +
(ρf uf φf ) Af =
(Γφ ∇φf ) Af + Sφ V
∂t
f

f

f

Nf aces

φ
φ

aP φP =



anb φnb + S

nb

aP
anb

φ0

nb

φnb

φP
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surrounding cells, and S contains all other terms, such as any pressure terms or source terms

(e.g.
pf A · î, where pf is the value of the pressure at the face, and î represents the identity
vector) which are grouped and are treated as known values when solving this linearized
equation for φP . Equations such as the one presented in Eq. 3.4 can be written for every
single cell in the domain, therefore forming a system of algebraic equations with a sparse
coecient matrix. This system can be solved by such methods as a point-implicit GaussSeidel linear equation solver or the Incomplete Lower Upper (ILU) technique. Furthermore,

to solve Eq. 3.4 for x− or y−momentum, the pressure,
pf A · î, must be known at cell
faces, not cell centers. FLUENT uses a co-located scheme to store all velocity components
and pressure - it stores the values at cell centers, not the face, instead of the staggered-grid
scheme, which stores values of velocity components at cell centers, but pressure values at
cell faces. Because of the co-located scheme, it is necessary to interpolate the pressure from
cell centers to cell faces. This can be done using various interpolation techniques such as
standard scheme, linear scheme, second-order scheme, body-force-weighted scheme, and the
PRESTO! (PREssure STaggering Option) scheme. For this research, the PRESTO! scheme
was chosen, which, in order to compute the pressure at the face, uses continuity balance for
a staggered control volume about the face.
Similar consideration must be given to the interpolation of velocity values for the discretized continuity equation. Once again, refer to Figure 3.1 for graphic representation of
variables. The original continuity equation in integral form can be written as:

˛

→
−
→
ρ−
u · dA = 0

(3.5)

which, when discretized, can be written as:



Nf aces

ρf un Af = 0

(3.6)

f

where the quantity ρf un is the mass ux through the face area Af , where un represents the
normal velocity, and ρf is the density at the cell face. Linear interpolation of cell-centered
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velocities to the faces can lead to unphysical pressure distribution, which can cause the
solution to diverge. The following scheme is used to prevent checker-boarding (unphysical
pressure distribution):

ρf un = ρf


 

ap,c0 un,c0 + ap,c1 un,c1
→
→
+ df pc0 + (∇p)c0 · −
r 0 − pc1 + (∇p)c1 · −
r 1
ap,c0 + ap,c1

(3.7)

where pc0 and pc1 are the pressures, and un,c0 and un,c1 are the normal velocities for cells

c0 and c1 , respectively. The coecients ap,c0 and ap,c1 are the same linearized coecients
as presented in Eq. 3.4. Therefore, this scheme uses momentum-weighted factors based
on momentum coecients aP . The remaining quantity, df , represents a function of aP .
The details of the procedure are outlined by Rhie and Chow [39]. Problems which surfaced
for pressure and velocity face interpolations do not occur for density face interpolation.
The density for incompressible ows is found using a simple arithmetic average between
neighboring cells.

3.2 Spatial Discretization
When deriving Eq. 3.4 from Eq. 3.3, several steps were omitted. As can be seen, Eq. 3.3
requires the evaluation of φf at the faces for both the convection and diusion terms, which,
based on the discretization scheme, are either grouped into φnb or are φP . The diusion term
in Eq. 3.3 is discretized by a second order central dierencing method; this implementation
is xed and cannot be changed, therefore xing the spatial discretization at second-order
accuracy at best. However, this is a common implementation. On the other hand, there
are several methods that are available for the discretization of the convection term. They
are First-Order Upwind (FOU) scheme, Second-Order Upwind (SOU) scheme, Power-Law
scheme, Quadric Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinetics (QUICK) scheme, CentralDierencing (CD) scheme, Bounded Central-Dierencing (BCD) scheme, and Third-Order
MUSCL (Monotone Upstream-Centered Schemes for Conservation Laws) scheme.
For Large Eddy Simulations, the choice of a discretization method for convective uxes
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requires caution. In RANS modeling, schemes such as SOU and QUICK are often used
and can achieve desirable solutions. However, these upwind-biased methods are associated
with articial diusion which can be detrimental to LES modeling. Any numerical diusion,
no matter how small, can lead to over-powering of the physical diusion. This can lead to
articial dampening of oscillations and thus produce erroneous results when using LES-based
SGS models.
The most widely used discretization method for the convective terms for LES is the
Central Dierencing method. It is characterized by extremely low numerical diusion (if any)
and provides improved accuracy when used with LES over any other mentioned discretization
scheme. This method evaluates the face values according to the following relation:

φf,CD =

1
1
→
→
(φ0 + φ1 ) + (∇φ0 · −
r 0 + ∇φ1 · −
r 1)
2
2

(3.8)

where φf,CD is the scalar value at the cell face evaluated using Central Dierencing scheme,

φ0 and φ1 are values at cell centers of cell 0 and 1, respectively, ∇φ0 and ∇φ1 are the
→
→
r 1 are vectors from respective cell centers to
gradients of respective scalars, and −
r 0 and −
the face centroid. All quantities are displayed in Figure 3.1. However, it is well known
that CD scheme can produce unbounded and unphysical solutions by allowing non-physical
uctuations to occur in the computational domain and thus cause problems with solution
convergence. This is especially true for ows with a high Peclet number, P e =

ρuΔx
Γ ,

(low

diusivity - small Γ, and coarse mesh - large Δx), which is very often the case for engineering
applications. In RANS models, the stability concerns can most often be avoided by using a
blending approach, in which the pure Central Dierencing method is grouped with a FirstOrder Upwinding scheme to improve stability and smooth out any oscillations. However,
this, if used on any part of domain, could introduce articial diusion which could smear out
any physical uctuations. In LES, this oscillatory behavior can be controlled, to a certain
point, by making a ne, well-dened computational mesh, and/or by decreasing the time
step. However, in LES, at times these techniques cannot prevent solution oscillations.
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For such case, the Bounded Central Dierencing (BCD) method is used, which is starting to be implemented into CFD codes with increasing frequency. This method is based on
the Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) approach [40] along with Convection Boundedness
Criterion (CBC) [41]. In order to avoid unphysical oscillations in the domain, the Normalized Variable Approach xes the face value, φf , between any two respective cell values, such
as φ0 and φ1 , as shown in Figure 3.1. Therefore, each value of φf is locally bounded. The
Convection Boundedness Criterion for convection schemes can be represented in the NVD,
as shown by [41]. For transient solutions, Leonard [42] introduced the ULTIMATE NVD
bounding strategy, which takes into account the value of the Courant number at the face
and the dependence of CBC on the Courant number. The BCD scheme consists from 1) a
pure Central Dierencing scheme, 2) pure Central Dierencing scheme blended with Second
Order Upwinding scheme, and 3) plain First Order Upwinding scheme. Based on the local
solution gradients in the domain, either one of the three options can be used to compute the
corresponding face value. The scheme that blends pure Central Dierencing with Second
Order Upwind can be written as:

explicit
φf = φimplicit
f,SOU + (φf,CD − φf,SOU )

(3.9)

where φf represents the face value of variable φ, φf,SOU represents the value of the ux at
the face evaluated using SOU method, which is dened as:

φf,SOU = φ0 + ∇φ0 · r0

(3.10)

written to be consistent with nomenclature established in Figure 3.1 and assuming cell c0
is the upwind cell - ow left to right, as seen in Figure 3.1. As can be seen in Eq. 3.9, the
blending of CD and SOU methods occurs through using the SOU face value implicitly and
the dierence between CD and SOU values explicitly. Upon convergence, this method leads
to pure CD. The First Order Upwinding, the third BCD option, is simply written as:
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φf,F OU = φ0

(3.11)

assuming the ow in Figure 3.1 is from left to right, as was true for SOU scheme in Eq.
3.10. However, First Order Upwinding scheme is used only when the boundedness criterion
is violated. Eectively, the BCD schemes detects any oscillations in the solution with a wave
length of 2Δx or more, which are suppressed by switching from a pure CD scheme to the
SOU-CD blending, or, for extreme cases, to a plain FOU scheme. More detailed description
of one such technique used for unstructured meshes is given by Jasak et al. [43].
For this research, the pure Central Dierencing method was used for the momentum
equations, with Bounded Central Dierencing schemes used for temperature and, in the case
of the KET SGS model, the subgrid-kinetic energy as well. By trial-and-error it was found
that the selection of either CD or BCD scheme for the momentum solver did not have any
eect on the solution; however, when CD scheme was used for the temperature discretization,
the temperature eld produced large, unphysical oscillations. No other methods were tested
for the momentum solver. For the temperature discretization, the QUICK method was used
as well, with no visible dierences when compared to the BCD results.

3.3 Time Discretization
For time dependent ows the pressure-based solver uses an implicit formulation of the
transport equation. All convective, diusive, and source terms are evaluated implicitly at
time step n + 1, or time t + Δt. The general transport equation presented in Eq. 3.2 can
thus be rewritten to account for the temporal terms as:

ˆ
V

∂
(ρφ) dV +
∂t

˛



→ n+1 n+1
n+1 −

ρ

u

φ



−
→
· dA =

˛ 

n+1
Γn+1
φ ∇φ



−
→
· dA +

ˆ
V

Sφn+1 dV (3.12)

For the temporal discretization of the transient term the second order fully-implicit
three-level temporal discretization was used for in this project. First order time integration
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method was also available; however, this method is unsuitable for LES because of its limited
accuracy. For either method, each equation, whether momentum or energy, can be recast in
the following form:

∂φ
= f (φ)
∂t

(3.13)

which, for second-order implicit time discretization can be written as:



3φn+1 − 4φn + φn−1
= f φn+1
2Δt

(3.14)

where the superscript n + 1 represents the value of variable φ at the next time step, t + Δt,

n represents the value of φ at the current time step, t, and n − 1 at the previous time step,


t − Δt. The implicit form of this equation suggests that the value of f φn+1 must be solved
for iteratively at each time level before moving on to the next time step. This scheme is a
widely-used time integration scheme for LES. It is unconditionally stable, as opposed to the
explicit time stepping, where the value of the Courant number (or Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy,
CFL, condition) must be taken into account. In such cases, methods such as Runge-Kutta
can be used to incrementally advance the solution in time. However, such schemes put
restrictions on the size of the time step. When using explicit time advancement, the CFL
number is generally kept below one to aid the stability of the computational solution.

3.4 Time Advancement
Based on the desired accuracy, the solutions can either be advanced by using: 1) the rst
order implicit method or the second order implicit method, and 2) by choosing either the
Iterative Time-Advancement (ITA) scheme or the Non-Iterative Time-Advancement (NITA)
scheme. The rst and second order temporal discretizations produce truncation errors on the
order of O (Δt) and O (Δt)2 , respectively, and were already discussed. The choice between
the ITA scheme or the NITA scheme is based on several parameters.
For the Iterative Time-Advancement scheme, all of the equations are solved iteratively
until the desired convergence criteria, for each given time step. However, the ITA scheme
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requires a signicant number of outer iterations to reach convergence criteria per time step.
This makes it computationally expensive. The Non-Iterative Time-Advancement scheme,
on the other hand, greatly reduces the CPU time by performing only one outer iteration
per time step, while still allowing the inner iterations for each respective quantity to be
solved to a desired convergence criterion. This makes the NITA scheme considerably more
computationally attractive. However, by choosing the segregated solver, when using the
NITA algorithm, all pertinent equations are solved separately until convergence, one by
one, which introduces the splitting error. This is where the ITA scheme has one advantage
over the NITA scheme: the nonlinearity of individual equations and the inter-equation
dependencies are taken into consideration, therefore eliminating the splitting error. NITA
scheme, on the other hand, uses a dierent approach to deal with the splitting error. The
temporal discretization already introduces a truncation error on the order of O (Δt)2 for
the second order temporal method. Therefore, the splitting error does not necessarily need
to be reduced to zero, but rather only to the order of the truncation error. There are
two pressure-velocity coupling versions of the NITA scheme implemented in FLUENT: the
Non-Iterative Time-Advancement with Fractional Step Method (FSM), or the Non-Iterative
Time-Advancement with Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) method.
The PISO method is very similar to the family of Semi-Implicit Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE) pressure-velocity coupling methods. Even though the Non-Iterative TimeAdvancement algorithm with the PISO method does not require the general iterative process
of back-and-forth velocity and pressure corrections to satisfy both the momentum and continuity equations, it still solves two extra equations per iteration: the neighbor correction and
the skewness correction (for more skewed meshes). This process does reduce the number of
iterations the algorithm needs to take to reach the desired accuracy, but the process is still
more CPU expensive per time step.
In the pressure-velocity coupling Fractional Step Method scheme [44], approximate
factorization (which can, under certain circumstances, be equivalent to a splitting scheme)
is used to decouple the momentum and continuity equations. As mentioned earlier, this
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allows for a control of the order of convergence of the splitting error. The idea behind
approximate factorization and order splitting comes from separately solving the velocity
part of the momentum equation from the pressure portion of the momentum equation. This
fractional method can easily be illustrated on the method proposed by Chorin [45]. The
incompressible Navier-Stokes equation can be written as:

∂u −
→
→
+→
u · ∇−
u = −∇p + ν∇ · ∇−
u
∂t

(3.15)

For illustrative purposes using rst order time discretization, this equation can be split into
two equations as:

−
→
u i − u n −
→
→
+→
u n · ∇−
u i = +ν∇ · ∇−
ui
Δt

(3.16)

→
−
→
ui
u n+1 − −
= −∇pn+1
Δt

(3.17)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity, u represents the velocity vector, p represents the pressure

→
(divided by density), and −
u i represents the intermediate velocity eld. This approximate
factorization introduces the already mentioned splitting error into the numerical solution.
When Eqs. 3.16 and 3.17 are added together, a discrete approximation of the original
equation, Eq. 3.15, is obtained. This way, the pressure correction is decoupled from the
momentum equation. Full details of the higher-order implementation of the fractional step
method are given by Dukowicz and Dvinsky [44]. Armeld and Street [46] compare three
dierent methods of implementation of the Fractional Step Method and show that noniterative pressure correction methods can achieve the same order of accuracy as iterative
methods for this type of pressure-velocity coupling, in addition, with increased computational eciency. Therefore, NITA/FSM solution algorithm was chosen to be used in this
research and is displayed in Figure 3.2.
However, NITA with FSM is not as robust as a comparable ITA scheme. NITA/FSM
is less CPU expensive only for simpler geometries, and it has limited usage for compressible
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Fig. 3.2: Non-Iterative Time-Advancement algorithm used to advance the solution to the
next time step.
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ows, or ows with high density changes, e.g. combustion simulations. For such cases ITA is
the preferred method. Furthermore, NITA/FSM convergence criteria must be ne-tuned for
each specic application. The exact criteria will be described later in report, after presenting
all theoretical explanation of settings used in this work.

3.5 Gradient Computation
Another important aspect in achieving good LES results is the selection of a proper
method to compute gradients of any applicable quantities. The gradient of scalar φ, ∇φ, is
used to discretize the convection and diusion terms in the governing equations. Furthermore, a proper gradient method must be chosen to compute the value of scalar φ at a cell
face, secondary diusion terms, and velocity derivatives. For this research, the Green-Gauss
Node-Based gradient method was used.
The Green-Gauss theorem, which can be written as:

(∇φ)c0 =

1 
f
φf A
V

(3.18)

f

is used to compute the gradient of φ at cell center of cell c0 , as shown in Figure 3.1. The
value φf is computed using arithmetic average as:
Nf
1 
φf =
φ
Nf n n

(3.19)

where Nf represents the number of nodes for each face. The mean nodal value of φ, φn , is
computed according to Holmes and Connel [47] and Rauch et al. [48]. All spatial discretization schemes used are based on multi-dimensional linear reconstruction scheme, which solves
a constrained minimization problem on arbitrary unstructured meshes by averaging all surrounding cell-centered values of neighboring cells to achieve a value at the node [49,50]. This
gradient specication method is more computationally intensive than the available GreenGauss Cell-Based or Least-Squares Cell-Based gradient evaluation methods, but it preserves
second order accuracy and can be used for both structured and unstructured meshes. How-
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ever, this method is not available for polyhedral meshes; in such case, the Least-Squares
Cell-Based method can be used.

3.6 Gradient Limiters
FLUENT also oers three choices of gradient (or slope) limiters: standard, multidimensional, and dierentiable. These limiters are used to prevent unphysical solution oscillations
near walls when SOU method (which can be part of the BCD spatial discretization as presented in Eq. 3.9) is used. These limiters enforce the monotonicity principle, in which the
linearly-reconstructed value a specic cell cannot be larger or smaller than values of surrounding cells. Based on a trial-and-error analysis, no dierences in time-averaged solutions
were found for either one of these three options. All solutions presented were calculated
using the standard gradient limiter.

3.7 Algebraic Multi-Grid Method
To accelerate convergence of the solution in time the Algebraic Multi-Grid method is
used. This is especially necessary for computational domains with a large number of cells (or
control volumes), such as in this research. On top of speeding up the solution convergence,
another advantage of the AMG method lies in its ability to be used on unstructured meshes,
which are the norm for many engineering applications. This is in contrast to geometric
methods, such as Full-Approximation Storage (FAS) multi-grid method, which can only
be used on structured meshes. When using the AMG method, the coarse-level equations
are generated without rediscretization, which is not true for the FAS methods, where the
coarse-level equations are evaluated at every level. The AMG method used is based on
the Additive Correction Multigrid (ACM) method of Hutchinson and Raithby [51], whereas
the FAS method is based on the method proposed by Brandt [52]. As mentioned, Brandt
discretizes the equations at each individual level, while the ACM method ensures integral
conservation over a set of blocks of control volumes. The ACM method, as suggested by
its name, adds the coarse grid corrections to the ne grid, whereas Brandt interpolates
the corrections from the coarse to the ne grid. The ACM method does not require any
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changes to the boundary conditions or any other solver settings, which greatly helps in its
implementation.
There are numerous multigrid cycles available to speed up convergence. The most
common multigrid cycles are the V-cycle, W-cycle, F-cycle and exible cycle. Each specic
cycle uses a dierent algorithm to step through the various levels of coarse and ne grids.
The V- and W-cycles can be used with either AMG (or ACM) or FAS methods, and the Fand exible cycles can only be used with the AMG method. The V-cycle is the fastest to
converge but has somewhat limited accuracy; the W-cycle, on the other hand, has slower
convergence but increased accuracy over the V-cycle. The F-cycle is a combination of both
the V- and W-cycles and thus, it is somewhat slower to converge than the V-cycle but has
accuracy comparable to the W-cycle.
The F-cycle, just like the V- and W-cycles, is a recursive procedure which steps through
various grid renement levels. It rst performs a single multigrid cycle on the current
grid level (starting with the full, ne grid), then steps down to the next grid renement
level (coarser grid), on which the procedure is repeated. This procedure is repeated on a
successively coarser grid until the coarsest allowable grid is achieved (number of grid levels is
set by the user), on which the equations are solved exactly. This coarse-level exact solution
is then interpolated back to a successively ner level, until the full grid is reached. To
help the solution to converge more rapidly and/or to aid stability of the solution, user can
choose to perform pre-relaxation and post-relaxation sweeps during this recursive procedure.
By default, the pre-relaxation sweep is turned o in FLUENT, while one post-relaxation
sweep is performed after the respective cycle (F-, V-, or W-cycle) is complete. Because
of its consistency, speed of convergence, and increased accuracy, the F-cycle was selected
for the pressure correction equation (continuity), which was the most dicult equation to
satisfy. However, the default values of solution parameters were changed to achieve desired
convergence criteria. These will be discussed toward the end of this section, together with
all other solution parameters.
The exible cycle, as suggested by its name, is a lot more exible in adapting to the
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changing solution because of its grid sweeping algorithm. If the rate of convergence (or
residual reduction) is too slow, the coarse levels are invoked more often. However, if the
solution converges speedily at the ner levels, the coarse levels are not invoked. The major
dierence between the F-cycle (and V- and W- cycles for that matter) and the exible
cycle is that in the exible cycle the satisfaction of the residual reduction tolerance and
termination criteria determine how often should each level be visited, whereas in the Fcycle, the traversal solution pattern is clearly dened. Because this cycle can potentially
reduce computational time by nding the best solution pattern to achieve the fastest rate of
convergence, it was chosen for all other equations (x−, y−, and z−momentum, temperature,
and, if applicable, subgrid kinetic energy - for the KET model).

3.8 Gauss-Seidel Smoother
Implicit solution on unstructured mesh can become very complicated, since line-iterative
methods along with direct matrix inversion cannot be used. Some of the feasible methods
are the Gauss-Seidel point iterative method and the Incomplete Lower Upper (ILU) decomposition. For this research the Gauss-Seidel (GS) method was chosen since it requires
slightly less CPU time than ILU, even though the ILU method allows for more aggressive
coarsening, which can become important in three dimensional geometries. This multi-grid
approach addresses the removal of a global (or low frequency) error in the solution rather
than the local (high frequency) error. This low frequency error signies that error propagation from one cell to the next and throughout the domain is very slow. The high frequency
error is a computational error that propagates from one cell to the next relatively quickly.
Both the GS and ILU methods remove the high frequency error eciently, but the removal
of the low frequency error is inversely proportional to the mesh size. The removal of the
global error on the full mesh can become computationally prohibitive for a large number of
cells. However, multi-grid techniques address the removal of this global error from the solution using an ecient algorithm by which the number of cells in the domain is coarsened, as
previously described. On the coarser level, the global, low frequency error becomes a local,
high-frequency error and can easily, and more importantly speedily, be removed. This can
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save a large amount of computational eort.
In theory, the Gauss-Seidel method solves a system of linear equation written in the
form:

AΦ = b

(3.20)

where A is the coecient matrix, Φ is a vector containing the unknowns, and b is a vector
containing all known values at the current point in the solution algorithm. The coecient
matrix is decomposed into a diagonal component, D, lower triangular component, L, and
the upper triangular component U as:
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Then, the system of equations present in Eq. 3.20 can be solved as:


Φk+1 = (D + L)−1 b − U Φk

(3.22)

where the superscript k+1 represents the new, updated value of scalar φ, and the superscript

k the current, known value of φ. This can numerically be described using the following
stencil:
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φk+1
i

⎛
⎞


1 ⎝
=
aij φk+1
−
aij φkj ⎠
bi −
j
aii
j<i

(3.23)

j>i

for i, j = 1, 2, ...N , where N is the total number of unknowns in the system. The variables

aii (or aij ), φi , and bi are elements of matrix A, and vectors Φ and b, respectively. This is
known as a forward sweep Gauss-Seidel method.
For this project, a slightly more complicated version of the Gauss-Seidel method was
used:



(D + L) D−1 (D + U ) Φk+1 − Φk = b − AΦk

(3.24)

This system of equations can be solved recursively using the following two numerical stencils:
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j>i

which represents the forward sweep, and:
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j>i

which represents the backward sweep. This method is also often referred to as Gauss-Seidel
smoother, and is used in pre- and post-relaxation sweeps in the F-cycle of the AMG method,
along with each instance that any new and/or updated solution must be found during any
step in the AMG cycle, whether on a coarse or ne grid.

3.9 Flow Solver Settings
This section describes the specic ow solver setting used to achieve the presented
results. Some default settings available in FLUENT needed to be modied to achieve a
properly converged LES solution. This is especially true for the NITA and AMG solvers
settings.
Various simulation details must be considered before running LES simulation cases. For
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instance, the grid spacing aects the time stepping (and vice versa), both of which depend
on the solver settings to reduce residuals within the desired convergence range. Therefore,
when discussing solver settings, it is very important to consider time stepping and grid
spacing as well.
When performing unsteady simulations, it is important to select proper convergence
criteria not only for the entire simulation, but, more importantly, for a single time step.
These parameters drive the selection of proper solver settings. The Non-Iterative TimeAdvancement solver controls can be separately adjusted for pressure, momentum, energy,
and when applicable, subgrid kinetic energy as well (for the KET model only). There are
four separate settings for the AMG solver: maximum number of corrections, correction
tolerance, residual tolerance, and relaxation factor. The maximum number of corrections
controls the maximum number of sub-iterations for each respective time step, no matter
whether the correction or residual tolerances have been met. This way, the solution just
does not hang at one time step for too long, but rather proceeds after reaching the specied
number of iterations per time step. This ensures that computational eort for each single
time step is not wasted. The correction tolerance species the ratio of residuals for the
rst ever 0-th AMG sub-iteration within each time step and the subsequent 0-th AMG subiteration within the same time step. It essentially controls the termination of sub-iterations
performed for each particular equation. On the other hand, the residual tolerance species
ratio of residuals for the rst ever 0-th AMG sub-iteration and the subsequent last AMG
sub-iteration, whether rst, second, etc. (but not 0-th), for the same time step. Appendix A
shows an instance of an illustrative time iteration and the dierence between the correction
and residual tolerances along with residuals for each individual equation. Worth noting
is the residual ratio value highlighted in Appendix A, which is inuenced by termination
criteria specied under Multi-Grid Controls, as will be discussed soon.
Lastly, the relaxation factor species the explicit relaxation of variables between iterations according to the equation:
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φ = φold + αΔφ
where φ is a scalar variable (pressure, x−, y−, or z−velocity, temperature, or subgrid kinetic
energy), φold is the value of scalar φ at previous iteration (not time-step), α is the underrelaxation factor, and Δφ is the computed change in φ. For LES simulations, both the
correction tolerance and the residual factor are the two most important settings and they
must set appropriately. This is especially important since the variable relaxation factor is
explicit (not to be confused with the equation implicit relaxation factor which is used for the
ITA type of solutions only), its value must remain one for all equations. Initially, to achieve
a stable solution, this factor may be reduced; however, to allow the LES solution properly
and fully advance within each particular time step and to achieve the desired accuracy, it
must be set to one for all quantities.
The default settings for the maximum number of corrections is ten for pressure, and ve
for both momentum and energy. The correction tolerance defaults are 0.25 for pressure, and
0.05 for both the momentum and energy equations. The residual tolerance and relaxation
factor are set by default to 0.0001 and one for all three equations, respectively. However,
dierent settings were used in this research, as is now described.
For the purposes of this research it was considered that the solution was converged
within each individual time step when the residuals for every single equation (continuity,

x−momentum, y−momentum, z−momentum, energy, and any other subgrid scale quantity
when applicable) decreased by at least ve orders of magnitude (e.g. 10−1 to 10−6 at least).
Convergence criteria of four orders of magnitude produced very similar results (determined
by trial-and-error analysis); however, because the nal results were not as expected, it was
decided to use more strict convergence criteria to ensure the nal results are not aected
by the convergence criteria. This, of course, increased the computational time for each
simulation, which, in author's opinion, was justied in order to present results with the
least number of possible erroneous simulation settings.
For this research, the maximum number of corrections was set to 20 for all applicable
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quantities (pressure, momentum, energy, and subgrid kinetic energy), both the correction
and residual tolerances were set to 1x10−5 , and the relaxation factors were left at one. The
solution control settings as set in FLUENT are displayed in Appendix B, Figures (a) and
(b).
Some multi-grid settings needed to be adjusted as well. These too are shown in Appendix B, Figures (c) through (f). The major changes include switching from the default
V-cycle to F-cycle for the pressure equation, reducing the termination and restriction criteria by one order of magnitude for all equations, and, very importantly, changing the number
of pre-sweeps for the pressure equation (under Fixed Cycle Parameters) from the default
value of zero to one. This setting alone increased the continuity convergence immensely and
provided a better simulation stability. The Flexible Cycle Parameters remained unchanged.
Lastly, the Verbosity option was left at its default value of zero. This default value was
retained while running all simulations, however, when determining the appropriate solution
setting values for the NITA/AMG schemes, this setting was changed to value of one, which
produces output as shown in Appendix A. Value of two is also available, which provides even
more AMG scheme solution details. Lastly, in the current research, viscous heating option,
when available, along with viscous energy dissipation, pressure work and kinetic energy were
accounted for in each simulation. The wall Prandtl number was kept at a constant value of
0.85, and when applicable, the energy Prandtl number was also set to constant a constant
value of 0.85.
Very similar ow solver settings as used in this research were also used by Abdilghanie et
al. [53], who used FLUENT to study turbulence inlet sensitivities for a low speed indoor air
ow in a simple room. They used second-order accurate, unsteady solver with NITA with
incompressible pressure-based segregated solver, along with the pressure-implicit scheme
with splitting of operator of the pressure-velocity coupling (FSM). For spatial discretization
they employed BCD for both momentum and pressure, with residual tolerances set to 0.0001
and relaxation factors of 1. Convergence tolerance is not mentioned. Time step was chosen
such that the Courant number did not exceed 0.5. Abdilghanie et al. investigated the eect
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of inlet boundary conditions on the simulation results. Initially, they prescribed uniform
inlet velocity with various turbulence intensities (0%, 5%, and 13%), and compared their
results to simulation for which they used experimental data to prescribe the inlet prole.
They report that the ow close to the inlet is sensitive to the various levels of turbulent
intensities, but further from the inlet, the eects of initial turbulent intensities are far
less pronounced. They observed this to be true for all simulations except the one with 0%
turbulence intensity, which produced results with signicant deviations from the other cases.
Furthermore, they state that the dierence between turbulence intensities of 5% and 13%
is not signicantly pronounced, and they note a threshold beyond which jets can develop
independently from the initial inow turbulent intensities.
Similar setup was also used by Westin et al. [54] who used FLUENT to study unsteady
thermal mixing inside a T-junction. They compared RANS, DES, and LES simulations for
dierent test cases. One of their computational setups used SLD SGS model with BCD
for momentum, second-order method for pressure, with NITA and FSM solver settings, and
node-based gradient. In this report they describe the importance of a proper grid resolution
and they note that their simulations overpredict temperature uctuations in the near-wall
region.
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Chapter 4
Turbulence Generation
The inlet boundary conditions for Large Eddy Simulations are extremely important
since the turbulence generation process and the prescribed turbulent uctuations can greatly
inuence the downstream simulation results. To study the eect of the high heat ux
boundary condition and how it aects the ow for dierent subgrid scale turbulence models,
the section under study must be far enough from the inlet so the unsteady turbulent ow
is considered to be fully developed. The distance of the study section from the inlet greatly
depends on the turbulence generation technique as at the inlet. Since LES simulations by
denition capture time-dependent ow behavior, time-evolving inlet boundary conditions
must be used.
There are multiple ways to produce a fully developed time-dependent inlet prole. One
of the most simple techniques is to have a very long pipe and perturb the ow at the
inlet. As the ow travels through the pipe, the uctuations develop until a fully developed
unsteady turbulent prole is reached prior to the beginning of the study section, or, the
end of the domain. However, this technique is not used since it would require excessively
long streamwise domain and the computational costs would be extremely high. Much more
practical approach is to introduce a pre-cursor simulation with streamwise periodic domain
[55]. For such case, a fully developed ow is still achieved with reduced computational costs.
The time-dependent results of this simulation can either be done a-priori while storing the
proles for future use, or, the periodic simulation can be done simultaneously with the
simulation of interest (as one domain) and the time-dependent proles from the periodic
simulation are automatically fed into the simulation of interest. This option is commonly
used for simulations with simple geometries. However, the periodic pre-cursor simulation
can seldom be used in real-life engineering applications with complicated geometries and
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multiple inlets, as is common, for instance, for simulation of a turbine with hundreds of
velocity inlets and injection points. Therefore, alternative ways can be used to specify the
turbulent uctuations at the inlet.
One way is to prescribe a random uctuation eld on top of a mean prole usually obtained from a RANS simulation. This, however, can lead to numerical instabilities since the
random perturbations can produce unphysical time varying turbulence and do not depend
on the time step. Example of such technique is presented by Le et al. [56], who used it
to generate anisotropic turbulence to produce inow conditions for a DNS simulation of a
backward facing step. The uctuations can also vary based on the size of the computational
mesh, as pointed out in the same study. In a separate simulation, Le et al. found that it
took about 20 boundary layer thicknesses for the skin friction to be correct. However, for
their nal simulation they chose a pre-cursor simulation with length of ten boundary layer
thicknesses, since the physics of backward facing step erased any turbulence uctuations
errors. Akselvoll and Moin [57] used a similar setup as Le et al. but with LES. Since the
random uctuation method requires a relatively long development section, Akselvoll and
Moin split the inow calculation into a separate simulation. This class of methods is called
the inow generation calculation, which, as already mentioned, can be either done a-priory,
or it can be synchronized with the main simulation, as done by Akselvoll and Moin. Spalart
and Leonard [58,59] developed a technique which accounts for spatial growth in simulations
with periodic boundary conditions. They accomplished it by adding special source terms
to the Navier Stokes equations. Lund et al. [60] present a modied technique based on the
research done by Spalart and Leonard, which eliminates the use of the growth terms. Lund
et al. estimate the velocity at the inlet by taking a plane near the exit of the domain, use
techniques employed by Spalart and Leonard to rescale the prole, and then reintroduce it
at the inlet. Lund et al. decompose the velocity eld into mean and uctuating parts and
scale each component using appropriate scaling laws. For instance, the mean ow is rescaled
according to the law of the wall in the inner region and the defect law in the outer region,
with appropriate near-wall scaling. However, this type of approach is still limited in use
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for complex geometries and industrial applications. Therefore, new methodologies surfaced
which generate time dependent inow boundary conditions for LES using RANS data. Two
of such methodologies are the Vortex Method (VM) and the Spectral Synthesizer Method
(SSM). These models prescribe the mean velocity proles and generate turbulent quantities
based on the results of a steady-state RANS simulation, therefore tailoring the uctuation
eects to the specic problem. Both of these methods, VM and SSM, are described in more
detail in the following sections.
In this research three dierent turbulence generation techniques were used and compared; they are the Vortex Method, the Spectral Synthesizer Method, and the periodic pipe
turbulence generator. While the Vortex and Spectral Synthesizer methods are implemented
in FLUENT directly, versions 6.3.26 and 12.0.14, the periodic pipe generator method was
implemented in FLUENT through User-Dened Function (UDF).

4.1 Vortex Method
The Vortex Method was initially proposed by Sergent [61]. This method is considered
to be a random 2D vortex method which adds perturbations onto a specied mean velocity
prole using a uctuating two dimensional vorticity eld. The 2D vorticity eld is in a plane
normal to the axial (or streamwise) direction.
The 2D evolution equation uses a Lagrangian form:

∂ω
→
+ (−
u · ∇) ω = ν∇2 ω
∂t

(4.1)

→
−
−
→
u = ∇ × ψ + ∇φ

(4.2)

where the velocity is dened as:

where ψ is the 2D stream function and φ represents the velocity potential. ω represents
the vorticity eld and ν represents the kinematic viscosity. Particle discretization is used to
solve Eq. 4.1, by manipulating Eq. 4.2, as highlighted in more detail in Mathey et al. [62],
yielding:
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The amount of vorticity carried by particle i is represented by circulation Γi with an assumed
spatial distribution η . N represents the number of vortex points, A represents the area of
the inlet section, k is the kinetic energy, and σ provides control over the size of the particle.
These particles are convected randomly in the streamwise direction and carry information
about the vorticity eld. The resulting discretized velocity eld at the inlet plane is then
given by:
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−
where →
z is the unit vector in the axial (or streamwise) direction.
Originally, Sergent [61] used ad-hoc value for σ , a parameter which controls the size of
all particles. However, this would require to change this parameter based on dierent types
of ows. To make σ generally applicable, it is related to the local mean turbulent kinetic
energy and the mean dissipation rate at the inlet as:
3

ck 2
σ=
2

(4.7)

3

where c = Cμ4 , with Cμ = 0.09. The value of the sizing parameter σ is also bounded by
the local grid size to ensure that each generated vortex belongs to the resolved scales. The
sign of the circulation parameter changes randomly for each characteristic time scale, model
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based on the Langevin equation as used by Sergent.
Mathey et al. [62] use a simplied version of the Vortex Method proposed by Sergent [61]
to generate streamwise uctuations, called Linear Kinetic Model (LKM). This method was
also used in the present work. This model imitates the interaction of the 2D vortex on the
streamwise mean velocity eld. The uctuation u , which results from the transport of a
passive scalar U by the planar uctuating velocity eld v  , can be written as:

→ →
−
u = − v  · −
g

(4.8)

−−→
−
where →
g is the unit vector aligned with ∇U , the mean inlet velocity gradient. If it so
happens that this mean velocity gradient becomes zero, a random uctuation is used. It is
also possible to scale the velocity uctuations using mean Reynolds stress components, u u ,

v  v  , and w w . However, this procedure was not used in the present work. When using the
original VM method proposed by Sergent or the modied method proposed by Mathey et
al., it is important to have the inlet plane be as close to normal to the streamwise direction
as possible, since the VM method modies the velocity normal to the streamwise direction.
Mathey et al. [62] used their implementation of the VM method on a few test cases,
including an LES simulation of a pipe. Their Reynolds number based on the shear velocity,

Reτ , was 180 and, and 5,000 when based on the bulk velocity and the pipe diameter. Their
domain length in the streamwise was L = 4R. They found that the mean velocity proles
at the exit of the pipe were similar to the DNS data of Eggels et al. [6], but the wall
normal uctuations were overpredicted near the wall and underpredicted at the center of
the channel.
Benhamadouche et al. [63] used a similar approach as Sergent [61], but with slightly
dierent Langevin equation for the random velocity uctuation variable. Benhamadouche
et al. test their generation method on various test cases, including a pipe with Reynolds
number based on the shear velocity, Reτ , of 360, with domain length of 30 radii. Their
maximum Courant number does not exceed two. Their results show reasonable agreements
in comparison to DNS data of Eggels et al. [6] after about 10 radii in the streamwise direction,
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measured from the inlet. However, they only compare the rms quantities for the streamwise,
radial, and tangential velocity components, and with one Reynolds stress component.

4.2 Spectral Synthesizer Method
The Spectral Synthesizer algorithm was initially proposed by Kraichnan [64]. It was
later modied by Smirnov et al. [65], whose implementation was used in this research.
The uctuating components for this method are computed by synthesizing a divergencefree velocity vector eld which is obtained from the summation of Fourier harmonics. The
procedure, called Random Flow Generation (RFG), is used to prescribe inlet boundary and
initial conditions for spatially developing inhomogeneous, anisotropic turbulent ows.
The general methodology of RFG method (or SSM for the purposes of this research) of
Smirnov et al. [65] starts with nding an orthogonal transformation tensor aij which would
diagonalize an anisotropic velocity correlation tensor rij , which is dened as rij = ũi ũj ,
where ui represents the turbulent ow eld. aij and rij are related as follows:

ami anj rij = δmn c2(n)

(4.9)

aik akj = δij

(4.10)

and

Coecients c(n) = {c1 , c2 , c3 } represent the scales of turbulent uctuations u , v  , and w
along each axis and are time-independent.
The second step involves generating a transient ow eld in 3D domain using modied
method of Kraichnan [64]:

−
x , t) =
vi ( →



N




2  n
pi cos k̃jn x̃j + ωn t̃ + qin sin k̃jn x̃j + ωn t̃
N

(4.11)

n=1

where x̃j =

xj
l ,

t̃ =

ωn ∈ S (0, 1), and

kin

t
τ,

c=

l
τ,

n , qn = ε
n n
n
n
k̃jn = kjn c c , pni = εijm ζjn km
ijm ξj km , where ζj , ξj ,
i
(j)

∈ S(0, 0.5). N represents the number of harmonic functions represent-
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ing the turbulence spectrum, l and τ represent the length and time scales of turbulence, εijk
represents the permutation tensor used in vector product, S (M, σ) represents the normal
distribution with mean M and standard deviation σ , kjn is the sample of nth wave number
and ωn is the frequency of the modeled turbulence spectrum given by:

 1
2 2 4 −2k2
E (k) = 16
k e
π

(4.12)

The modied velocity eld vi has been obtained by Eq. 4.11, and it is now scaled and
orthogonally transformed to obtain a new velocity ow eld ui . This constitutes the last
step of the RFG procedure. The scaling procedure is dened as:

wi = c(i) v(i)

(4.13)

and the orthogonal transformation procedure can be written as:

ui = aik wk

(4.14)

The scaled velocity eld wi is divergence-free for homogeneous turbulence and nearly divergencefree for inhomogeneous turbulence, a property which is preserved during the orthogonal
transformation shown by Eq. 4.14. This procedure, however, requires to x the number of
harmonic functions representing the turbulence spectrum, N , as shown in Eq. 4.11. For
this research N was set to 100, a value which was used by Kraichnan [64] in his original
formulation of the spectral turbulence generation method.
Smirnov et al. [65] apply their RFG method to provide inlet boundary conditions for
their simulation of a bubbly ship-wake. To simulate the entire ship and the wake is an
extremely dicult problem when using LES because of the multi-physics scales involved.
The boundary layer around the ship is the source of ow dynamics that serves as the initial
condition for the wake. Simulating the entire ship and the wake would be prohibitively
expensive, therefore, Smirnov et al. apply their RFG method to generate the random
ow eld for simulation of the wake with good results. They also validate their method
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on a at-plate wake ow, for which the turbulence statistics matched nearly perfectly at
the inlet, but their accuracy decreased further downstream. However, results were still
reasonable, with more studies needed. Huang et al. [66] also used SSM-type method based
on Kraichnan [64] called Discretizing and Synthesizing Random Flow Generation (DSRFG).
The DSRFG method can satisfy any given spectrum, including the von Karman spectrum,
and it generates isotropic continuous ow eld that satises the spectrum of Dirac function.
Their results show that the DSRFG model is superior to the RFG model of Smirnov et al.
Huang et al. applied their DSRFG model to study wind forces on buildings with satisfactory
results. As can be seen, the SSM is not usually applied to wall bounded ows, such as the
pipe geometry used in the current research.

4.3 Periodic Pipe Turbulence Generator
The last turbulence generation approach used in this work is the time-periodic turbulence generator, as mentioned in the introduction section of the current chapter. This type
of turbulence generation is generally reserved for examining academic ows and is generally not used in the industry because of its increased computational costs in comparison
to the VM or SSM methods and not as straight-forward implementation for more complicated geometries. Generally, the turbulence generator simulations are run along with the
main simulation. The time-periodic proles are mapped onto the inlet plane of the main
simulation for each time step, providing random turbulence uctuations. Commonly, the
mapped uctuation proles are adjusted and scaled so they obey the appropriate theoretical
behavior in the near-wall region and/or the center region of the domain under investigation,
most often either a pipe or a rectangular duct. This technique is used for both DNS and
LES studies of pipe, present in the works of Eggels et al. [7], Ghosh et al. [24], Bae et al. [12],
Rudman and Blackburn [17], Xu et al. [18], and Mathey et al. [62], for both compressible
and incompressible formulations. These generators are most often driven by the pressure
gradient, Δp, which is added as a source term to the Navier-Stokes equations. For fully
developed turbulent ows in a pipe, the pressure gradient is dened as:
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dp
dz


=

2τw
2u2
= τ
Rρ
R

(4.15)

where z direction represents the axial distance, τw represents the wall shear stress, R rep
resents the radius of the pipe, and uτ represents the shear velocity, uτ = τρw . However,
in this research, a slightly dierent approach was taken to achieve a time-dependent fully
developed prole using the turbulence generator. Instead of specifying the driving force by
adding Δp source term to the Navier-Stokes equations, only the velocity components were
mapped using the following relations:

uinlet = ump

(4.16)

vinlet = vmp

(4.17)

winlet =

ṁexp
wmp
ṁmp

(4.18)

where u, v , and w are instantaneous velocity components in the x−, y -, and z−direction,
respectively, and where the subscript inlet represents values at the generator inlet plane and

mp subscript represents values obtained from the mapping plane. ṁexp is a constant mass
ux, obtained from experiments, and ṁmp represents the mass ux at the mapping plane.
The formulation used is true for incompressible ows only. For compressible ows, the change
of density inside the domain needs to be taken into account as well. The schematic diagram of
the time-periodic turbulent pipe generator is shown in Figure 4.1. This mapping procedure
was performed every single time step. Using Eq. 4.18 the ow is driven by specifying
constant mass balance, ṁ = ρwAc , at the inlet and the mapping plane (instantaneous
velocity values were used to determine the mass ux at the mapping plane). Since the
density, ρ, and the cross-sectional pipe area, Ac , for the turbulence generator are constant,

w velocity component was continuously scaled to ensure a global mass conservation within
the computational domain. The pressure and any other quantities, such as temperature,
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Fig. 4.1: A detailed schematic representation of the pre-cursor steady periodic RANS simulation, which was used to feed initial proles to the time-periodic turbulence generator LES
simulation.
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were not mapped. The pressure gradient equation, Eq. 4.15, was used to check whether the
ow in the generator is fully developed. Since the purpose of this research was to evaluate
the ability of various LES SGS models to capture and resolve ow without providing any
external changes to the ow eld, adjusting the boundary conditions, or changing the SGS
models themselves, no velocity components were scaled according to the law of the wall or
the defect law, as done by Lund et al. [60].
The generator formulation as shown in Eqs. 4.16 through 4.18, however, presents a
small computational problem, especially at the start-up of the simulation. The ow eld
must already be initialized with random uctuations before this technique can be applied.
Otherwise, if the uctuations are not present throughout the generator domain, they will
never develop. This technique ensures that the mass ow throughout the generator domain stays constant, but it is not able to determine whether the velocity prole is evolving
properly or not. For instance, throughout the development of this procedure, many times
the uctuations in the turbulence generator died out because the ow was not properly
initialized. The turbulent velocity prole then evolved into a laminar prole. The mass ow
balance stayed constant, but clearly, the velocity eld changed its shape, with increased
maximum velocity. This occurred, for instance, when large time steps were used to advance
the simulation. As a result of the large time step, the uctuations died out, and the simulation predicted incorrect ow behavior. In fact, the laminar ow solution was achieved.
Therefore, the following solution strategy was adopted in this research to properly initialize
the turbulence pipe generator. Initially, a fully developed turbulent prole was obtained
from a periodic v 2 − f RANS simulation (during the test phase k − ε model was used as
well, with similar results). The RANS simulation was steady with periodic boundary conditions with specied mass ow rate, with no energy equation enabled. Once residuals were
converged by at least six orders of magnitude, proles containing the z−velocity (x− and

y−components were zero), kinetic energy, and energy dissipation were used as initial guesses
for the time-periodic turbulence generator LES simulation. This methodology with boundary conditions is shown in Figure 4.1. The steady RANS periodic prole served as an initial
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guess for the time-periodic turbulence generator. This prole was used at the inlet along
with the Vortex Method described earlier to initialize turbulence uctuations throughout
the generator domain. After several mean-residence times (MRT), or through-ow times,
the Vortex Method at the inlet was disabled and the mapping algorithm was started. After
several more MRT the original turbulence uctuations initialized by the VM washed out,
leaving only the solution present by the time-periodic generator algorithm. This algorithm is
displayed in Appendix C. It was written using C programming language along with macros
specied by FLUENT. This algorithm is written for parallel implementation only. Because
of the intricacies involved in running this UDF, a script used to submit this simulation to a
computer cluster is also attached, as shown in Appendix D. The script was written before
the release of the currently newest version of FLUENT, 12.0.16, therefore, any simulations
that use the time-dependent turbulence generator were run in FLUENT version 6.3.26.
The length of the time-periodic pipe turbulence generator domain, L = 5.5D as shown
in Figure 4.1, was based on the minimal pipe geometry length, as determined by two-point
correlation coecients. As shown by Eggels et al. [6], the adequacy of L = 5D is justied
since all two point velocity correlation coecients are negligibly small at half the length,

L = 2.5D, for a pipe with very similar ow characteristics. If the ow was at a dierent
Reynolds number, the two point correlation study would need to be repeated to validate the
minimum time-periodic pipe length. The same length of L = 5D is used by Xu et al. [18]
and Bae et al. [12]. In this research, however, an extra length of L = 0.5D was added to
the end of the time-periodic turbulence generator domain. This was considered the buer
region and was used to minimize any possible outow boundary condition eects on the
turbulence generation algorithm.
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Chapter 5
Inlet Turbulence Generation Results
This section describes the results for non-heated pipe simulations with dierent turbulence generation techniques. These results are also used to validate the ow solver setup
used in this research. However, the computational settings, along with boundary conditions
and uid properties, are described rst.

5.1 Computational Simulation Details
5.1.1 Temperature Dependent Fluid Properties
For this work, temperature-dependent properties were used for all simulations, even
when the uid ow was at a constant temperature, as is the case for all results presented in
this section. The uid density, ρ, was treated according to the incompressible ideal gas law:

ρ=

Pref
RT

(5.1)

where Pref = 92, 665.5 P a is the reference pressure, as determined by Shehata and McEligot
[3] for Run 618, R = 8.314 J/K ·mol is the ideal gas constant, and T is the uid temperature,
always in degrees Kelvin. Gravity was assumed to be constant, acting in the negative

z−direction, with a value of 9.81 m/s2 . The molecular viscosity was found using threecoecient Sutherland's law, because of its favorable high-temperature accuracy:


μ = μ0

T
T0

1.5 

T0 + S
T +S


kg · m/s

(5.2)

where μ0 = 1.7894 × 10−5 kg · m/s is the reference viscosity, T0 = 273.11 K is the reference
temperature, and S = 110.56 K is the Sutherland's constant. Polynomial ts were used for
the thermal conductivity, Eq. 5.3:
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λ = 6.64465 × 10−3 + 7.1845 × 10−5 T − 1.3276 × 10−8 T 2 W/m · K

(5.3)

and specic heat, Eq. 5.4:

cp = 1.0526 × 103 − 2.8029 × 10−1 T + 4.2562 × 10−4 T 2 J/kg · K

(5.4)

5.1.2 Boundary Conditions
For the turbulence generation and validation results, the initial temperature was set
to T = 296.104 K , which is also the inlet and the reference temperature. The pipe length
domain was either L = 5.5D (with diameter D = 0.027432 m) for the turbulence generator
case or L = 10.5D for simulations comparing the Vortex and Spectral Synthesizer inlet
turbulence generation techniques. Two boundary conditions were used at the wall for the
turbulence generator and the validation cases: zero heat ux boundary condition, q” =

0 W/m2 , or constant temperature, Tw = 296.104 K , where Tw represents the temperature at
the wall and is equal to the inlet temperature. Even though there was no heat transfer in both
cases, the energy equation was still used and solved for during the solution algorithm. Cases
for which either method was used will be specied when describing the actual simulation
cases. Also, zero shear wall boundary condition was applied. All pipe walls were treated
as smooth stationary walls with no-slip shear condition. When the KET model was used,
the diusion of ksgs was set to zero. The inlet mass ux, which was used for the precursor
RANS simulation and to scale the z−velocity components in the turbulence generator, was
specied by Shehata and McEligot for Run 618 [3] as ṁexp = 0.00239648 kg/s. The inlet
density and viscosity were 1.09086 kg/m3 and 1.8416 × 10−5 kg · m/s, respectively. The
Reynolds number was close to 6100, based on the bulk velocity, ub = 3.754 m/s, obtained
from the steady periodic RANS simulation. The bulk velocity denition used in this research
is shown by Eq. 5.5:

ub =

1
ρb Ac

ˆ
(ρu) dA

(5.5)
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where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the pipe and ρb represents the bulk density found
using the following equation:

1
ρb =
Ac

ˆ
(ρ) dA

Therefore, the Mach number for the simulation can be calculated as M =

(5.6)
ub
c ,

where c

represents the speed of sound. Assuming the speed of sound is around 343 m/s, the Mach
number for this research is around 0.01, therefore validating the incompressibility assumption
throughout this work.
The inlet boundary condition was always specied as velocity inlet, for all cases. For
simulations using the Vortex Method as the inlet turbulence generator, the z−velocity,
turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent dissipation rate components were specied as prole
variables from the fully developed steady periodic v 2 − f simulation. Reynolds stresses were
based on turbulent kinetic energy or turbulent intensity and were not specied directly.
Therefore, it is assumed that turbulence is isotropic and ui uj = 0 and ui ui = 23 k . Same as
in Mathey et al. [62], the number of vortices for the VM method was set to 200. The x−
and y−velocity components at the inlet were set to zero. The inlet temperature was set to
a constant 296.104 K . When KET model was used, subgrid scale intensity of ten percent
was specied for the subgrid kinetic energy specication method. This choice is completely
arbitrary but it was based on study done by Abdilghanie et al. [53].
The same settings were applied for simulations using Spectral Synthesizer turbulence
generator method, except the number of vortices cannot be specied. The SSM method
uses a xed number of harmonic functions to represent the turbulence spectrum and it is
by default xed at 100. To run simulations using the time-periodic turbulence generator,
the perturbation method in FLUENT was disabled (no perturbations) and the velocity
components were supplied through x−, y−, and z−velocity components by the use of UDF,
as shown in Appendix C.
For the outow, all simulations use the outow boundary condition, except one, which
uses a pressure outlet boundary condition. The outow boundary condition assumes zero
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streamwise gradient for all ow variables except pressure, which means the ow is fully developed in the direction perpendicular to the outow boundary. While the fully developed
boundary condition is true for zero heat ux or constant temperature wall boundary conditions (assuming the wall temperature is equivalent to the initial simulation temperature),
such as simulations presented in this section, this boundary condition is not true for simulations for which the heat ux is applied at the pipe wall. In such case, the ow is not fully
developed by the time it reaches the outow boundary because of the energy increase along
the streamwise direction. For such simulations, pressure outlet boundary condition is more
appropriate. Rather than assuming fully-developed velocity prole at the outow, which
clearly is not true for simulations with axial heating, the pressure outlet boundary condition
assumes pressure value at the outlet. However, this is not the same as the constant pressure
outlet boundary condition. The constant (i.e. single-valued pressure condition for the entire
outow face, e.g. Pout = 0 P a everywhere on the plane) pressure boundary condition should
not be used for unsteady LES since unsteady vortices are not constant pressure structures.
If this boundary condition were to be used, the vortices would be eectively crimped (and
thus destroyed) by the constant pressure requirement. For the pressure outlet boundary condition used in this research, the integral of the the entire face returns the specied pressure
outlet value. This implementation allows for unsteady eects to still be present at the outow while keeping the mean static pressure constant. One simulation was solved using the
pressure outow boundary condition to test how it aects the ow dynamics, with integral
of the pressure set to zero. This gauge pressure is with reference to the Pref specied earlier.
The backow direction specication method was set to be computed from neighboring cell
with backow temperature of 300 K . The backow condition only occurred very briey at
the start up of the simulation. Therefore, these conditions were never used during the the
actual simulation, especially not when the cases were sampled.

5.1.3 Computational Mesh
For this research, a general, widely known pipe hybrid mesh was used. This mesh
contains hexahedral cells throughout the domain except at the center, where tetrahedral
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Fig. 5.2: View of the inlet plane of the hybrid mesh t130 − r48 − z25 used in this research.
Also shown are sampling points used to collect statistics for the energy spectrum analysis.

Table 5.1: Mesh parameters for all computational grids used in this research.
Mesh parameters

α
γ
Nθ
Nr
Δz (m)
Maximum Cell Squish
Maximum Cell Skewness
Maximum Aspect Ratio

t110 − r44 − z15
0.225
2.225
110
44
15 × 10−4
0.884
0.944
102.4

t130 − r48 − z25
0.1
1.8
130
48
25 × 10−4
0.902
0.953
172.1
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Table 5.2: Mesh spacing comparison to Mathey et al. [62], Xu et al. [18], Ghosh et al. [24],
and Eggels et al. [6].
Mesh parameters

Mathey et al.

Xu et al.

Ghosh et al.

Eggels et al. (DNS)

Nθ
Nr
Nz
Length of domain
Corresponding Δz (m)

80
46
60
4R
9 × 10−4

100
40
64
5D
21 × 10−4

64
50
64
5D
21 × 10−4

128
96
256
5D
5 × 10−4

r+ = rp

u 
τ

ν

(5.8)

where rp is the distance to the closest cell center from the actual wall boundary. Other
quantities displayed in Table 5.1 are Nθ , which represents the number of points in the
circumferential direction, and Δz , which is the cell spacing in the z−direction. Cell spacing
instead of number points in the z−direction was used for the naming scheme in this work,
since the length of the pipe changes throughout this work but these basic parameters stay
constant. Since the circumferential, or θ, direction has 110 points, with 44 points in the
radial direction, and Δz spacing of 15 × 10−4 m, this mesh is referred to as t110 − r44 − z15
throughout this work. Same reasoning is applied for grid t130−r48−z25. All computational
meshes were created in open-source program called Gmsh [67], with an example code used to
create a certain portion of the t130 − r48 − z25 grid shown in Appendix E. For comparative
purposes, Table 5.2 shows grid spacing used by other researchers that used similar ow
conditions to study ow in a pipe using LES and DNS. All authors except Eggels et al. [6]
used clustered spacing near the pipe wall. Eggels et al. used constant spacing in all three
dimensions, therefore needing 96 radial points to satisfy the r+ < 1 criterion. As can be
seen, mesh spacings used in this research are, for the most part, ner than the mesh spacings
used in previous research works.
Two other important quantities in evaluating the mesh quality are (RΔθ)+ and (Δz)+
which are found using the following equations:
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Table 5.3: Mesh renement characteristics for mesh t110−r44−z15. All non-dimensionalized
quantities are based on mean values of wall shear, density, and molecular viscosity.

t110 − r44 − z15

Mesh
Inlet Turbulence
Generation Method
SGS Model
Outlet Boundary
Condition

Generator
KET

SLD

WALE

Outow

Length of the Domain
Number of Cells
+
rmax
(RΔθ)+
max
(Δz)+
max

5.5D
464, 000
0.480
0.500
11.484
12.340
22.684
23.626

0.500
12.355
23.655

WALE
Pressure
Outlet

0.469
11.596
22.202

Table 5.4: Mesh renement characteristics for mesh t130−r48−z25. All non-dimensionalized
quantities are based on mean values of wall shear, density, and molecular viscosity.

t130 − r48 − z25

Mesh
Inlet Turbulence Generation
Method
SGS Model
Outlet Boundary Condition

VM

SSM

Generator

WALE
Outow

Length of the Domain
Number of Cells
+
rmax
(RΔθ)+
max
(Δz)+
max

0.500
12.355
23.655

+

(RΔθ) = R



10.5D
685, 824

2π
Nr



uτ 
ν

0.480
11.484
22.684

5.5D
354, 944
0.518
9.603
36.318

(5.9)

and

(Δz)+ = (Δz)

u 
τ

ν

(5.10)

respectively. The maximum values in the entire domain for quantities displayed in Eqs. 5.8,
5.9, and 5.10 are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 for grids t110 − r44 − z15 and t130 − r48 − z25,
respectively. Piomelli and Chasnov [68] suggest that in order to accurately resolve structures
in the near wall region, the grid spacing must be such that y + < 2, which corresponds to
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Table 5.5: Case naming scheme for each particular simulation with mesh resolution, SGS
model, inlet turbulence generation, and outlet boundary condition used for each particular
simulation.
Inlet
Turbulence
Generation

Case

Mesh Spacing

SGS
model

Length of
Domain

Case 1

t130 − r48 − z25

WALE

10.5D

Case 2

t130 − r48 − z25

WALE

10.5D

Case
Case
Case
Case

3
4
5
6

t130 − r48 − z25
t110 − r44 − z15
t110 − r44 − z15
t110 − r44 − z15

WALE
KET
SLD
WALE

5.5D
5.5D
5.5D
5.5D

Spectral
Synthesizer
Method
Vortex
Method
Generator
Generator
Generator
Generator

Case 7

t110 − r44 − z15

WALE

5.5D

Generator

Outlet
Boundary
Condition
Outow
Outow
Outow
Outow
Outow
Outow
Pressure
Outlet

r+ in this work, Δz + must be between 15 and 40, which corresponds to (RΔθ)+ , and
Δx+ must be around 50 to 150, which corresponds to (Δz)+ . All of these parameters are
clearly satised for all three computational grids. Furthermore, to simplify a reference to a
particular simulation, the naming scheme shown in Table 5.5 is used.

5.1.4 Time Step Selection
All NITA and AMG settings, as well as residual and correction tolerances, together
with mesh spacings, are largely inuenced by the size of the time step. There are multiple requirements for the selection of a proper time step for LES simulations. Generally,
requirements of numerical stability of computational methods used and a proper resolution
of turbulent structures determine the size of the time step. Many times, the CFL criterion
is used to determine the maximum time step allowed, as discussed in Sagaut [69] and used
by Bui [70] for a pipe ow. Generally, the CFL criterion is dened as:

CF L∗ =

uΔt
Δz

(5.11)

where u represents the axial (or streamwise) velocity, Δt represents the time step, and Δz
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Table 5.6: Maximum values of CFL numbers for each simulation. CF L∗max,inst and
CF L∗max,mean are maximum CFL numbers based on the classical denition of the CFL number computed with instantaneous and mean velocities, respectively. CF Lmax is the CFL
number based on the denition used in the current project computed using instantaneous
velocities.
Case Number

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Case 7

CF L∗max,inst
CF L∗max,mean

0.0107
0.0096
0.2220

0.0107
0.0104
0.1380

0.0108
0.0094
0.1970

0.0176
0.0159
0.1580

0.0174
0.0159
0.1880

0.0181
0.0159
0.2120

0.0174
0.0158
0.1980

CF Lmax

represents the cell size in the direction of the ow, or axial spacing. The CF L∗ value must
be set close to, or often times below, one to achieve a well-behaved simulation. However, this
is only true for explicit methods. Implicit methods are known to be unconditionally stable
and not as easily inuenced by the size of the time step in respect to the applicability of this
criterion. Therefore, for implicit methods, this criterion does not play such a signicant role,
but is still used as a general rule of thumb. This criterion is also evaluated for all simulations
presented in this research. Except, rather than using the classical CFL denition as displayed
in Eq. 5.11, the following equation was used to determine the cell CFL number:


CF L =


max A
Δt
λ
f
f f
2V

(5.12)

where λmax
is the maximum local eigenvalue dened as:
f

λmax
= max (u, u + c, u − c)
f

(5.13)

where u represents the axial velocity, c represents the speed of sound. Af represents the face
area, and V is the cell volume. When comparing the CFL conditions for all simulations as
displayed in Table 5.6, the classical denition of the the CF L∗ number, Eq. 5.11, is more
than one order of magnitude smaller than the CFL denition used in this report for a chosen
time step of Δt = 5 × 10−6 seconds. This shows that the chosen physical time step for all
simulations is well below the requirements of this condition.
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The viscous condition is also used to estimate the size of the computational step. It
can be written as:

Δtv = σrp2 /ν

(5.14)

where Δtv is the time step based on viscous condition, σ is a parameter that species
the intercept of the stability space for a particular time step algorithm with the real axis1 .
However, this condition only applies to explicit methods, with σ equal to innity for implicit
methods [68]. Therefore, this criterion is not considered in this research. However, when
applicable, the viscous condition is a very strict time step requirement.
Another time step criterion used to estimate the proper time step requires the size of
the time step to be smaller than the time scale of the smallest resolved scale of motion:

Δtc =

Δz
uc

(5.15)

where Δtc represents the critical convective time step and uc represents the convective
velocity. In this research the convective velocity is equal to the ow velocity. This relation
is very close to the classical denition of the CFL number, Eq. 5.11. When rearranged, Eq.
5.11 becomes Δt = CF L∗ Δz
u , which is much more restrictive condition on the time step
than the relation shown in Eq. 5.15 because CF L∗ is much smaller than unity, as shown in
Table 5.6.
Initially, however, it was not known that the physical time step needs to be in the 10−6
range. The initial time step guess was made based on estimating the Kolmogorov time scale,
which is dened as:

τK =

ν 1
2



(5.16)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the uid and  is the average rate of energy dissipation.
This value can roughly be estimated by performing a steady RANS simulation of the spe-

The solution space and details relating to the viscous condition are described in more detail by Geurts
[71], pg. 102.
1
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cic problem. For the full, converged simulation of Run 618 of Shehata and McEligot [4],
including heat ux eects as will be discussed in Chapter 6, the minimum Kolmogorov time
scale for the entire domain (assuming cell values) was τK = 5x10−4 seconds using the v 2 − f
RANS model. This minimum value was located at the inlet plane near the pipe wall. The

v 2 − f model was chosen because it best predicted the physics of this problem, as shown by
Richards [5]. However, it is important to choose a time step smaller than the characteristic
time associated with Kolmogorov scale so the turbulence can be maintained numerically [72].
For LES simulations the time ltering eects are often masked by the spatial ltering eects.
As shown by Choi and Moin, for LES channel ows with CF L∗ numbers on the order of 0.5,
the time ltering eects can be very large and should be considered. However, as shown in
Table 5.6, this criterion is well satised in this research.
LES is inherently a spatially ltering process, not a time ltering process. To properly
resolve the behavior of all spatial features, time scales of all of these features need to be
properly resolved as well. This proper resolution, both in space and time, is hard to estimate.
For DNS, spatial features in all directions, including time, must be considered and resolved
to capture all Kolmogorov scales. For LES, the requirement is to resolve the energy bearing
eddies and model the small, homogeneous eddies. This is generally implied for the spatial
dimensions only, not time. There is one criterion which addresses both the spatial and the
temporal resolution. It is the Kolmogorov energy spectrum relation, as shown in Eq. 2.58,
which seems to be a strict criterion as far as implicit LES simulations of wall bounded ows
are concerned. Time-explicit LES simulations, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, may
be strongly aected by the viscous condition and the numerical stability of the time stepping
method. Irregardless of the time stepping method used, LES simulations must be able to
capture energy spectrum which decays with slope of −5/3, no matter whether the sampling
location is at the center of the pipe or near the wall, where frequencies are much higher
(and wave lengths much smaller). Of course, this assumes that LES SGS models are applied
throughout the entire domain without the use of wall functions. Therefore, as mentioned
previously, it is extremely important for LES simulations to have a very ne mesh near the
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walls to capture this energy spectrum. Otherwise, non-LES eects can potentially pollute
the solution and inuence the nal results. The energy spectrum for a given time step can
only be computed after the simulation has reached a statistically steady state and samples
were collected over a long-enough time period to make sure the appropriate frequencies
have been captured. To reduce the computational testing associated with trial-and-error
techniques (which can become very expensive, especially for LES), a very ne time step can
be chosen at the beginning of the simulation process to sidestep these issues.
To satisfy all time stepping criteria, time step of Δt = 5x10−6 seconds was chosen for
all simulations presented in this entire work, a factor of 100 lower than the Kolmogorov
time scale as estimated from the RANS simulation. It was felt that this time step is well
below all necessary criteria to produce a proper LES simulation. The time step selection was
compared to previous LES and DNS studies. Kim [73] compares the SLD and KET methods
on a fully developed channel ow, with Reτ = 180, where Reτ is the Reynolds number based
on shear velocity, uτ . For Case 5 of this research, Reτ = 360, which is much faster than
the case presented by Kim. Even though Kim uses channel as the computational domain
and the ow conditions are slower, it is felt that this case still presents a valid comparison
because of its similarity to the current research . Furthermore, it was one of the few cases
found that actually discusses the time stepping criteria when using implicit time stepping
method. Kim uses a non-dimensionalized time step Δt+ = 0.3, where Δt+ = Δt uτ /ν .
When compared to the current Case 5 for which Δt+ = 0.015, and it can be seen that this
non-dimensionalized time step is lower by a factor of 20 than the one used by Kim.
A DNS study done by Eggels et al. [6] uses the same pipe geometry as employed in
the current research, with the same Reynolds number based on shear velocity, 360. Eggels
et al. non-dimensionalize their time step as t∗ = D/uτ and set the value of time step
to Δt = 0.0002t∗ . For Case 5 of this research, using the non-dimensionalized time step
denition of Eggels et al., Δt = 0.00004t∗ , which is about ve time smaller than their value
of 0.0002t∗ . Eggels et al. calculated the Kolmogorov time scale for their problem to be

τK = 0.0068t∗ , which represents the physical Kolmogorov time of τK = 8.4x10−4 seconds
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for the current Case 5 simulation. This is of the same order of magnitude as the Kolmogorov
time scale τK = 5x10−4 seconds computed by the v 2 − f model. For comparison, the full,
heated, converged steady k −ε RANS model of Run 618 of Shehata and McEligot [4] predicts
the value of the Kolmogorov time scale as τK = 3.36x10−4 seconds, slightly lower than the

v 2 − f model and value presented by Eggels et al. Therefore, as can be seen, the time
step of Δt = 5 × 10−6 seconds chosen for the current research is very conservative, which
was necessary to ensure that the presented LES results are not aected by an improperly
selected time step.

5.2 Comparison of Turbulence Inlet Generation Techniques
In this section results for the three dierent turbulence generation techniques are described. As mentioned previously, the Spectral Synthesizer Method (SSM) and the Vortex
Method (VM) are directly implemented in FLUENT. The turbulence generation technique
(GEN) was implemented into FLUENT through user-dened function. The computational
domain used for Cases 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 5.3 and the domain used for Case 3
was already shown in Figure 4.1. For all three cases constant temperature at the wall was
used, which was equal to the inlet temperature. The energy equation was used in the solution algorithm, and since there was no heat transfer, the uid properties remained constant
throughout the domain. The WALE SGS model was used for all three cases presented in
this section. Otherwise, all solver and uid properties were used as previously described.
All presented values and gures for sampling planes were averaged circumferentially.
When running LES, it is very important not to capture the initial transient behavior
of the computational simulation while the random turbulent uctuations for each particular
method populate and stabilize within the entire domain. Once the average behavior of
variables stops changing, the statistically steady state (SSS) is achieved and quantities can
be collected for averaging and results. There is not a single rule that governs how long each
simulation needs to be run before the SSS is achieved. Generally, it is suggested that SSS
is obtained anywhere after 10 to 100 mean-residence times (MRT). This, however, may not
necessarily be required for very long computational domains, where the length of sampling
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Fig. 5.3: Computational domain used for the Spectral Synthesizer and the Vortex turbulence
generation methods, with the three streamwise sampling planes located distance of 5R, 10R,
and 20R from the inlet plane.
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may be of more importance than the actual number of MRT. Therefore, in this research
the SSS was considered when the average value of various uctuating velocity components
stopped changing. This occurred at various simulation times for various computations,
as noted in Table 5.7 by variables tstart and tend . These specic values are simulation
dependent. The post-processing program shown in Appendix F (slightly modied to not
include the heated eects in post-processing for Cases 1 through 7) was ran repeatedly with
dierent values of tstart and tend until the obtained results matched results with the previous
time starting and ending values. The length of sampling time was considered as well. This
strategy was applied to all results presented in this work.
Table 5.7 compares the most important parameters for Cases 1, 2, and 3, and, when
available, comparison with the DNS data of Eggels et al. [6] is made as well. Each of the
three simulations, as previously discussed, started to be sampled when the values of the
averaged quantities stopped changing, or changed by a very a small amount. For SSM
and VM methods this occurred close to one second of simulation time. For Case 3 it was
necessary to run the simulation to a four second simulation time to achieve results which
stayed consistent when averaged over a reasonably-long enough period of time (on the order
of at least one hundred thousand samples, or about one half of a second of simulation time).
However, the actual simulation sampling length is relatively comparable among all three
cases. As can be seen from Table 5.7, for each of the three cases, at least one hundred
thousand samples were collected. This was to ensure that the presented results represent
the true LES results as close as possible. The MRT values varied for all cases and they were
based on the bulk velocity and the domain length for each particular case. For Case 1 it was
necessary to run the simulation for 16 mean residence times before achieving the SSS and
sample for about another seven mean residence times. For the VM turbulence generation
technique, the simulation was run only for 12 mean residence times before achieving the
statistically steady state and sampled for 8 mean residence times. On the other hand, for
the GEN technique, the simulation required about 100 mean residence times before achieving
the SSS, which is at least six times as long as the SSM simulation and more than eight times
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Table 5.7: Comparison of the length of sampling and mean ow parameters for Cases 1,
2, and 3. The non-dimensionalized time, t∗ , is the ratio of the diameter, D, and the shear
velocity, uτ , as used by Eggels et al. [6] for which the DNS results are presented as well,
when applicable. The Mean Residence Time (MRT) is calculated using the domain lengths
specied in Table 5.5 and the bulk velocity. tstart and tend are the starting and ending
times for the post-processing simulation, and where ub , uz,avg , uc , and uτ are the mean
bulk, streamwise average, centerline, and shear velocities. ∗∗ For the non-dimensionalized
pressure drop slope results, the rst tabulated value represents the pressure drop over the
entire length of the computational domain (not including the buer region for Case 3),
whereas the value in the parentheses represents the pressure drop slope from length of 11R
to 21R for Cases 1 and 2. For Case 3 this value is computed from the beginning of the pipe
to the end of the periodic domain (not including the buer region).
Flow
Properties

tsamp,start (s)
tsamp,end (s)
tsamp,start (t∗ )
tsamp,end (t∗ )
# of MRT
to reach SSS
# of MRT
for sampling
# of les
processed
ub (m/s)
uz,avg (m/s)
uc (m/s)
uτ (m/s)
τw ×

−2
10
N/m2
uc /uτ
ub /uτ
uc /ub
 
dp
∗∗
dz Rρ/τw

Case 1 SSM
5R
10R

Case 2 - VM
20R

5R

20R

10R

Case 3 GEN

Eggels
DNS

1.245030
1.817750
7.72
9.08
8.62
13.25 12.599 11.26

0.950030
1.575025
7.62
7.97
7.97
13.21 13.21 12.63

4.098305
4.868300
32.87
39.04

10
12

16

12

100

-

7

8

18

-

114,545

125,000

154,000

-

3.70
3.46
4.88
0.20

3.71
3.47
5.00
0.19

3.71
3.46
5.19
0.17

3.70
3.47
4.57
0.23

3.71
3.49
4.64
0.23

3.71
3.47
4.54
0.22

3.70
3.49
4.67
0.22

-

4.32

3.75

3.25

5.82

5.52

5.28

5.29

-

24.53
18.60
1.32

26.97
20.00
1.35

30.06
21.47
1.40

19.81
16.02
1.24

20.63
16.49
1.25

20.64
16.84
1.23

21.21
16.81
1.26
2.12
(2.12)

19.31
14.73
1.31

3.25 (2.85)

2.44 (2.03)

-
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as long as the VM simulation. The samples for the GEN method were also collected for a
longer period of time than the SSM or VM, 18 mean residence times.
The mean behavior of sampled quantities stopped changing at similar times for all three
sampling planes located at 5R, 10R, and 20R streamwise lengths from the inlet plane. In
other words, the SSS for each plane was obtained at nearly the same simulation time. It is
also believed that most of the unsteady changes occur in the ow prior to reaching the rst
sampling plane located at distance 5R from the pipe inlet.
The turbulence generator used for Case 3 simulation is heavily inuenced by the downstream solution because it is re-mapped back onto the inlet plane. This is also the reason
why it takes considerably longer time to obtain SSS in comparison to SSM or VM techniques. This behavior is a result of the numerical formulation of the two methods. The
inlet velocity uctuations are imposed on top of the steady RANS prole and their mean
behavior is not inuenced by the downstream domain at all. As was previously mentioned,
the initial turbulent uctuations for the GEN turbulence generation technique were created
using the VM method, but only for one MRT. Then, the VM was turned o and purely
re-mapping procedure was used to develop the turbulent uctuations in time and space. All
of the results presented in this chapter were sampled signicantly longer that the results
obtained by Eggels et al. [6], as is evident from Table 5.7.
The mean bulk and averaged velocity values for all cases are very similar, as shown in
the same table. First dierences among the cases start to show for the center-line and shear
velocities. The SSM greatly over predicts the maximum center-line velocity, with increasing
value for each streamwise location further away from the inlet. The VM and GEN values are
similar when compared to each other, with no signicant increase in the center-line velocity
value or signicant decrease for the shear velocity. The mean wall shear is also greatly under
predicted by the SSM method in comparison to the VM and GEN results. The results for
GEN and VM at sampling plane located 20R from the inlet are nearly identical.
As can be further seen from Table 5.7, the shear predictions are very dierent for Case
1 and Cases 2 and 3. The SSM shows very low values of the mean wall shear stress in
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comparison to the VM or GEN method. The values of the mean shear are, once again, very
similar for the last streamwise plane of the VM and the sampling plane of GEN. However,
the velocity ratios for all three cases are quite dierent from the DNS values obtained by
Eggels et al. [6]. Case 2 at the plane located at 20R and Case 3 present the closest values
to the DNS data. Interestingly, the center-line and bulk velocity ratio for Case 3 is 1.26,
which is quite similar to 1.31 obtained from the DNS simulation. This represents an error
of about 4%. However, the center-line to shear velocity ratio or bulk to shear velocity ratio
for Case 3 show errors of about 9% and 14% respectively. This signies that the wall stress
shear is incorrectly predicted by the turbulence models.2
The non-dimensionalized mean streamwise pressure drop was previously discussed in
Section 4.3 and is specically shown in Eq. 4.15. In theory, for a fully developed turbulent
pipe ow, the value of the non-dimensionalized pressure drop should equal to two. In table
5.7 two values are presented: the rst value considers the pressure drop slope over the
entire domain, and the second value considers the pressure drop over the last pipe length of

10R. These two pressure drop values are the same for Case 3, since the length of the entire
domain, excluding the buer region, is 10R. As can be seen, the closest value of 2.03 is
predicted by the VM for the last length of the pipe equal to 10R. The worst pressure drop
was predicted by the SSM. Both the VM and SSM showed a nonlinear pressure drop within
the rst 5R length from the inlet, which later stabilized to a linear pressure drop over the
last 10R length of the domain. The value of 2.12 predicted by GEN is relatively close to the
theoretical value of two, but signies that the ow is not completely fully developed. This
was also one of the observed criteria that was used to determine the SSS condition.
Another condition that is used to show that a fully developed turbulent pipe ow is
present in the domain is the total radial shear stress. For LES, the three components that
are considered are the laminar or viscous shear stress, the resolved shear stress, and the
subgrid scale shear stress. They can be represented by the following relations, respectively:

The value of the wall shear was also computed from the averaged instantaneous velocity eld in the
post-processing program using second order accurate stencil, and the value obtained was within 2% of the
wall shear value as reported by FLUENT.
2
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∂uz
∂r

(5.17)

τres = −ρur uz

(5.18)

∂uz
∂r

(5.19)

τlam = −μ

τsgs = −μt

The sum of these three components should produce a linear relationship in the radial direction of the sampling plane. The averaged shear stress contributions for Cases 1 and 2 for
dierent streamwise sampling plane locations are shown in Figure 5.4, whereas for Case 3,
the results are presented in Figure 5.5. The contribution of the viscous shear stress is the
highest near the pipe wall (in the viscous region) but decreases to zero in the free stream.
The resolved shear stress is virtually zero in the viscous region and in the center of the
domain, with highest contribution at about 25% of the distance between the pipe wall and
the center axis. The subgrid scale shear, compiled from Figures 5.4 and 5.5, behaves similarly, with peak occurring closer to the pipe wall, as seen in Figure 5.6. From Figure 5.4,
it is evident that the SSM fails to reproduce the correct behavior of all shear components
starting at the rst sampling plane of 5R and even at the last sampling plane of 20R. The
laminar stress component is growing for planes further away from the inlet, whereas the
contributions of the resolved shear stress are decreasing. Almost the opposite behavior is
seen for the simulation using the VM method at the inlet. Initially, the resolved shear stress
is overpredicted in the free stream region closer to the wall and at the pipe center, but is
decreasing as the ow travels through the pipe. Both the laminar and resolved shear contributions for Case 3 are as expected, with cumulative eect of all three shear components
showing nearly linear radial shear distribution.
The averaged axial velocity components scaled by the bulk velocity, uz /ub , and by the
shear velocity, u+ , where u+ = uz /uτ , are shown in Figure 5.7. It is important to note
that Shehata and McEligot [3] estimate an error of eight to ten percent for each point-
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(a) Case 1 - streamwise location of 5R.

(b) Case 2 - streamwise location of 5R.

(c) Case 1 - streamwise location of 10R.

(d) Case 2 - streamwise location of 10R.

(e) Case 1 - streamwise location of 20R.

(f) Case 2 - streamwise location of 20R.

Fig. 5.4: Comparison of the averaged total, resolved, laminar, and subgrid scale shear stresses
for Cases 1 and 2 using SSM and VM turbulence generation techniques, respectively, at
dierent streamwise locations.
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Fig. 5.5: The averaged total, resolved, laminar, and subgrid scale shear stresses for Case 3
using the GEN turbulence generation technique.

Fig. 5.6: Comparison of the averaged radial subgrid shear stress for Cases 1, 2, and 3 at
dierent streamwise locations.
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(a) Averaged streamwise velocity comparison at various radial locations for all three dierent
turbulence generation techniques.

(b) Comparison of the averaged streamwise velocity components in wall coordinates to
highlight the near-wall behavior.

Fig. 5.7: Comparison of averaged streamwise velocities for Cases 1, 2, and 3 at dierent
streamwise locations.
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wise velocity measurement. All velocity quantities or components in this research with a
superscript

+

are scaled by the shear velocity. The SSM method results underpredict the

near axial velocity behavior and overpredict the center line velocity. This center-line velocity
keeps increasing with increased distance from the pipe inlet. The VM method results show
nearly correct axial velocity behavior near the wall, but they underpredict the free stream
velocity at all sampled streamwise locations. The GEN results predict the closest axial
velocity prole to the experimental and DNS results, though not exactly the same. The
center-line velocity is slightly underpredicted with an approximate error of 4%, with the
correct near wall behavior. The u+ velocity plot of Figure 5.7 shows that the free stream
velocity for all three methods is greatly overpredicted. Since the wall shear was incorrectly
predicted, this behavior is exaggerated by using the shear velocity as a scaling factor.
Figure 5.8 shows the instantaneous axial velocity contours at all sampling locations for
Cases 1 and 2. As can be seen, the axial velocity for the SSM does not drastically evolve over
the length of the studied domain and does not appear very turbulent. This is consistent
with the shear stress predictions shown in Figure 5.4, where the laminar component was
dominant. The VM method shows evolving axial velocity prole. The last sampling plane
shows velocity contours similar to those generated by the GEN method, shown in Figure
5.9. The obtained velocity contours for the GEN method are in a very close agreement
to the velocity contours presented by Mathey et al. [62] for their periodic LES simulation.
Instantaneous in-plane velocity vectors for the GEN case are presented as well to illustrate
the in-plane ow motion. As can be seen from this gure, the large scale eddies in the near
wall domain, and the entire sampling plane for that matter, have been successfully captured.
The instantaneous velocity vectors at dierent sampling planes for Cases 1 and 2 are shown
in Appendix H. All vector plots for the VM and GEN methods, and all other simulations
presented in this work, were scaled using the same factors. The velocity vector plots for
case using the SSM method, Case 1, were scaled by a factor of 17 to exaggerate the in-plane
vortex behavior, which would otherwise not be visible.
Figure 5.10 shows the instantaneous axial velocity contours for all three cases considered
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(a) Case 1 - streamwise location of 5R.

(c) Case 1 - streamwise location of 10R.

(e) Case 1 - streamwise location of 20R.

(b) Case 2 - streamwise location of 5R.

(d) Case 2 - streamwise location of 10R.

(f) Case 2 - streamwise location of 20R.

Fig. 5.8: Contours of the instantaneous axial velocity magnitude for Cases 1 and 2, SSM
and VM turbulence generation techniques, respectively, at dierent streamwise locations at
the last computational time step for each simulation, tend , as specied in Table 5.7.
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(a) Instantaneous streamwise velocity contours at the sampling plane.

(b) Instantaneous in-plane velocity vectors at the sampling plane.

Fig. 5.9: Instantaneous streamwise velocity contours and in-plane velocity vectors (radial
and circumferential velocity components only) for Case 3 at the sampling plane at time tend ,
specied in Table 5.7.
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(a) Case 1 - SSM turbulence generation method.

(b) Case 2 - VM turbulence generation method.

(c) Case 3 - GEN turbulence generation method.

Fig. 5.10: Center-line plane spanning the computational domain displaying the unsteadiness
of the instantaneous streamwise velocity at the last computational time step, tend , for Cases
1, 2 and 3, as specied in Table 5.7.
along a streamwise plane. As can be seen, very close to the inlet, the SSM method produces
uctuations which seem like turbulent uctuations. However, these die down and further
downstream the ow almost represents a laminar ow. For the VM method, the initial
uctuations are not that pronounced. This method produces long streamwise structures
near the center of the pipe which develop into a more turbulent-like ow in the last quarter
of the computational domain. For the GEN case, unsteady turbulent structures are present
throughout the domain. It is also easy to see the time-periodicity of the domain from this
gure.
The next set of gures examines the behavior of each of the three velocity components
in the near-wall region as well as in the free stream. For all turbulence models it is very
important to properly capture the near-wall behavior. Otherwise, the proper ow characteristics may not be reproduced. Theoretically, by using the incompressibility constraint, a
Taylor expansion of all velocity components in the near-wall region [69] shows that:

ur ∝ r2

(5.20)

uθ ∝ r

(5.21)
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uz ∝ r

(5.22)

These relations are shown in Figures 5.11 through 5.13. Figure 5.11 compares the averaged
radial velocity behavior for all cases to the theoretical slope of one in the near wall region.

Note that the ur instead of pure ur components are plotted so they can be compared to
a line with slope of one. Also, there is a slight, yet not very signicant dierence between
how the u and urms quantities are calculated. The u quantities are calculated using the
following formula:

u =

|u − ui | + |u − ui+1 | + |u − ui+2 | + · · ·
N

(5.23)

where u represents the mean velocity for each particular sampling point, and i = 1, 2, 3, ... , N ,
with N being the total number of samples for each respective point and ui the instantaneous
velocity for the same respective point. On the other hand, urms quantities are calculated by
the use of the following relation:


urms =

|u − ui |2 + |u − ui+1 |2 + |u − ui+2 |2 + · · ·
N

(5.24)

The major dierence between these two formulations is mostly visible in terms of magnitude, but both show the same shape and behavior for the analyzed quantities. As can
be seen, there is a vast span in predictions of radial uctuations, with VM and GEN simulations producing similar results at all sampling planes for the near-wall region, and SSM
simulations producing results with smaller magnitudes. However, importantly, not a single
simulation case correctly captures the slope of the near wall behavior radial uctuations.
The wide span of predictions can also be seen in the center region, as shown in Appendix
H, where the same gure is replicated using rectangular axes. However, it is dicult to
judge the accuracy of predictions since no comparison data, whether experimental or computational, is available. The root mean square values of the averaged radial uctuations
are all underpredicted in the near wall region for all cases in comparison to the DNS data.
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(a) The mean near-wall behavior of the square root of the radial velocity uctuations.

(b) Root-mean-square (r.m.s.) radial velocity uctuations normalized by the friction velocity.

Fig. 5.11: Comparison of radial uctuating velocity components for Cases 1, 2, and 3 at
dierent streamwise locations.
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(a) The mean near-wall behavior of circumferential velocity uctuations.

(b) Root-mean-square (r.m.s.) circumferential velocity uctuations normalized by the friction
velocity.

Fig. 5.12: Comparison of circumferential velocity uctuation results for Cases 1, 2, and 3 at
dierent streamwise locations.
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(a) The mean near-wall behavior of axial velocity uctuations.

(b) Root-mean-square (r.m.s.) axial velocity uctuations normalized by the friction velocity.

Fig. 5.13: Comparison of axial velocity uctuation simulation results for Cases 1, 2, and 3
at dierent streamwise locations.
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The SSM underpredicts these uctuations in the core region, with VM overpredicting the
DNS behavior at all sampling planes. The GEN method also does not reproduce the proper
behavior of the radial uctuations, but overall, it produces better results than either the VM
or the SSM technique, especially near the pipe center. Certain models, such as the v 2 − f
RANS model is specically designed to correctly reproduce these wall-normal velocity uctuations. Behavior similar to the radial uctuations is seen for the averaged circumferential
velocity uctuations and r.m.s. values as shown in Figure 5.12, with supplemental gure
shown in Appendix H. All cases fail to reproduce the correct near wall behavior of the circumferential velocity components. However, all models are able to correctly predict the near
wall behavior of the averaged streamwise uctuating velocity components, as can be seen in
Figure 5.13. Figure which better shows velocity uctuations in the center region is shown in
Appendix H. The r.m.s. values for the streamwise component are strongly underpredicted
by the SSM method, and slightly overpredicted by the VM and GEN methods. Once again,
the GEN simulation, Case 3, provides the best results when compared to the DNS data.
Almost exactly the same behavior has been observed by Mathey et al. [62] for their test
simulation of pipe. They also used the WALE SGS model, however, with slightly dierent
solver settings, as described in more detail in their paper. This qualitative comparison with
Mathey et al., in terms of their periodic LES study and VM results, is very encouraging in
terms of validating the solver settings used in this research work. However, the incorrect
behavior of the streamwise r.m.s. values is seen in both studies, suggesting that the WALE
SGS model is not able to exactly predict the ow behavior inside the pipe, whether coupled
with the SSM, VM, or the GEN turbulence generation techniques at the inlet. Additional
gures comparing the behavior of turbulent kinetic energy, ur ur ,uθ uθ , uz uz , and ur uz components for all three cases and all applicable sampling planes are shown in Appendix H.
Results for the turbulent kinetic energy are also compared to the results obtained from the
fully converged steady k − ε and v 2 − f RANS models.
The instantaneous streamwise vorticity contours for all three cases, Case 1, 2, and 3,
are presented in Figures 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16, respectively.

The SSM streamwise-vorticity
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Fig. 5.14: Near-wall instantaneous streamwise vorticity contours for Case 1, the SSM turbulence inlet generation technique.

Fig. 5.15: Near-wall instantaneous streamwise vorticity contours for Case 2, the VM turbulence inlet generation technique.
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Fig. 5.16: Near-wall instantaneous streamwise vorticity contours for Case 3, the GEN turbulence inlet generation technique.
contours occur only near the inlet and they die down soon after. This further shows the
decreasing turbulent uctuations along the streamwise direction occurring for this case.
For the VM method, in the rst half of the domain, the streamwise vorticity uctuations
display more fatty, yet still elongated behavior. Toward the end of the domain, the structures
transition to more slender elongated streaks, which are expected for wall-resolved internal
ows. This behavior is also seen for the GEN method, which, as expected, shows the most
consistent size of the streaky structures.
As previously discussed, one of the most important aspects of LES modeling is the
ability of all simulations to capture the Kolmogorov decaying energy spectrum in the inertial
subrange. This requirement applies to all points in the computational domain. Therefore,
as previously shown in Figure 5.2, three radially spaced points were used to capture the
energy spectrum for all cases. These points were located at the center of the pipe, in the
region half way between the center and the wall, and near the pipe wall. For this analysis,
only the energy spectrum of the streamwise velocity was considered, also referred to as
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the E11 spectrum. To convert the velocity signal to an energy spectrum, Discrete Fourier
Transforms (DFT) were used. The program to create all energy spectra in this research
is shown in Appendix G. Because all of the collected velocity samples do not represent a
periodic sampling period, Gaussian windowing was used to eliminate signal leakage. When
analyzing a specic signal, all DFT (or FFT) routines assume a periodic signal, i.e. the
sample has been taken over a long-enough period of time to represent a periodic signal.
However, this often is not the case, and the beginning and the end of the signal do not
match. Therefore, windowing is used to crimp the end and beginning of the signal to
near zero, so it, in essence, represents a periodic sample. For this research, the Gaussian
windowing was used to adjust the velocity components at the beginning and at the end of
the sampling period. The Gaussian window is written as:

usz

(n) = e

− 12



n−(N −1)/2
σ(N −1)/2

2

(5.25)

where usz represents the scaled velocity signal, n represents the current velocity sample with
its value being between zero and N − 1, where N represents the total number of samples. σ
is constant and was set to 0.4 for the current analysis. Other popular windowing algorithms
include the Hann or Hamming window.
Figure 5.17 shows the energy spectrum comparison for Case 1 and Case 2 simulations,
for all sampling planes, with three radial locations each. These plots are included in their
entirety, without reducing the plot dimensions to show the physical energy spectrum at lower
wavelengths and also the non-physical energy spectrum results at higher wavelengths. As
was previously mentioned, the selection of time step has a large inuence over the recovered
simulation energy spectrum. If too large of a time step is chosen, some lower frequencies
may pollute the actual frequencies, also known as aliasing. Therefore, it is very important
to use a fast-enough sampling rate (i.e. proper time step) to capture all physical frequencies
in the domain without subjecting them to aliasing eects. Aliasing eects are not to be
confused with the previously discussed leakage eects, where leakage deals with the length
of sampling and aliasing deals with the rate of sampling.
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(a) Case 1 - streamwise location of 5R.

(b) Case 2 - streamwise location of 5R.

(c) Case 1 - streamwise location of 10R.

(d) Case 2 - streamwise location of 10R.

(e) Case 1 - streamwise location of 20R.

(f) Case 2 - streamwise location of 20R.

Fig. 5.17: Energy spectrum comparison for Cases 1 and 2 at dierent radial and streamwise
locations.
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The rst sampling plane, the SSM method shows reasonable results for all radial locations. At the second sampling plane located 10R from the inlet, the spectrum shows a
slightly higher negative slope, which is even more evident in last streamwise sampling location. The energy spectrum is almost approaching a linear line. Slightly dierent behavior
is seen for Case 2, the VM method. For all three sampling planes this method captures the
expected behavior at all three radial locations, except at the rst sampling plane, where the
near-wall energy spectrum is not quite properly resolved within the inertial range. However,
when sampled further downstream, the energy spectrum is recovered, even in the near-wall
region. It is interesting to note one subtlety with respect to the wavelength magnitudes.
The −5/3 spectrum occurs at lower wavelengths (higher frequencies) for the sampling point
near the wall. This cannot be said for the other two radial sampling points located at

r/R = 0 and r/R = 0.5. However, it is evident that the frequency for the signal captured
at r/R = 0.5 drops o from the −5/3 slope at slightly higher wavelengths, showing that
largest structures do not necessarily occur at the center of the pipe, but slightly o center.
More radial sampling points would be needed, however, to accurately observe the behavior
of the energy spectrum in the radial direction. Almost identical behavior is seen for the
GEN case, as shown in Figure 5.18. However, the results for Case 3 clearly show the lack
of any large vortices in the near-wall region. Nonetheless, for all three radial locations the

−5/3 slope is recovered.
As was presented, when using the same solver and uid properties with the same subgrid
scale model (WALE model), the time-periodic turbulence generation method produces the
most consistent results for all observed properties. The Vortex Method starts producing
reasonable results by the second streamwise sampling plane located at 10R, especially in
terms of energy spectrum, with visible improvement by sampling location of 20R. Dierent
Vortex Method inlet conditions can be used, such as dierent number of vortices or dierent
parameters to generate the inow turbulence, to perhaps shorten the length the distance
it takes for the proper turbulent ow to develop. However, with the current technique of
generating the inow turbulence, a longer stream-wise domain would need to be used for
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Fig. 5.18: Energy spectrum for Case 3 at dierent radial locations located at the sampling
plane.
the VM simulation to replicate the GEN results, especially to recover all uctuating velocity
components and their r.m.s. values. The SSM method, Case 1, produced the least consistent
results. However, this method was not necessarily designed for wall bounded domains such
as presented in the current research. As previously mentioned, the SSM was designed for the
simulation of a turbulent wake of a ship. Furthermore, the SSM method provides a dierent
turbulence generation technique at the inlet, where the Reynolds stress components from a
steady periodic RANS simulation can be used instead of only the turbulence kinetic energy
and the dissipation rate. This could perhaps prescribe a better inlet turbulent eld that
would evolve dierently than the current observation. As is the case for both the VM and
SSM methods, the inlet turbulent prole from the RANS model is extremely important.
Therefore, utmost care must be taken to provide velocity and turbulence proles which are
well converged and grid independent.
There is one drawback to the turbulence generator implemented in this research, however. As can be seen from Table 5.8, the GEN method, Case 3, takes about 111 days on 16
processes to reach the statistically steady state. This is almost four times as long as the VM
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Table 5.8: Approximate computational eort (in real not simulation time) required to complete simulations for Cases 1, 2, and 3. Included are time per computational time step, time
to reach the statistically steady state (SSS), sampling time, and the total CPU time, along
with number of computational processes (i.e. cores, not processors) on which the simulation
was run. Computational times did not change when sampling.
Number of processes
Time per time step (sec)
Time to reach SSS (sec/days)
Length of sampling (sec/days)
Total CPU time (hrs)

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

16
7.6
1,444,000 / 17
950,000 / 11
10,700

16
10
2,490,000 / 29
1,145,000 / 14
16,200

16
11.7
9,590,000 / 111
1,802,000 / 21
50,600

method, and about six and half times as long as the SSM method. The sampling period was
the longest as well. In total, for the GEN case, it took about four and half months of pure
running time (hardly ever the case) on 16 processes to produce the presented results. For
various reasons, the actual calendar time for this simulation from start to nish was about
six and half months. This is around 50% increase on top of the pure computational time
that can be added for all simulations presented in this report. The VM method took only
one month and half of pure computational time, with SSM taking about one month of pure
computational time. However, Cases 1 and 2 were run using the newer version of FLUENT,
12.0.16, which uses improved algorithms for parallel simulations. Case 3 was run using the
older version of FLUENT, 6.3.26, with the UDF. The UDF used was not optimized and the
execution time could be reduced if implemented dierently in FLUENT 12.0.16 (or already
newer version at the time of writing).
All simulations presented in this work were run on the Wasatch computer cluster provided by the High Performance Computing center at Utah State University (HPC@USU).
Wasatch cluster was funded by the USDA NIFA grant High Performance Computing Utah,
and it has 64 nodes, dual quad-core AMD 2.3 GHz processors, with 8GB of memory per
node with inniband interconnect. Only 16 processors per simulation were used to provide
optimal balance between speed and load. Only slightly lower computational times were
achieved when scaled to 24 or 32 processes, with increased computational times observed
for more than 48 processes. This applies to both FLUENT versions 6.3.26 and 12.0.16.
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Also, because Wasatch cluster is a university-wide resource, only portion of the cluster was
available to run the simulations presented in this work. Another limiting factor was the
number of FLUENT parallel licenses available. The Wasatch cluster is connected to a parallel Panasas storage. Because of the fast parallel storage capability, the output (I/O) loads
were never high enough to increase the computational time for the simulations.

5.3 Comparison of Subgrid Scale Models
Simulation presented in this section concentrate on comparing the performance of different subgrid scale models for a non-heated pipe ow. The three dierent SGS models
considered were the KET, SLD, and WALE models. An extra simulation was performed
with the WALE model but with dierent outlet boundary condition. The details for these
cases, Cases 4 through 7, were already described in detail in Section 5.1.3 and shown in
Table 5.5. The computational domain is shown in Figure 4.1. Zero heat ux boundary
condition at the pipe wall was used and therefore constant property ow was simulated.
The time-periodic turbulence generation method, GEN, was employed for all four cases.
Otherwise, all solver and uid properties were used as previously described.
The length of sampling for each of these cases, along with number of samples, number
of mean residence times, and other general characteristics of the ow are shown in Table 5.9.
Where applicable, these results are also compared to the available DNS results. All simulations were sampled for at least 20 MRT, with at least 160,000 sampling planes collected,
which are then averaged circumferentially to obtain nal results. All of the results for all
three dierent SGS models, Cases 4 through 6, and one simulation with the pressure boundary condition, Case 7, produced almost similar results. All velocity predictions, whether
bulk, center-line, or shear, were almost equivalent. The same is applicable to the averaged
shear wall stress and the non-dimensionalized streamwise pressure drop. In comparison to
the DNS results, the maximum absolute error was about 11% and 13% for the center-line
to shear and bulk to shear velocity ratios, respectively, and about 2.5% for the center-line
to bulk velocity ratio when compared to the experimental values. Therefore, as was true for
Case 3 described in the previous section, all four cases failed to correctly predict the shear
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Table 5.9: Comparison of length of sampling and mean ow parameters for Cases 4 through
7. The non-dimensionalized time, t∗ , is the ratio of diameter, D, and the shear velocity, uτ ,
as used by Eggels et al. [6] for which the DNS results are presented for comparison. The
Mean Residence Time (MRT) is calculated using the domain lengths specied in Table 5.5
and the bulk velocity. The non-dimensionalized streamwise pressure drop was calculated
over the periodic length of the domain for each simulation and did not include the buer
region.
Flow
Properties

tstart (s)
tend (s)
tstart (t∗ )
tend (t∗ )
# of MRT
to reach SS
# of MRT
for sampling
# of les
processed
ub (m/s)
uavg (m/s)
uc (m/s)
uτ (m/s)
τw ×

10−2 N/m2
uc /uτ
ub /uτ
 uc /ub
dp
dz

Rρ/τw

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Case 7

Eggels
DNS

4.085005
4.922500
32.76
39.48

5.377505
6.381250
43.13
51.18

5.238755
6.126250
42.01
49.13

5.163755
6.011250
41.41
48.21

10
12

110

145

141

139

-

20

24

21

20

-

167,500

163,750

177,499

169,500

-

3.70
3.42
4.74
0.22

3.70
3.43
4.74
0.23

3.70
3.43
4.76
0.22

3.70
3.42
4.72
0.22

-

5.36

5.52

5.38

5.40

-

21.39
16.68
1.28

21.05
16.43
1.28

21.41
16.65
1.29

21.24
16.61
1.28

19.31
14.73
1.31

2.16

2.09

2.14

2.14

-
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(a) KET SGS model, Case 4.

(b) SLD SGS model, Case 5.

(c) WALE SGS model, Case 6.

(d) WALE SGS model with pressure outlet
boundary condition, Case 7.

Fig. 5.19: Comparison of the averaged total, resolved, laminar, and subgrid scale shear
stresses for Cases 4 through 7, with all samples taken at the sampling plane, with tstart and
tend specied in Table 5.9.
velocity and the shear stress when compared to the DNS results. The non-dimensionalized
pressure drop was again overpredicted for all simulations over the theoretical value of two.
The radial plane shear stress contribution for all models is shown in Figure 5.19, with
the subgrid scale components only shown in Figure 5.20. As can be seen, almost linear
relationships are present for all models. Any nonlinearities are attributed to the numerical
and computational models, not to the sampling time length. This shows that all ows were
near their fully developed turbulent condition. The laminar and resolved shear components
have almost identical behavior for all cases. The subgrid scale shears for the WALE models,
Cases 6 and 7, are similar to those results presented in Figure 5.6 for the WALE model,
predicting non-dimensionalized SGS shear around 0.003. The KET model predicts around
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Fig. 5.20: Averaged subgrid scale shear stress comparison for Cases 4 through 7.
three times the WALE SGS shear value, and SLD model around six times the WALE SGS
shear value.
The averaged axial velocity proles scaled by the bulk and shear velocities are shown
in Figure 5.21. Both plots show correct near wall behavior, but further away from the
wall the velocities are slightly overpredicted, and underpredicted at the center of the pipe.
The absolute error at the center-line is around 3% for the axial to bulk velocity ratio in
comparison to the experimental data. For the velocity plot in wall-coordinates, the free
stream velocities are greatly overpredicted, but this exaggerated behavior is attributed to
the incorrect prediction of the shear stress.
The instantaneous streamwise velocity contours for all four cases at the sampling plane
for the last simulation time step are shown in Figure 5.22. The velocity proles are very
similar with only minimal dierences. Once again, the velocity contours are very similar to
the results presented by Mathey et al [62]. The in-plane velocity vectors, which show the
instantaneous eddies, are shown in Appendix I. The most prominent eddies are visible for
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(a) Mean axial velocity comparison.

(b) Mean axial velocity comparison in wall coordinates to show the near-wall behavior.

Fig. 5.21: Comparison of mean axial velocity results for Cases 4 through 7.
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(a) KET SGS model, Case 4.

(b) SLD SGS model, Case 5.

(c) WALE SGS model, Case 6.

(d) WALE SGS model with pressure outlet
boundary condition, Case 7.

Fig. 5.22: Comparison of the instantaneous axial velocity contours for Cases 4, 5, 6, and 7,
all taken at the sampling plane and the last time step of the simulation, tend , as specied in
Table 5.9.

k−ε

v2 − f
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Fig. 5.24: Root-mean-square (r.m.s.) radial velocity uctuations normalized by the friction
velocity for Cases 4 through 7.

Fig. 5.25: Root-mean-square circumferential velocity uctuations normalized by the friction
velocity for Cases 4 through 7.
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Fig. 5.26: Root-mean-square streamwise velocity uctuations normalized by the friction
velocity for Cases 4 through 7.
nents for all models fail to replicate the DNS behavior, with the best agreement shown for
streamwise components. The near-wall slope for all components is lower for all models when
compared to the DNS data, with peaks for the axial and streamwise components further
away from the pipe wall. The current LES models predict the maximum uctuations for
the axial and streamwise components at locations further away from where they actually
occur. For the streamwise component, the r.m.s. values are overpredicted for all cases. The
behavior of ur ur ,uθ uθ , uz uz , and ur uz components for all four cases is also shown in Appendix I. The near-wall instantaneous streamwise vorticity plot for Case 4, the KET SGS
model, is shown in Figure 5.27. The near-wall vortices have an elongated shape, and the
time-dependent periodicity can be seen as well. Very similar plots are obtained for remaining SGS models and therefore are not shown. This is very similar to the behavior seen for
Case 3 of the previous section, as shown in Figure 5.16.
All three SGS models, even with dierent outlet boundary condition, capture the proper
decay of the energy spectrum in the inertial subrange of the Kolmogorov energy spectrum,
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Fig. 5.27: Near-wall instantaneous streamwise vorticity contours for Case 4, the KET SGS
model.
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(a) KET SGS model, Case 5.

(b) SLD SGS model, Case 6.

(c) WALE SGS model, Case 7.

(d) WALE SGS model with pressure outlet
boundary condition, Case 8.

Fig. 5.28: Comparison of the energy spectrum for three dierent radial locations for Cases
4 through 7, all taken at the sampling plane.
with slope of −5/3, as shown in Figure 5.28, for all three radial sampling locations. The
energy spectrum for the KET SGS model and WALE SGS model with outlet boundary
condition are very similar to the energy spectrum presented for Case 3 in the previous
section, Figure 5.18. Results for the SLD SGS model and the WALE SGS model with the
outlet boundary condition are more comparable to energy spectrum shown in Figure 5.17,
for the VM method, Case 2, at streamwise sampling plane located at 20R from the inlet.
Nonetheless, these changes occur for very large wavelengths and do not inuence the energy
decay results in the inertial subrange section. Energy spectra for all plots are properly
captured, with no seen leakage or aliasing problems, signifying a proper time step selection.
Table 5.10 shows the computational eort to run each of the four cases for which the
results were presented. Each case was run using 16 processes because of the reasons stated
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Table 5.10: Approximate computational eort (in real not simulation time) required to
complete simulations for Cases 4 through 7. Included are time per computational time step,
time to reach the statistically steady state (SSS), sampling time, and the total CPU time,
along with number of computational processes used to run the simulation. Once again,
computational times did not change when sampling.
Number of
processes
Time per time
step (sec)
Time to reach
SSS (sec/days)
Length of
sampling
(sec/days)
Total CPU
time (hrs)

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Case 7

16

16

16

16

12.4

9.2

11.8

11.8

10,130,000
/ 118

9,895,000
/ 115

12,364,000
/ 144

12,187,000
/ 142

2,077,000 /
25

1,507,000
/ 18

2,095,000
/ 25

2,000,000
/ 24

54,200

50,900

64,500

63,100

in the previous section. Computationally, the SLD model was the fastest in terms of real
time per time step of 9.2 seconds, with, obviously, KET model the slowest, with 12.4 seconds
per iteration, because it needs to solve an extra transport equation for the turbulent kinetic
energy, as shown in Eq. 2.103. The coupling of the outow or the pressure outlet boundary
condition with the WALE model did not yield any dierence in the computational time.
Because the GEN technique was used to prescribe the turbulent eld, the computational
times were on the order of months. For each simulation it took about three pure months
of computational time to reach the statistically steady state, with around three weeks of
collecting samples, for a total of almost four months of pure computational time for each
simulation.

5.4 Grid Renement Study
Grid independence in LES is a topic, which, on its own, is a subject of a debate. A good
LES simulation is one which tends to DNS simulation, therefore resolving all of the smallest
Kolmogorov scales [74]. Therefore, as pointed out by Celik et al. [75], there is no such
concept as grid-independent LES. This was also shown by Meyers et al. [76] who compared
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ltered DNS simulations to LES simulations sampled at dierent grid resolutions. Meyers et
al. present results of grid-independent LES and look at dierent numerical, discretization,
and subgrid-scale errors in comparison to practical LES simulations. Complete overview
(discussion or results) of grid-independence of current simulations would be beyond the
scope of this work. Therefore, this section presents comparisons in terms of the mean
predicted quantities for two dierent grid resolutions.
Two key simulations were chosen from the already presented cases which were used to
test the grid convergence. These were, namely, Case 3 and Case 6. Both of these simulations
use the WALE SGS model with GEN turbulence generation technique. The domain for both
of these simulations is exactly the same. Case 3 uses constant temperature wall boundary
condition, whereas, Case 6 uses zero heat ux boundary condition. However, since the inlet
temperature is the same for both simulations, along with the boundary temperature equal
to the inlet temperature for Case 3, no heat transfer occurred in the computational domain.
The only major dierence is the computational mesh. The mesh details are presented in
Table 5.1. Case 3 uses the t130 − r48 − z25 computational mesh and Case 6 uses the

t110 − r44 − z15 mesh.
As presented in Figure 5.29, the dierences in the averaged streamwise velocities for
Cases 3 and 6 are very minimal, well within the experimental uncertainty of eight to ten
percent. Same comparison can be extended to the averaged turbulent velocity uctuations
in the radial, circumferential, and streamwise directions, as presented in Appendix J. Furthermore, there is a minimal dierence for the kinetic energy, as well as root mean square
values for all velocity uctuations. The only real dierences can be observed in the radial
and circumferential velocity uctuation directions, where, oddly, the coarser plane mesh,

t110 − r44 − z15, produces results that are slightly closer to the DNS results than the ner
mesh, t130 − r48 − z25. This could suggest that the streamwise resolution, even though still
within the theoretical parameters for both cases, contributes to the nal results.
As was previously seen, in both cases, these models fail to predict the correct near-wall
behavior for the velocity uctuations, and also, cannot reproduce the averaged behavior of
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(a) Averaged streamwise velocity comparison scaled by the bulk velocity.

(b) Averaged streamwise velocity comparison in wall coordinates.

Fig. 5.29: Comparison of averaged streamwise velocity results for Cases 3 and 6.
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the root mean square values when compared to the DNS values. Higher grid resolution
than comparative studies was used in this research, as shown in Table 5.2. At the onset
of the research these studies were used as the basis for selecting the proper mesh. The
same results as the presented results were obtained. At that time, however, it was believed
that these the improper results were caused by unsuitable mesh characteristics, so dierent,
and slightly, ner, mesh congurations were explored. Ultimately, after about two years of
running simulations to determine the optimal grid spacing, it was observed that all mesh
spacings with various models show almost identical results. Simulations with the most
available samples and extent of computational time were chosen to be presented in this
work.
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Chapter 6
High Heat Flux Simulation Results
6.1 Computational Setup
The computational setup used for the high heat ux simulations presented in this section
is very similar to the computational setup for all previous simulations, as described in detail
in Section 5.1, with only few changes. The most notable change is the computational domain,
as displayed in Figure 6.1. This gure shows the entire domain with computational boundary
conditions, the three planes at which samples were collected and analyzed, and the two inlet
turbulence generation techniques used - the Vortex Method (VM) and the Generator (GEN).
For all cases an entry region was added to the computational domain, making it slightly
larger than the experimental domain used by Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618. When
using the VM, the ow inlet is located at streamwise location z = −0.565 m (z/D = −20.61),
and when using the GEN method, the ow inlet is located at coordinate z = −0.579 m
(z/D = −21.11). Therefore, the computational domain length for the VM method is 49.6D
and 50.1D for the GEN method. For the VM turbulence generation technique the entry
region of length 5D was added to the beginning of the original experimental pipe domain
to increase the computational length over which the VM-prescribed turbulent uctuations
can develop, for reasons presented in Section 5.2. For the GEN method, the entire added
computational length of 5.5D is part of the turbulence generator. When employing the GEN
method, Case 3 from Section 5.2 was re-used to serve as the inlet turbulence generator.
For all cases using either the VM or the GEN turbulence inlet generation technique,
constant wall temperature boundary condition was used for the initial entry region. The
wall boundary condition was set to the inlet temperature, T = 296.104 K . For the region
extending from z/D = −15.61 to z/D = 0, varying temperature boundary condition was
prescribed. The function used to prescribe the temperature boundary, along with the mea-
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Fig. 6.1: Schematic representation of the computational domain with boundary conditions
as adopted from Run 618 of Shehata and McEligot [3] experiment and the three sampling
planes, located at z/D = 3.17, z/D = 14.195, and z/D = 24.54, for which results were
collected and processed.
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Fig. 6.2: Function used in simulations to prescribe the wall temperature boundary condition
compared with the experimental temperature data of Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618.
sured wall temperatures, is shown in Figure 6.2. This temperature distribution was the
result of the experimental axial temperature conduction through the pipe wall upstream
from the heating blanket, which was applied on the surface of the pipe from z/D = 0 to

z/D = 29. To mimic the experimental conditions, for the region extending from z/D = 0 to
z/D = 29, varying heat ux boundary condition was prescribed. The experimental heat ux
boundary condition and the function used to prescribe the heat ux for the computational
simulation are shown in Figure 6.3. The mathematical expressions for both the temperature
and the heat ux boundary conditions are shown at the end of Appendix C, in the format
of an UDF, as accepted by FLUENT. The pipe outlet was set to pressure outlet boundary
condition. Because of the temperature and heat ux boundary conditions, the uid properties continuously evolve in the streamwise direction, and therefore fully developed velocity
or temperature conditions never develop. This prohibits the use of the outow boundary
condition1 , which assumes that the ow is fully developed in the streamwise direction near
the exit, or the

∂u
∂z

= 0.

However, in trial-and-error phase of this research, using the solver and convergence settings as described,
the outow boundary condition was applied as well. No notable dierences in results were observed when
compared to the results obtained using pressure outlet boundary condition.
1
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Fig. 6.3: Function used in simulations to prescribe the heat ux boundary condition compared with the experimental heat ux data of Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618.
Table 6.1: Case naming scheme for each particular simulation with mesh resolution, SGS
model, inlet turbulence generation, and outlet boundary condition used for each particular
simulation.
Case

SGS model

Inlet Turbulence Generation

Case 8
Case 9
Case 10
Case 11

KET
SLD
WALE
WALE

Vortex Method
Vortex Method
Vortex Method
Generator

The computational grid for all cases was constructed using t130 − r48 − z25 mesh
spacing, as described in detail in Section 5.1. For both the VM and the GEN techniques
this produces computational domain with 3.27 million cells. The time step remained at

5 × 10−6 seconds, with all solution settings and solver parameters set to values described
Section 5.1 as well.
Four cases were set up to evaluate the ability of the KET, SLD, and WALE SGS
models to predict ows subjected to the high heat ux boundary condition. The summary
is presented in Table 6.1. Cases 8 through 10 used the VM inlet turbulence generation
technique with the KET, SLD, and the WALE SGS models, respectively. Case 11 used the
GEN turbulence inlet generation technique with the WALE model.
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Table 6.2: Starting and ending sampling simulation times for all cases. Number of sample
planes is included as well, all generated by simulations with time step of 5 × 10−6 seconds.
tsamp,start and tsamp,end are the starting and ending times for the post-processing simulation.
Flow
Properties

tsamp,start (s)
tsamp,end (s)
# of les
processed

Case 8
(KETVM)

Case 9
(SLDVM)

Case 10
(WALEVM)

Case 11
(WALEGEN)

8.567505
9.232925

5.980005
6.442925

8.075005
8.563095

7.360505
7.573245

133,085

92585

97619

42549

As previously discussed in Section 5.2, when using a computational domain with length
of 21R and the WALE SGS model, the VM technique did not produce results which are
equivalent to the results produced by the GEN method. However, it was shown, the VM
method used signicantly less computational resources than the GEN method. Therefore,
the VM method was chosen to evaluate the dierences among the three SGS models. It was
further assumed that the domain length of 20.6D before the ow reaches the heat ux section
would be satisfactory for the turbulent quantities generated by the VM method to reproduce
results of turbulent quantities generated by the GEN method. Thus, only one simulation was
chosen to use the GEN method to generate the inlet turbulence for comparative purposes.

6.2 Results
In this chapter results obtained for Case 8 through 11 are presented. As mentioned
previously, before collecting results, all simulations were run until reaching the statistically
steady state. The computational simulation times, along with sampling times, are presented
in Table 6.2. As displayed, each of the Cases 8 through 11 were run considerably longer than
any of the previous cases, Cases 1 through 7. This was based on the nal temperature prole
results, which did not replicate the expected behavior. It was believed that the unexpected
temperature behavior was caused by not reaching the statistically steady state. However,
after very long physical computational times, none of the presented quantities changed, and
thus it was determined that statistically steady state was obtained nonetheless, and therefore
the nal results were sampled from tsamp,start to tsamp,end , as shown in Table 6.2. Case 11
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Table 6.3: Comparison of sampled and averaged quantities for the heated cases, sampled
at the rst streamwise sampling plane, located at z/D = 3.17. When available, results are
compared to the experimental results of Shehata and McEligot [3].
Flow
Properties

ub (m/s)
uz,avg (m/s)
uc (m/s)
uτ (m/s)
τw × 
−2
N/m2
10
Tb (K)
Tw (K)
 Tτ 3 
ρb kg/m 
ρavg kg/m3

Case 8

Case 9

Case 10

Case 11

EXP

3.81
3.57
4.87
0.24

3.83
3.56
4.74
0.28

3.82
3.54
4.80
0.25

3.82
3.58
4.92
0.25

3.82
4.92
0.30

6.40

6.58

5.93

6.81

-

306.0
406.6
7.80
1.021
1.015

306.2
405.6
8.72
1.033
1.015

306.1
413.9
8.53
1.012
1.011

306.1
403.7
7.57
1.023
1.017

310.8
400.8
1.040
-

was sampled for the shortest period of time, but even with 42,000 sample planes for each
sampling location, when averaged circumferentially, each point along the radial direction
consisted from 5.4 million samples. Therefore, each of the simulations was run longer than
needed. During the simulation process, the nal averaged results changed by a very small
amount beyond about 4 seconds of simulation time, suggesting that lower computational
times would be sucient to produce similar results. However, achieving steady state solution
is very much dependent upon the solver, model, and convergence settings, as well as the
mesh resolution and the size of the time step. Change in any of these parameters aects the
nal computational time required to achieve fully converged and statistically steady results.
The circumferentially-averaged values for the rst sampling plane located at z/D = 3.17
are displayed in Table 6.3. As can be seen, the bulk, center-line, and shear velocities closely
match the respective values obtained from the experiment, as shown in Table 6.3. The bulk
temperature displayed in the table was calculated using the following formula:

1
Tb =
Ac ρb ub

ˆ
(ρuT ) dA

Also appearing in table is the shear temperature, which was calculated as follows:

(6.1)
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Fig. 6.4: Mean streamwise velocity non-dimensionalized by the local bulk velocity at sampling plane z/D = 3.17.

Tτ =

q”w
ρw cp,w uτ

(6.2)

The largest errors for all cases when compared to the experimental data are about

0.3%, 3.7%, and 20% for the bulk, center-line, and shear velocities, respectively. However,
the shear velocity calculated in the experiment was based on estimate of the wall shear, which
was not measured, and therefore is not exact. Also, for all cases, Shehata and McEligot [3]
state that the experimental error for the velocities is in the range of eight to ten percent
of the point-wise value, with larger uncertainties near the wall. Therefore, the obtained
velocity results t well within the experimental error criterion. The radial proles of the
streamwise velocity components for all cases and the experimental results are compared in
Figure 6.4. The distance from the wall is shown in logarithmic coordinate to accentuate the
near-wall behavior comparison. As is shown in Figure 6.4, the near-wall streamwise velocity
is underpredicted by all models, and, in this region, the dierence between the simulation
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Fig. 6.5: Mean streamwise velocity in wall coordinates at sampling plane z/D = 3.17.
and experimental results is the largest. The center-line velocities show good agreement for
all cases. The same plot in wall coordinates is shown in Figure 6.5.
From Table 6.3, the maximum errors for the bulk and wall temperature quantities
are about 1.5% and 3.3%, respectively, when compared to the experimental values of Shehata and McEligot [3]. Shehata and McEligot report the temperature uncertainty to be
one to two percent of the point-wise absolute temperature. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the
radial temperature distribution non-dimensionalized by the inlet temperature and in wallcoordinates, respectively. Figure 6.6 furthermore shows results obtained using v 2 − f RANS
model. As can be seen, predicted results match the experimental results quite well, for all
Cases 8 through 11. The non-dimensionalized temperature shown in Figure 6.7, which also
shows theoretical relations for the thermal boundary layer and the free stream region, was
calculated using the following equation:

T+ =

Tw − T
Tτ

(6.3)
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Fig. 6.6: Mean radial temperature distribution at the rst sampling plane, z/D = 3.17,
for Cases 8 through 11 compared to the results of steady RANS v 2 − f model and the
experimental values of Shehata and McEligot [3].

Fig. 6.7: Mean radial temperature distribution in wall coordinates for sampling plane located
at z/D = 3.17.
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Fig. 6.8: Mean radial root mean square temperature distribution at sampling plane z/D =
3.17.
The r.m.s. values of the radial temperature distribution non-dimensionalized by the inlet
temperature are shown in Figure 6.8. The maximum error dierence for the bulk density is

2.7% for Case 10.
For the rst sampling plane and as shown in Table 6.3, most quantities predicted by
all SGS models, whether using VM or GEN, replicated the experimental values relatively
well, except Case 10, which shows the largest dierences when compared to the experimental
values. Case 10 uses the WALE SGS model with the VM inlet turbulence generation technique, same model than Case 11, which, however, uses the GEN technique to create the inlet
turbulence. It was expected that the entry region section of length 5D, together with the
prescribed temperature section of length 15.6D, would create a long enough computational
domain to allow for the VM-prescribed inlet turbulence to develop into turbulent structures
occurring in Case 11, which uses the GEN technique. However, that was not the case, and
the results of Case 10 do not only dier from results of Case 11, but dier from Cases 8 and
9 results as well. This is especially true for the wall shear, wall temperature, and the bulk
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density. This suggests two important points: 1) the WALE SGS model coupled with the
VM inlet generation technique needs longer computational domains to produce turbulent
ow structures similar to those observed by the WALE SGS model coupled with the GEN
inlet turbulence generation technique, and 2) the KET and SLD SGS models coupled with
the VM technique do not need such long computational domains to produce results similar to the WALE SGS model coupled with the GEN technique. This shows the increased
sensitivity of the WALE SGS model to the inlet turbulent generation technique, even after
streamwise length of 23.8D 2 . The KET and SLD models do not display such behavior at
the rst sampling plane and are able to reproduce the behavior of the WALE model with
the GEN inlet technique. For qualitative comparison, also shown are instantaneous streamwise velocity contours, Figure 6.9, instantaneous in-plane velocity vectors, Figure 6.10, and
instantaneous temperature contours, Figure 6.11, as they occur at the rst sampling plane.
All instantaneous samples were taken at the last sampling time for each respective simulation. Also, scaling of the velocity components to produce all vector plots is equivalent for
all simulations and all sampling planes.
Same values as presented for the rst sampling plane have been calculated for the second
sampling plane, shown in Table 6.4. At the second sampling plane the dierences between
the experimental values and the calculated results are more noticeable. The maximum errors
for the bulk, center-line, and shear velocities are 5.3% (Case 10), 12% (Case 9), and 6.3% (all
cases), respectively. The center-line velocity values are slightly higher than the experimental
uncertainty of eight to ten percent. The averaged streamwise velocity non-dimensionalized
by the bulk velocity for the second sampling plane is shown in Figure 6.12. As can be seen,
the velocity components match the experimental prole fairly consistently, near the wall and
also at the center of the pipe. The streamwise velocities are slightly overpredicted in the
near-wall region and slightly underpredicted at the center of the pipe. The same plot shown
in the wall coordinates is displayed in Figure 6.13.
For the bulk and wall temperatures, the largest errors among all cases are 1.7% for the
bulk temperature for Case 9, and 5.6% for the wall temperature for Case 8. The simulation
2

Distance from the VM pipe inlet to the rst sampling plane.
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. 6.9: Contours of the instantaneous streamwise velocity for Cases 8 through 11 collected
at the rst sampling plane, z/D = 3.17.
Table 6.4: Comparison of sampled and averaged quantities for the heated cases, sampled at
the second sampling plane, located at z/D = 14.195. When available, results are compared
to the experimental results of Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618.
Flow
Properties

ub (m/s)
uz,avg (m/s)
uc (m/s)
uτ (m/s)
τw × 
−2
10
N/m2
Tb (K)
Tw (K)
 Tτ 3 
ρb kg/m 
ρavg kg/m3

Case 8

Case 9

Case 10

Case 11

EXP

4.10
3.86
5.27
0.30

4.13
3.86
4.90
0.34

4.09
3.86
5.26
0.30

4.12
3.88
5.27
0.30

4.32
5.57
0.32

8.69

8.87

8.74

8.68

-

331.0
432.9
7.47
0.948
0.948

330.8
434.6
8.10
0.968
0.947

331.2
436.9
7.33
0.945
0.947

331.4
436.9
7.42
0.944
0.945

336.4
458.5
0.960
-
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. 6.10: Instantaneous in-plane velocity vectors for Cases 8 through 11 at z/D = 3.17
sampling plane.
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. 6.11: Instantaneous temperature distributions for Cases 8 through 11 at the rst sampling plane, z/D = 3.17.
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Fig. 6.12: Mean streamwise velocity non-dimensionalized by the local bulk velocity at sampling plane z/D = 14.195.

Fig. 6.13: Mean streamwise velocity in wall coordinates at sampling plane z/D = 14.195.
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Fig. 6.14: Mean radial temperature distribution at the second sampling plane, z/D = 14.195,
for Cases 8 through 11 compared to the results of steady RANS v 2 − f model and the
experimental values of Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618.
error is about three times as high as the reported experimental error. The averaged radial
distribution of the temperature prole for the second sampling plane is shown in Figure
6.14. As can be seen, all LES models slightly underpredict the temperature distribution
near the center of the pipe. The same behavior is also seen near the wall. The v 2 − f RANS
model shows better prediction in the near-wall region, however, it even more underpredicts
the temperature in the center region. This could perhaps be explained by the fact that LES
models are better at predicting temperature distribution and mixing away from the walls,
where the larger eddies are resolved. However, in the near wall region, where the size of the
eddies decreases and the LES models resort to modeling the turbulence, they do not gain
any advantage over the RANS model. On the contrary, they show poorer results. The same
temperature distribution plotted in the wall coordinates can be seen in Figure 6.15. The
r.m.s. values for the temperature at the second sampling plane are shown in Figure 6.16.
The largest error for the bulk density is for Case 11, 1.7%. However, results for all cases and
all quantities are very similar to each other, with only slight dierences. This shows that any
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Fig. 6.15: Mean radial temperature distribution in wall coordinates for sampling plane
located at z/D = 14.195.

Fig. 6.16: Mean radial root mean square temperature distribution at sampling plane z/D =
14.195.
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. 6.17: Contours of instantaneous streamwise velocity for Cases 8 through 11 collected
at the second sampling plane, z/D = 14.195.
dependency of the WALE model on the VM inlet turbulent generation technique has been
removed, and Case 10 produces results similar not only to Case 11, which uses the GEN
method coupled with the WALE model, but also to Cases 8 and 9. Therefore, based on the
results from this sampling plane, there is no signicant dierence among any of the three
SGS models or the turbulence generation techniques, and the tabulated results obtained
from all simulations uniformly underpredict the experimental values. The instantaneous
streamwise velocity contours are shown in Figure 6.17, while the instantaneous in-plane
velocity vectors are shown in Figure 6.18. The velocity vectors clearly show larger vortex
structures than present at the rst sampling plane. Lastly, the instantaneous temperature
contours for the second sampling plane for all SGS models are shown in Figure 6.19. All
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. 6.18: Instantaneous in-plane velocity vectors for Cases 8 through 11 at z/D = 14.195
sampling plane.
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. 6.19: Instantaneous temperature distributions for Cases 8 through 11 at the second
sampling plane, z/D = 14.195.
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Table 6.5: Comparison of sampled and averaged quantities for the heated cases, sampled
at the third streamwise sampling plane, located at z/D = 24.54. When available, results
are compared to the experimental results of Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618.
Flow
Properties

ub (m/s)
uz,avg (m/s)
uc (m/s)
uτ (m/s)
τw × 
−2
N/m2
10
Tb (K)
Tw (K)
 Tτ 3 
ρb kg/m 
ρavg kg/m3

Case 8

Case 9

Case 10

Case 11

EXP

4.35
4.12
5.57
0.31

4.41
4.12
5.47
0.36

4.37
4.12
5.59
0.33

4.35
4.11
5.53
0.32

4.56
6.13
0.34

9.28

9.64

9.48

9.40

-

353.1
455.7
7.33
0.886
0.889

352.6
454.3
8.09
0.908
0.890

352.9
456.8
7.55
0.895
0.889

352.4
457.5
7.47
0.876
0.889

357.2
495.1
0.903
-

of the instantaneous gures were created using data from the last sampling time for each
respective simulation.
Values obtained from the computations for Cases 8 through 11 for the last sampling
plane are shown in Table 6.5. As was true for values presented for the second sampling plane,
values obtained from all simulations for the third sampling plane do not dier much from
each other, but signicantly dier from the experimental values, especially when considering
the temperature results. The maximum errors for the bulk, center-line, and shear velocities
are 4.6% for Cases 8 and 11, 10.8% for Case 9, and 8.8% for Case 8, respectively. As can
be seen, all simulations underpredict the center-line velocity by at least 0.5 m/s. However,
that is very close to the reported experimental error of eight to ten percent. The averaged
streamwise velocity prole for the third sampling plane for all cases is shown in Figure
6.20. The same plot in wall coordinates is shown in Figure 6.21. At this sampling plane,
the near wall velocities are overpredicted and the velocities at the center of the pipe are
underpredicted. But once again, these predictions are very close to the experimental error
bound of eight to ten percent.
More dramatic dierences are seen for the bulk and wall temperatures, with maximum
errors of 1.3% for Case 11 and 8.2% for Case 9, respectively. For the wall temperature,
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Fig. 6.20: Mean streamwise velocity non-dimensionalized by the local bulk velocity at sampling plane z/D = 24.54.

Fig. 6.21: Mean streamwise velocity in wall coordinates at sampling plane z/D = 24.54.
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Fig. 6.22: Mean radial temperature distribution at the third sampling plane, z/D = 24.54,
for Cases 8 through 11 compared to the results of steady RANS v 2 − f model and the
experimental values of Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618.
all computational simulations underpredict the experimental results by about 40 K , which
is a signicant dierence, even more so as observed at the second sampling plane. The
radial temperature distribution for all cases at the third sampling plane is shown in Figure
6.22, with the same plot in wall-coordinates displayed in Figure 6.23. Once again, as can
be seen from Figure 6.22, the temperature predictions in the region where the structures
with the largest wavelengths occur (region between the center of the pipe and the wall, and
as evident from the energy spectrum), results from all LES models are superior to those
of the v 2 − f RANS model. However, near the wall, the v 2 − f model clearly has the
advantage, since it was designed to properly handle the velocity uctuations normal to the
wall. The correct wall temperature predictions of v 2 − f model also increase condence
in the properly chosen settings and implementation of the energy equation in FLUENT.
The averaged temperature r.m.s. values are shown in Figure 6.24. The maximum error
for the bulk density is about 3% for Case 11. As can be seen from Table 6.5, all of the
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Fig. 6.23: Mean radial temperature distribution in wall coordinates for sampling plane
located at z/D = 24.54.

Fig. 6.24: Mean radial root mean square temperature distribution at sampling plane z/D =
24.54.
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. 6.25: Contours of instantaneous streamwise velocity for Cases 8 through 11 collected
at the third sampling plane, z/D = 24.54.
computational values unanimously under predict the available experimental results. The
instantaneous streamwise velocity contours along with the in-plane velocity vectors for all
models at the third sampling plane are shown in Figures 6.25 and 6.26, respectively. The
vector plots clearly show the increasing size of vortices (when compared to the rst or second
sampling plane) that occur in the domain, as well as their location. This conrms that most
of the vortex structures occur in the region between the center of the pipe and the pipe wall.
The instantaneous temperature contours are shown in Figure 6.27. All instantaneous plots
were taken at the last time step of the simulation.
The averaged predicted wall temperatures for the entire domain for Cases 8 through 11
are shown in Figure 6.28. For all LES simulations, these proles were averaged in both time
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. 6.26: Instantaneous in-plane velocity vectors for Cases 8 through 11 at z/D = 24.54
sampling plane.
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. 6.27: Instantaneous temperature distributions for Cases 8 through 11 at the third
sampling plane, z/D = 24.54.
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Fig. 6.28: Mean wall temperature proles for Cases 8 through 11 compared to experimental
data of Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618. Also displayed are converged results for
steady RANS k − ε and v 2 − f simulations.
and circumferential direction. Also shown are predictions from converged k − ε and v 2 − f
RANS models. The results for the RANS models are very similar to the results presented
by Richards [5]. Cases 8, 9, and 11 predict the initial temperature distribution quite well,
until about z/D = 6. After that, the temperatures drop o and signicantly underpredict
the experimental wall temperatures. Case 10 displays quite dierent behavior. In the region
between z/D = 0 and z/D = 7.5 it overpredicts the experimental temperatures, and then it
levels o. At about the location of the second sampling plane, z/D = 15, Case 10 matches
the results of all other cases. This is attributed to the sensitivity of the WALE model to the
inlet turbulence, as generated by the VM technique and as discussed earlier in this section.
Case 11, which uses exactly the same settings and the same SGS model but with the GEN
inlet turbulence generation technique, does not display such behavior. Case 10 was run for
an additional one second of simulation time (while sampling only the wall temperature), to
ensure that the wall temperature prole is converged and does not change with time. The
same wall temperature behavior was conrmed.
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The underpredicted temperature eects can be attributed to various issues. Firstly, it is
clear that all SGS models, though formulated using dierent principles, show very similar results in both the streamwise and radial directions. The lone exception here is Case 10 at the
rst sampling plane. However, after that location, there is no signicant dierence among
the inlet turbulence generation techniques or the SGS models. From results presented in
previous section, namely Sections 5.2 and 5.3, it is quite clear that none of the SGS models or
inlet turbulence generation techniques predict the correct near-wall behavior for all velocity
components. Generally, the magnitude of both the radial and circumferential r.m.s. velocity
components were underpredicted, and the streamwise r.m.s. velocity components were overpredicted when compared to the available DNS data. Furthermore, the theoretical slope for
both the radial and circumferential components was not matched; only the streamwise velocity uctuations showed proper near-wall behavior. The same applies for all heated cases
and at all sampling locations, as shown in Figures 6.29, 6.30, and 6.31. Once again, only the

z−velocity components match the correct near-wall behavior, but not necessarily the correct
magnitude.

Furthermore, an important factor is played by the the averaged streamwise

velocity components. Initially, at the rst sampling plane, the streamwise velocity results
were underpredicted when compared to the experimental results, as shown in Figure 6.4.
However, by the second sampling plane, the near-wall streamwise velocity components were
overpredicted, as shown in Figure 6.12. By the last sampling plane, all SGS models greatly
overpredict the near-wall streamwise velocity. This is consistent with the averaged temperature prole. In the region from z/D = 0 to about z/D = 6 the wall temperature for all
models (except Case 10) is closely matched, if not slightly overpredicted when compared
to the experimental results. However, by the second sampling plane, z/D = 14.195, the
streamwise velocity is overpredicted, which increases the heat removal from the wall and
thus lower than experimental wall temperatures are predicted. This is further accentuated
by the streamwise velocity prole at the last sampling plane, Figure 6.20, where the velocity
in the near-wall region is greatly overpredicted. Furthermore, when comparing the magnitudes of the all velocity uctuations for all models at all three sampling planes, as shown

3.17

z/D = 14.195

z/D =

24.54

z/D =
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Fig. 6.32: Instantaneous wall temperatures for Cases 8 through 11, compared to the experimental data of Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618.
is evident that the turbulent velocity characteristics imposed by the VM technique dier
from the ow characteristics imposed by the GEN technique, which are rst reected in
the diering velocity predictions, and subsequently, in diering temperature predictions at
the start of the heat ux domain. Further downstream, the dierences in velocity prole
predictions for both turbulence inlet generation techniques disappear, yielding very similar
temperature predictions. Furthermore, the temperature energy spectrum captured by the
SGS eddy-diusivity model may not necessarily be adequate to replicate the proper near-wall
temperature behavior. As shown by Fox [77], the scalar energy spectrum behaves dierently
than the turbulent energy spectrum. This could also contribute to the disagreement between
the computational and experimental results.
The instantaneous wall temperatures along a representative line on the surface of the
pipe wall for all cases taken at the last computational time step are shown in Figure 6.32. The
minimum and maximum instantaneous temperature variations for the entire pipe wall are
shown in Figure 6.33. All cases predict very similar wall temperature range, with slightly
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Fig. 6.33: Minimum and maximum instantaneous wall temperatures for Cases 8 through 11
compared to the experimental data of Shehata and McEligot [3] for Run 618.
higher initial maximum temperatures predicted by Case 10. The dierence between the
maximum and minimum temperatures is almost 60 K throughout almost the entire heat
ux region of the pipe. Even though this is not necessarily the true range since the averaged temperatures are underpredicted, these uctuations can provide a better estimate of
the actual temperatures seen inside of pipe when compared to the averaged temperature
proles of RANS models. This can help in the design stages of the actual HTTR reactor.
Interestingly, the maximum temperature uctuations predicted by all models closely match
the experimental values. All of the instantaneous plots were taken at the last time step of
each respective simulation.
Furthermore, the streamwise temperature evolution along the center plane of the pipe
in the heated region for all cases is presented. Figure 6.34 shows the temperature contours
for the rst half of the high heat ux region and Figure 6.35 for the second half of the heat
ux region. The earliest notable mixing is predicted by Case 11, followed closely by Case 8.
By the end of the domain, all cases show signicant mixing. The behavior of many other
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(a) Case 8

(b) Case 9

(c) Case 10

(d) Case 11

Fig. 6.34: Instantaneous temperature contours for Cases 8 through 11 from streamwise
location of z/D = 0 to z/D = 15.
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(a) Case 8

(b) Case 9

(c) Case 10

(d) Case 11

Fig. 6.35: Instantaneous temperature contours for Cases 8 through 11 from streamwise
location of z/D = 15 to z/D = 29.
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components collected and sampled, such as ur ur ,uθ uθ , uz uz , and ur uz , the kinetic energy
distribution, the r.m.s. of all velocity components, as well as the energy spectrum at three
radial locations for all cases at all sampling planes is shown in Appendix K. As is shown by
all energy spectrum plots, the −5/3 slope is recovered for all simulations at all three radial
sampling locations.
It must also be mentioned that the experimental data used to evaluate the performance
of all LES SGS models, and as presented by Shehata and McEligot [3], does not fully classify
the experimental uncertainties associated with the experiments. In general, as stated by
Shehata and McEligot, the velocity uncertainties are calculated to be in the range of eight
to ten percent of the pointwise value, and the uncertainty in temperature was typically
one to two percent of the pointwise absolute temperature. This, however, does not present
the complete picture of the experimental uncertainties and therefore it makes it hard to
accurately asses the performance of the SGS models. Furthermore, some inconsistencies
are believed to be present in their experimental data, as shown in Appendix B3 of their
publication. Also evident is a slight change in the initial experimental parameters among
experiments used to obtain data for each of the three sampling planes.
The computational eort and the actual pure physical run times for all Cases 8 through
11 are shown in Table 6.6. All LES simulations were run on 32 processors. The presented
cases were sampled anywhere from 16 to 27 days and run for at least 323 days and at most
544 days. This computational eort is pure run time and does not include any stoppages,
which is rarely the case. These could be labeled as excessive run times and most likely each
of the simulations would need to be run only one third to one half the presented time. But
even then, a signicant computational eort would be required for proper convergence of
simulations. Of course, if a larger number of computer nodes would be used, this could
signicantly decrease the physical run times (but not necessarily the CPU hours). However,
it was important to collect and present results which were well converged, resolved, and

For instance, on page B-12 of the appendix in their publication, the heat loss through the surface of
the pipe between the start of the heat ux region, z/D = 0, and second sampling location, z/D = 14.195,
is reported to be q”w (B/hf t2) = 669.07. However, this value cannot be replicated using energy balance
calculations.
3
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Table 6.6: Approximate computational eort (in real not simulation time) required to complete simulations for Cases 8 through 11. The computational times did not change when
sampling. ∗ signies total time per iteration since the simulation was steady state.

Number of
processes
Time per
time step
(sec)
Length of
sampling
(sec/days)
Total computational
time
(sec/days)
Total CPU
time (hrs)

Case 8

Case 9

Case 10

Case 11

Steady
k−ε

Steady
v2 − f

32

32

32

32

20

20

15.7

21.6

23.8

31

0.4∗

1.3∗

2.09 × 106
/
25

2.00 × 106
/
24

2.33 × 106
/
27

1.32 × 106
/
16

-

-

2.90 × 107
/
336

2.78 × 107
/
323

4.08 × 107
/
472

4.70 × 107
/
544

97,000
/
1.2

476,000
/
5.5

257,800

247,300

363,900

416,700

5,400

26,500

sampled, especially since none of the simulations produced the expected results. In comparison, both RANS models achieved stable and converged solutions in much shorter time
than the LES simulations.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks
7.1 Summary and Conclusions
This work focused on computational modeling of vertical internal pipe ow subjected to
high heat ux conditions using Large Eddy Simulation techniques. The ability of three SGS
models, namely, the Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic SGS model, the Kinetic Energy Transport
SGS model, and the Wall-Adaptive Local-Eddy viscosity SGS model, to capture proper ow
characteristics for both unheated and heated pipe ows was examined. Also compared were
three inlet turbulence generation techniques, the Spectral Synthesizer Method, the Vortex
Method, and the Generator. For this study, the commercial software package FLUENT was
chosen to perform all simulations. It already implements all SGS models and turbulence
inlet generation techniques, except the GEN technique. Often, commercial packages present
a plethora of simulation options and selecting the appropriate ones can, at times, be overwhelming, yet this initial step is often the most crucial. The choice of simulation settings can
have a great eect on nal results. However, commercial simulation tools allow for a much
faster turn-around time from design to production, and can help deploy new technologies
to the industry much faster than programs written to address one specic problem, as is
often done in academia. Therefore, assessment of available tools implemented in widespread
and relatively easy-to-use commercial software packages is an important step in moving the
application side of research forward.
It was shown that the externally implemented Generator inlet turbulence generation
technique showed the most promise in generating velocity elds which are comparable not
only to the experimental values but also results obtained using Direct Numerical Simulation. The Vortex Method also showed satisfactory results; however, a longer domain was
needed for this method to achieve results comparable to the Generator results. The Spec-
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tral Synthesizer Method proved not to be suitable for the problem at hand and produced
results which were not consistent with resulting values of the previous two inlet turbulence
generation methods. The SSM technique, however, was not necessarily developed to mimic
turbulent ow behavior for wall-bounded ows. One drawback of the Generator technique
was the computational time required for the simulation, and especially time to reach the
statistically steady state. As such, it may be less computationally expensive to use a longer
computational domain with the Vortex Method and let the turbulent quantities evolve to
proper levels instead of using the current implementation of the Generator technique on a
shorter domain.
When using the Generator turbulence generation technique at the inlet, no signicant
dierences were found among any of the three examined SGS models, i.e. no single model
clearly outperformed the other models. All three SGS models produced very similar results
for all examined quantities and compared relatively well to the experimental and DNS
results. The Smagorinsky-Lilly Dynamic SGS model was the fastest for the non-heated ow
case as far as the computational time per time step is concerned.
Completely unexpected results were produced for the full domain simulations which included the high heat ux boundary condition. The wall temperatures were signicantly underpredicted by all models. This could be attributed to the incorrect predictions of velocity
elds. As discussed previously, all three LES SGS eddy-viscosity models use the same SGS
eddy-diusivity model for the subgrid scale heat ux, and therefore, use the same closure
mechanism for the energy equation. Therefore, any incorrect velocity predictions (which, as
shown, is true for all three SGS eddy-viscosity models, including the same magnitude of the
incorrect velocity predictions) yield the same incorrect predicted wall temperatures. The
streamwise velocities in the near-wall region near the pipe exit were greatly overpredicted
with the largest errors when compared to the experimental values. This suggests that the
predicted near-wall vortical structures have a greater streamwise magnitude than found in
real ows, therefore overpredicting the heat transfer in the near-wall region and yielding
wall temperatures lower than found in the experiment. Furthermore, the near-wall behavior
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for all velocity uctuations does not match the theoretical relations, which is especially true
for the radial and circumferential components. It would seem that any model capable of
matching the correct near-wall velocity behavior would match the experimental wall temperatures as well. In the free stream region all models predict temperatures in reasonably
good agreement with the experimental values, yet they underpredict the streamwise velocity
behavior. Since all LES SGS models predict the same ow behavior for almost all simulations in this work, both heated and unheated, the velocity behavior, and the resulting
temperature distribution, is not attributed to the actual mathematical formulation of each
SGS model. All SGS models are formulated using dierent concepts, however, when properly converged, predict the same results. Of course, these results are greatly dependent on
the solver, simulation, and convergence settings, as well as the mesh size and the size of the
time step.
For the variable-property ows all LES SGS models were outperformed by the steady

v 2 − f RANS model in terms of temperature prediction, which matched the experimental
data for temperature proles in both the radial and the streamwise directions. This also
applies to the computational costs, which were signicantly lower for the v 2 − f model
than for any of the LES simulations. However, one drawback of the steady v 2 − f model
is its inability to predict temperature uctuations along the pipe wall. The ability of the

v 2 − f RANS model to predict nearly proper near-wall behavior and the reasonably good
agreement of LES SGS models with the experimental results in the center of the pipe region,
shows promise for the use of Detached Eddy Simulation models. The DES models use RANS
techniques in the vicinity of walls, but further away from the walls they employ LES models,
which tend to resolve unsteady characteristics of ows and any turbulent mixing much better
than RANS models. It is believed that by using these models the accuracy of predictions
and understanding of unsteady ow behavior can be improved with decreased computational
costs.
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7.2 Future Work
Building on current experiences, future work specic to this study includes multiple
areas. They are:

• More detailed study of inlet turbulence generation techniques. Multiple settings are
available in FLUENT for both the Spectral Synthesizer Method and the Vortex Method
which could possibly increase the accuracy of predicted results. The Generator technique could be improved by scaling the velocity prole according to the theoretical
laws, especially in the near-wall region.

• Perform validation and uncertainty quantication of simulation results with comparisons to experimental data with a thorough uncertainty analysis.

• Evaluate to what degree the SGS eddy-diusivity heat ux model inuences the incorrect wall temperature predictions.

• Consider the temperature energy spectrum and determine its eect on the incorrect
wall temperature predictions.

• Evaluate the eect of cell-spacing on the ltering operation of all SGS models, i.e.
address the eect of increasing cell spacing away from the wall on the performance
and accuracy of LES computations.
The purpose of this work was to evaluate the performance of relatively new LES simulation
models and how they would help in designing the next generation of advanced nuclear
reactors. The geometry used in this study was quite simple, yet the severe heating conditions
proved to be a challenge for all LES models. Nonetheless, these tools can provide much
insight into the unsteadiness of turbulent ows when used appropriately and with caution.
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Appendix A
FLUENT Residual Explanation
Residuals for an example simulation.
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Appendix B
FLUENT Convergence Criteria
Solution and multi-grid control parameters for example LES simulation using
Smagorinsky-Lilly dynamic subgrid scale model  default and current.
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(a) Default solution control parameters.

(b) Current solution control parameters.
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(c) Default AMG for pressure, x- and y-momentum equations.

(d) Current AMG for pressure, x- and y-momentum equations.
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(e) Default AMG settings for z-momentum and energy equations.

(f) Current AMG settings for z-momentum and energy equations.
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Appendix C
Turbulence Generator User Dened Function
FLUENT User Dened Function used for turbulence generator
implementation.
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/*******************************************************
User-defined function written for FLUENT 6.3.26, parallel
version; it does not work for a serial instance of FLUENT
-Turbulence generator
--it maps velocity components, x, y, and z from a selected
plane back to the inlet plane, therefore producing
an infinitelly long pipe
--number of points at the inlet plane must be the same
as on the mapping, interior plane
--x and y coordinates must match for both planes!
I wrote this code alone only with extremely limited help from
FLUENT;
according to their website, UDF developers are responsible
for their own UDF codes. I figured out meaning of all
functions by trial-and-error. This version of the code could
possibly be rewritten using User defined memory scalars;
but I originally started using UDF and looked into the
possibility
of UDMS when it was too late; if you are trying to write
something similar, perhaps I would investigate if UDMS
is much faster/simpler than doing this. Good luck!
********************************************************/
#include "udf.h" /*must be always included*/
#define nmax 7000 /*number of node points per plane; needs
to be adjusted accordingly */
/*array to hold x locations of points */
static real xloc[nmax];
/*y locations */
static real yloc[nmax];
/*z locations - should be constant */
static real zloc[nmax];
/*u velocity array, in the x-direction*/
static real velu[nmax];
/*v velocity array, in the y-direction*/
static real velv[nmax];
/*w velocity array, in the z-direction*/
static real velw[nmax];
/*counts number of points on a plane*/
static int count_total;
/*real error criterion used for real arithmetic*/
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static real er=0.00001;
/*mass flow in used to scale z-velocity
from experimental data*/
static real massin = 0.00239648;
/*mass ratio used for scaling*/
static real mr;
/*using adjust function that needs to be used under
define/user-defined/function hooks/adjust; it grabs the
velocity profile from the interior plane; the first iteration
in FLUENT must be run only with this function hook, not using the
inlet
boundary conditions below! because FLUENT needs defined
components
of the velocities on the first iteration - and this adjust hook
grabs those velocities from the first iteration and uses them as
inlet
velocity boundary conditions for the second FLUENT iteration.
THIS INTERIOR PLANE IS CREATED BY --- FUSING --- TWO PIPE MESHES
INTO ONE AND
NOT MERGING THE INTERIOR ZONE WITH THE TWO ALREADY EXISTING
INTERIORS
OF THE FLUENT DOMAIN!!! CREATING AN INTERIOR PLANE DID NOT WORK
FOR ME*/
DEFINE_ADJUST(get_vel_prof,d)
{
/*for anybody except host*/
#if !RP_HOST
/*
*/

Declare all variables

/*this id must match boundary condition zone id from
FLUENT; needs
to be changed accordingly */
int zone_id = 17;
/*number of faces for the interior plane*/
int n_faces;
/*counter variables*/
int iter;
int i,j;
int count = 0;
int count1 = 0;
int count2 = 0;
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zone

/*defining two threads; t is the thread for the interior

faces
cells;

and t1 is the thread for the same zone but instead of
it is used for cells; it is necessary to do this because
faces are not defined for the inlet boundary plane; only

the code could be re-written to use boundary faces but I
couldn't
get it to work alone*/
Thread *t;
Thread *t1;
/*face id for the interior plane; and the corresponding
cell thread */
face_t f;
cell_t c1;
/*3-dimensional array - since using 3ddp FLUENT run (ND_ND
is automatically
scaled by FLUENT to be 2 dim array for 2d runs - that
holds the x, y, and z
coordinates of the cells and faces on the interior plane
*/
real xc[ND_ND];
real xf[ND_ND];
/*variable that holds the FLUENT-integrated mass flux at
the interior plane*/
real massout = 0.;
/*1-D arrays to hold x, y, and z velocities, and x, y, and
z locations
for those velocities, local to each processor, different
size per proc*/
real *xvel_array;
real *yvel_array;
real *zvel_array;
real *xloc_array;
real *yloc_array;
real *zloc_array;
/*
Lookup thread that corresponds to the internal zone,
zone_id
*/
t = Lookup_Thread(d,zone_id);
/*
Count the number of faces that belong to each processor for
the given thread
*/
n_faces = THREAD_N_ELEMENTS_INT(t);
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xvel_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
yvel_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
zvel_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
xloc_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
yloc_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
zloc_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
/*
Initialize all array elements to zero; these arrays are
cummulative arrays
which have a common size on all processors; these arrays
are the ones
which are passed from this ADJUST function to the actual
INLET BOUNDARY CONDITION
*/
for (iter = 0; iter < nmax; iter++)
{
xloc[iter] = 0.;
yloc[iter] = 0.;
zloc[iter] = 0.;
velu[iter] = 0.;
velv[iter] = 0.;
velw[iter] = 0.;
}
/*
*/

Initializing processors local arrays
for (iter = 0; iter
{
xvel_array[iter]
yvel_array[iter]
zvel_array[iter]
xloc_array[iter]
yloc_array[iter]
zloc_array[iter]
}

< n_faces; iter++)
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;

/*
If principal processors, iterate over all faces that belong
to the internal zone
as given by zone_id.
(Principal processors - one to which these cells/faces
belong, not the ones
that are storing the values at these cells/faces just for
communication, boundary)
*/
begin_f_loop(f,t)
if PRINCIPAL_FACE_P(f,t)
{
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/*
switch from faces to cells, since F_U,F_V,F_W are not
known for interior
faces (they are known for boundary faces only); but
C_U,C_V, and C_W are.
*/
c1 = F_C1(f,t);
t1 = THREAD_T1(t);
/*
Store cell and face centroids; need to use both, because
for interior
plane, only cell centroids are known; for the inlet
boundary condition,
since it is a boundary, it only has face values - but
the face values are the
same as face values for the inlet plane;
the major difference comes from storing velocities from
the mapping plane based on
cell centers. Even though I'm using cell centered
velocities, when they are mapped,
they are mapped based on face locations - however, this
does not matter, because
the location of a centroid of a boundary face
corresponds
to the cell center from an interior plane
*/
C_CENTROID(xc,c1,t1);
F_CENTROID(xf,f,t);
/*
*/

Initialize processor local arrays from the domain
xloc_array[count] = xf[0];
yloc_array[count] = xf[1];
zloc_array[count] = xf[2];
xvel_array[count] = C_U(c1,t1);
yvel_array[count] = C_V(c1,t1);
zvel_array[count] = C_W(c1,t1);

/*
integrate over the interior plane (or mapping plane) to
determine the mass flux
so the z-velocities can be scaled accordingly
*/
massout += F_FLUX(f,t);
/*
counter for error checking, count is different for each
processor
*/
count += 1;
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}
end_f_loop(f,t)
/*
*/

count_total = PRF_GRSUM1(count);
node_to_host_int_1(count_total);
massout = PRF_GRSUM1(massout);
massout = massout*(-1.);
mr = massin/massout;

Message0("massout=%f ratio=%f count=%d count_total=%d
myid=%d\n",massout,mr,count,count_total,myid);
#if RP_NODE
if (! I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P)
{
PRF_CSEND_INT(node_zero, &count, 1, myid);
}
#endif
#if RP_NODE
if (! I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P)
{
PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero,
}
#endif

xvel_array,
yvel_array,
zvel_array,
xloc_array,
yloc_array,
zloc_array,

count,
count,
count,
count,
count,
count,

count2 = 0;
#if RP_NODE
if (I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P)
{
compute_node_loop_not_zero(i)
{
PRF_CRECV_INT(i, &count, 1, i);
xvel_array = (real *)realloc(xvel_array,
count*sizeof(real));
yvel_array = (real *)realloc(yvel_array,
count*sizeof(real));
zvel_array = (real *)realloc(zvel_array,

myid);
myid);
myid);
myid);
myid);
myid);
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count*sizeof(real));
xloc_array = (real *)realloc(xloc_array,
count*sizeof(real));
yloc_array = (real *)realloc(yloc_array,
count*sizeof(real));
zloc_array = (real *)realloc(zloc_array,
count*sizeof(real));
PRF_CRECV_REAL(i,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(i,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(i,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(i,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(i,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(i,

xvel_array,
yvel_array,
zvel_array,
xloc_array,
yloc_array,
zloc_array,

count,
count,
count,
count,
count,
count,

i);
i);
i);
i);
i);
i);

for (j=0; j<count; j++)
{
velu[count2] = xvel_array[j];
velv[count2] = yvel_array[j];
velw[count2] = zvel_array[j];
xloc[count2] = xloc_array[j];
yloc[count2] = yloc_array[j];
zloc[count2] = zloc_array[j];
count2 += 1;
}
}
compute_node_loop_not_zero(i)
{
PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, velu, nmax,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, velv, nmax,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, velw, nmax,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, xloc, nmax,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, yloc, nmax,
PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, zloc, nmax,
}

myid);
myid);
myid);
myid);
myid);
myid);

}
#endif
#if RP_NODE
if (! I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P)
{
PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero,
PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero,

velu,
velv,
velw,
xloc,
yloc,
zloc,

nmax,
nmax,
nmax,
nmax,
nmax,
nmax,

node_zero);
node_zero);
node_zero);
node_zero);
node_zero);
node_zero);
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}
#endif
free(xvel_array);
free(yvel_array);
free(zvel_array);
free(xloc_array);
free(yloc_array);
free(zloc_array);
/*
*/

scale velocities by mass ratio as mass in /mass out;
mr = massin/massout
for (iter = 0; iter < nmax; iter++)
{
velu[iter] = velu[iter];
velv[iter] = velv[iter];
velw[iter] = mr*velw[iter];
}

#endif
}

DEFINE_PROFILE(x_vel_prof,t,i)
{
Thread *t0;
cell_t c0;
face_t f;
int count = 0;
int count1 = 0;
int ii;
int jj;
real x[ND_ND];
real current_time;
real massout;
real xvelocity;
current_time = CURRENT_TIME;
count = 0;
count1 = 0;
begin_f_loop(f,t)
{
F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
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for (jj=0; jj<count_total; jj++)
{
if (fabs(x[0]-xloc[jj])<er && fabs(x[1]-yloc[jj])<er)
{
xvelocity=velu[jj];
count1 += 1;
}
}
F_PROFILE(f,t,i) = xvelocity;
count += 1;
}
end_f_loop(f,t)
}
DEFINE_PROFILE(y_vel_prof,t,i)
{
face_t f;
int count = 0;
int count1 = 0;
int ii;
int jj;
real x[ND_ND];
real current_time;
real massout;
real yvelocity;
current_time = CURRENT_TIME;
count = 0;
count1 = 0;
begin_f_loop(f,t)
{
F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
for (jj=0; jj<count_total; jj++)
{
if (fabs(x[0]-xloc[jj])<er && fabs(x[1]-yloc[jj])<er)
{
yvelocity=velv[jj];
count1 += 1;
}
}
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F_PROFILE(f,t,i) = yvelocity;
count += 1;

}
end_f_loop(f,t)
}

DEFINE_PROFILE(z_vel_prof,t,i)
{
face_t f;
int count = 0;
int count1 = 0;
int ii;
int jj;
real x[ND_ND];
real current_time;
real massout;
real zvelocity;
current_time = CURRENT_TIME;
count = 0;
count1 = 0;
begin_f_loop(f,t)
{
F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
for (jj=0; jj<count_total; jj++)
{
if (fabs(x[0]-xloc[jj])<er && fabs(x[1]-yloc[jj])<er)
{
zvelocity=velw[jj];
count1 += 1;
}
}

/*

F_PROFILE(f,t,i) = zvelocity;
count += 1;

if (count < 25)
{
Message("count=%d myid=%d
zvel=%f\n",count,myid,zvelocity);
}
*/
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}
end_f_loop(f,t)
}
DEFINE_PROFILE(tempprof_618, thread, nv)
{
face_t f;
real x[ND_ND];
begin_f_loop(f,thread)
{
F_CENTROID(x,f,thread);
F_PROFILE(f,thread,nv) =
301.03688+40.3808*exp(x[2]/0.027432)+0.2515023*x[2]/0.027432;
}
end_f_loop(f,thread)
}
DEFINE_PROFILE(fluxprofile_618, thread, nv)
{
face_t f;
real x[ND_ND];
begin_f_loop(f,thread)
{
F_CENTROID(x,f,thread);
F_PROFILE(f,thread,nv) =
2.63873*pow(10,-10)*(915.388-60.4696*x[2]/0.027432+x[2]*x[2]/0.02
7432/0.027432)*(677.196-50.8012*x[2]/0.027432+x[2]*x[2]/0.027432/
0.027432)*(401.584-36.6715*x[2]/0.027432+x[2]*x[2]/0.027432/0.027
432)*(185.802-21.2207*x[2]/0.027432+x[2]*x[2]/0.027432/0.027432)*
(56.0446-8.42927*x[2]/0.027432+x[2]*x[2]/0.027432/0.027432)*(3.61
541-0.0231376*x[2]/0.027432+x[2]*x[2]/0.027432/0.027432);
}
end_f_loop(f,thread)
}
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Appendix D
Example FLUENT Input File
FLUENT input le used for cases with user dened function.
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file/read-case-data final.cas
file/auto-save/case 100
file/auto-save/data 100
solve/set/time-step 5e-6
solve/set/relaxation-factor/m 1
solve/set/relaxation-factor/p 1
solve/set/relaxation-factor/t 1
solve/set/dis-sch/mom 3
solve/set/dis-sch/temp 7
solve/set/dis-sch/pres 14
define/u-d/c-f compile "libudf" yes "newudf.c" "" ""
define/u-d/c-f load "libudf"
define/u-d/f-h/adjust "get_vel_prof::libudf" ""
def/b-c/wall wall2 0 n 0 n n y y "udf" "tempprof_618::libudf" n n n
def/b-c/wall wall3 0 n 0 n n y y "udf" "fluxprofile_618::libudf" n n n
solve/d-t-i 1
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
define/b-c/vel-in inlet1 no yes yes yes yes yes "udf"
"x_vel_prof::libudf" yes yes "udf" "y_vel_prof::libudf" yes yes "udf"
"z_vel_prof::libudf" no 296.104 yes
solve/d-t-i 999
define/b-c/vel-in inlet1 no yes yes yes no 0 no 0 yes no "plane-z=
0.05m" "z-velocity" no 296.104 yes
def/b-c/wall wall2 0 n 0 n n n 296.104 n n n
def/b-c/wall wall3 0 n 0 n n n 0 n n n
define/u-d/f-h/adjust ""
define/u-d/c-f unload libudf
parallel/timer/usage
file/write-case-data final.cas
yes
exit
yes
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Appendix E
Gmsh Script
Example Gmsh script to create computational mesh for simulation
t130-r48-z25.
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// Gmsh project created on Wed Jul
// New way of meshing a pipe.

2 16:56:40 2008

//Variable Bank
cl=.01; //This is not important (needed just so Gmsh works)
radius=.013716; //Radius of the pipe
deltaz=.0025; //Delta z in axial direction
axial=0.288036/deltaz; //Nodes in the axial direction
radial=48; //Nodes in the radial direction
circum=130; //Nodes in the circumferential direction
alpha=.1; //constant used in clustering
gamma=1.8; //constant used in clustering
//Computed Variables
For j In {2:radial}
spa[j-2]=(1-Tanh(gamma*(alpha-(j-1)/(radial-1)))/Tanh(alpha*gamma))/
(1-Tanh(gamma*(alpha-1))/Tanh(alpha*gamma));
nod[j-2]=1;
Printf("(r/R)[%g] = %g",j,spa[j-2]);
EndFor
/***********************************************************************
/
//Geometry
//Build one wedge first
Point(1)={0,0,0.219456,cl}; //Center of the pipe
Extrude {radius,0,0} {Point{1}; Layers{nod[],spa[]};}
Extrude {0,radius,0} {Point{1}; Layers{nod[],spa[]};}
Extrude {{0,0,1},{0,0,0}, Pi/2} {Point{2}; Layers{circum/4};}
Line Loop(1)={1,3,-2};
Ruled Surface(1)={1};
Transfinite Surface{1}={1,3,2};
Recombine Surface{1};
//Build other sections
Extrude {{0,0,1},{0,0,0}, Pi/2} {Line{2}; Layers{circum/4};
Recombine;}
Extrude {{0,0,1},{0,0,0}, Pi/2} {Line{4}; Layers{circum/4};
Recombine;}
Extrude {{0,0,1},{0,0,0}, Pi/2} {Line{7}; Layers{circum/4};
Recombine;}
//Going 3D
Extrude{0,0,0} {Surface{1,6,9,12}; Layers{axial};
Recombine;}
//Define
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Physical Entities
Volume('vol_flow1')={1:4};
Surface('inlet1')={1,6,9,12};
Surface('outflow1')={29,46,63,80};
Surface('wall1')={24,41,58,75};

//Print point location
Printf("%g",(1-spa[radial-3])*radius);
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Appendix F
Post-Processing FORTRAN Program
FORTRAN 95 computer program used to post-process FLUENT heated
simulation data. Modication not containing any temperature dependence was
used for other non-heated cases.
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\Dissertation-Research\FileProcessing\analyze-plane-data-v7-temp.f90
program analyze
implicit none
!------------------------------ DECLARATION SECTION -----------------------------integer,parameter :: prec=selected_real_kind(15,307)
integer,parameter :: npts=6017
integer,parameter :: nsf=100 !number of skipped files -> used for better statistics when
!obtaining res, sgs, and vis shears; these use (u-umean) compon
>> ents
!and since umean after the first file is not necessarily correct,
!this value allows user to specify to skip first nsf # of files
!so umean has a better value when ctdtctdtctctctdtdt starst to be processed
>> and therefore
!(u-umean) quantities have more accurate values themselves
real(kind=prec)
:: Ti=296.104 !inlet temperature
character(len=400):: file1="plane-data-z=0.75m-00" !common start of a file name; set in FLUE
>> NT
integer
:: llc !last line count
integer
:: nr !number of points in the r direction, used for sampling
integer
:: flagnsf=0
real(kind=prec)
:: radius=0.013716_prec !used with nr to calcuate dr for sampling of face
>> data
real(kind=prec)
:: pi
real(kind=prec)
:: nextmaxr=0._prec
real(kind=prec)
:: rerror = 1.e-5_prec
real(kind=prec)
:: density_inlet=1.09086_prec
real(kind=prec)
:: viscosity_inlet=1.8416e-5_prec
real(kind=prec)
:: mdot=0.002396_prec
real(kind=prec)
:: ubulk=0._prec
real(kind=prec)
:: densitybulk=0._prec
real(kind=prec)
:: viscositybulk=0._prec
real(kind=prec)
:: uzcenter=0._prec
real(kind=prec)
:: area=0._prec
real(kind=prec)
:: errorzsa=0._prec
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

i,j,k,icount=0,gocount=0
istart
iend
error
counter,counter2 !counter2 used in ur prime analysis at the end
nfiles=0
count_samples=0
count_wall_samples=0
iptr
flag !used to determine center-line velocity

!temporary and input variables
real(kind=prec) :: temp
real(kind=prec) :: rstart
real(kind=prec) :: rend
real(kind=prec) :: rtime
real(kind=prec) :: x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
real(kind=prec) :: dr=0._prec,avg=0._prec
real(kind=prec) :: tauwallavg=0._prec
real(kind=prec) :: tauwallcalc2=0._prec
real(kind=prec) :: tauwallfinal=0._prec
real(kind=prec) :: density_wall=0._prec
real(kind=prec) :: mu_wall=0._prec
real(kind=prec) :: yp=0._prec
real(kind=prec) :: utau=0._prec
character(len=8)
>> cimals!!!

:: cstart

!starting time as character variable; works only with six de
!flow time MUST BE IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT: x.xxxxxx NOTHING

>> ELSE
Page 1
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\Dissertation-Research\FileProcessing\analyze-plane-data-v7-temp.f90
character(len=8)
character(len=100)
>> for storing
character(len=100)
character(len=100)
>> mmand line
character(len=200)
character(len=400)
>> resent

! ACCEPTED AND WILL NOT WORK FOR THIS PROGRAM
:: cend
!ending time as character
:: cout
!filename with cstart and cend - output-startime-endtime.txt
:: ctime
:: buffer

!current time as character variable
!used for getarg, when getting starting/ending times from co

:: command
:: filedir

!composing command for removing files
!local path to a file directory in which flow time data is p

character(len=400) :: file2
!holds ctime variable; could be the same, but ... hm, it isn
>> 't
character(len=400) :: file3="_tec.dat" !file suffix, since FLUENT outputs all files in tecp
>> lot format
character(len=1600) :: filename !actual filename, containing the local path, starting and en
>> ding times, and
!file prefix and file suffix
!declaring instantaneous quantities read from the file
!these are all quantities read from the file
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: duzdx=0._prec,duzdy=0._prec,density=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: ux=0._prec,uy=0._prec,uz=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: vislam=0._prec,vissgs=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: x=0._prec,y=0._prec,z=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: tauwall=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: duzdr=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: taures=0._prec,tauvis=0._prec,tausgs=0._prec
!declaring working arrays for r, theta, and z
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: rw=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: ur=0._prec, urm=0._prec, urw=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: ut=0._prec, utm=0._prec, utw=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: uzw=0._prec !uz and uzm declared elsewhere
!DECLARING PRIMES
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts)
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts)
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts)
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts)
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts)
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts)
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts)
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts)
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts)

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

urp=0._prec !ur'
utp=0._prec
uzp=0._prec
urp2=0._prec !ur'ur'
utp2=0._prec
uzp2=0._prec
urp_utp=0._prec
utp_uzp=0._prec
urp_uzp=0._prec

!PROCESSED PRIMES
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

r_p
urp_p
utp_p
uzp_p
urp2_p
utp2_p
uzp2_p
urp_utp_p
utp_uzp_p
urp_uzp_p

!RMS VARIABLES
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: urp_rms=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: utp_rms=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: uzp_rms=0._prec
!PROCESSED RMS VALUES
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: urp_rms_p
Page 2
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\Dissertation-Research\FileProcessing\analyze-plane-data-v7-temp.f90
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: utp_rms_p
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: uzp_rms_p
!PROCESSED OTHER VARIABLES
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: densitym_p !processed density to find density at
>> the wall
!to be used to determine utau
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: vislamm_p !to get y+, need mu at the wall
>>
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: uzm_p
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: urm_p
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: utm_p

!declaring mean quantities
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: uxm=0._prec,uym=0._prec,uzm=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: densitym=0._prec,vislamm=0._prec,vissgsm=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: r=0._prec,theta=0._prec,phi=0._prec
real(kind=prec),allocatable,dimension(:) :: velgrad
real(kind=prec),allocatable,dimension(:) :: mugrad
real(kind=prec),allocatable,dimension(:) :: rgradloc !to figure out radial spacing for findi
>> ng out
!shear using code, not direct values fr
>> om FLUENT
integer :: nzsa
>> ing:

!number of radial points from supplied FLUENT file that contains the follow

!z surface area vs. radial coordinate for the outflow plane with FLUENT hea
>> ding
integer :: fezsa=0 !file error holder for checking if fzsa (below) exists
real(kind=prec) :: xzsa, yzsa !dummy arrays to hold x,y values while determining nzsa
real(kind=prec) :: xzsaold !to check for a new value of r wrt to the previous value in the f
>> ile
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: dA !area for determining bulk properties
character(len=100) :: fzsa !filename for zsa data
real(kind=prec),allocatable,dimension(:) :: azsa !array which holds values for the zsa
real(kind=prec),allocatable,dimension(:) :: rzsa !array which holds the radius values
>>
!variables to figure out wall shear using 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order approximations
real(kind=prec) :: r1,r2,r3 !variables that hold distance from the WALL, not each other
real(kind=prec) :: u0,u1,u2,u3 !velocities at the wall, first off the wall, second ...
real(kind=prec) :: c1,c2,c3 !constants for 3rd order approximations
real(kind=prec) :: wallshear=0._prec !computer wall shear
!ADDING QUANTITIES
!wall quantities
real(kind=prec) ::
real(kind=prec) ::
real(kind=prec) ::
real(kind=prec) ::
real(kind=prec) ::
real(kind=prec) ::

FOR TEMPERATURE PROFILES
hf_wall=0._prec
!heat flux at the wall
cp_wall=0._prec
!cp at the wall
temperature_wall=0._prec !temp at the wall
nn_wall=0._prec
!Nusselt number at the wall
ttau=0._prec
temperaturebulk=0._prec

!instantaneous quantities
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: hf=0._prec
>> zero

!heat flux; should have value at the wall,

!everywhere else; just like wall shear
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: cp=0._prec
!specific heat
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: nn=0._prec
!Nusselt number
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: temperature=0._prec !temperature
>>
!working array for temperature (used to sort values in ascending order according to r and
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\Dissertation-Research\FileProcessing\analyze-plane-data-v7-temp.f90
!write them to a file for finding out t prime)
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: temperaturew=0._prec
!mean quantities
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: hfm=0._prec,cpm=0._prec,nnm=0._prec,temperaturem=0._pre
>> c
!prime quantities
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: temperature_rms=0._prec !temperature rms
!processed quantities
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: hfm_p, cpm_p, nnm_p, temperaturem_p
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: temperature_rms_p

!------------------------------ END OF DECLARATION SECTION ------------------------------

!------------------------------ COMPUTATIONAL SECTION -----------------------------!clear screen
call system('clear')
open(unit=81,file="summary.txt")
!define pi
pi=4.0_prec*atan(1.0_prec)
!define number of data entries on the last line for each variable
!(depends on number of points per plane, and is automatically computed from that)
!since outputing data files in tecplot format, which writes 5 columns of data, with
!last line containing whatever is left, max 5
llc=npts-5*int(npts/5)
!set an appropriate directory where files for processing are located
filedir='../SSSData-test/'
!prompts/messages
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "*****************************************"
write(*,*) "*****************************************"
write(*,*) "**********
*********"
write(*,*) "**********
STARTING PROGRAM
*********"
write(*,*) "**********
*********"
write(*,*) "*****************************************"
write(*,*) "*****************************************"
write(*,*) " "
write(*,'(a,a)') "PROCESSING FILES IN DIRECTORY: ",trim(filedir)
write(*,'(a)',advance='no') "CURRENT DIRECTORY: "
!display current working directory
call system('pwd')
!using getarg to get command line input; used at the same time as ./a.out rstart rend
call getarg(1,buffer)
read(buffer,*) rstart
call getarg(2,buffer)
read(buffer,*) rend
call getarg(3,buffer)
read(buffer,*) fzsa
!display message to user
!write(*,*) " "
!write(*,'(a)',advance='no') "ENTER STARTING TIME, WITH 6 DECIMALS MAX: "
!read(*,*) rstart
!write(*,'(a)',advance='no') "ENTER ENDING TIME, WITH 6 DECIMALS MAX:
"
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!read(*,*) rend
!write(*,*) " "
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)

" "
"STARTING TIME = ",rstart
"ENDING TIME = ",rend
"SURFACE AREA FILE (values at NODES) = ",fzsa
" "

write(81,*) "STARTING TIME = ",rstart
write(81,*) "ENDING TIME = ",rend
write(81,*) "SURFACE AREA FILE (values at NODES) = ",fzsa
!open zsa file and read in appropriate quantities;
!check if it exists locally
!determine how many different pairs of values of r and area are in the file
!and skip the repeating values of r and area
!
!THIS FILE NEEDS NODE VALUES TO WORK!!!!
!
open(unit=41,file=fzsa,action='read',status='old',iostat=fezsa)
if (fezsa /=0) then
write(*,*) "zsa file not found locally; will not continue; error"
else
!initialize variables
nzsa=0
xzsaold=0._prec
!skip the first four lines in Fluent file
read(41,*)
read(41,*)
read(41,*)
read(41,*)
!start reading points
do
read(41,*,iostat=fezsa) xzsa,yzsa
if (fezsa /=0) exit

!

!different radius condition
if ( abs(xzsa-xzsaold) > rerror ) then
nzsa=nzsa+1
xzsaold=xzsa
write(*,*) xzsa,yzsa
end if
end do
if (nzsa > 0) then
write(*,*) "z-s-a file read OK"
write(81,*) "z-s-a file read OK"
else
write(*,*) "!!!!!!!!!! SOMETHING WRONG READING Z-S-A FILE !!!!!!!!!!!"
end if

end if
write(*,*) "Number of points in the radial z-surface area file = ",nzsa
!allocate arrays and rewind file and read-in and store the values this time
allocate(rzsa(1:nzsa),azsa(1:nzsa))
rzsa=0._prec
azsa=0._prec
rewind(41)
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!reinitialize variables
xzsaold=0._prec
i=1
!skip the first four lines in Fluent file
read(41,*)
read(41,*)
read(41,*)
read(41,*)
!start reading points
do
read(41,*,iostat=fezsa) xzsa,yzsa
if (fezsa /=0) exit

!

!different radius condition
if ( abs(xzsa-xzsaold) > rerror ) then
xzsaold=xzsa
rzsa(i)=xzsa
azsa(i)=yzsa
write(*,*) i,rzsa(i),azsa(i)
i=i+1 !increment counter
end if

end do
close(unit=41)
!convert starting times from reals to integers; limited to 6 decimal places
!since using 1,000,000 as input number (min dt therefore is 1e-6 seconds)
istart=nint(rstart*1000000._prec)
iend=nint(rend*1000000._prec)
!opening scratch file for data processing
open(unit=99,status='scratch')
write(*,*) " "
write(*,'(a)') "PLEASE BE PATIENT ... PROCESSING FILES"
!opening file that will hold all computed components of radial velocity, ur
!(very big file); same for theta and z components
open(unit=83,file='test-ur-all.txt')
open(unit=84,file='test-ut-all.txt')
open(unit=85,file='test-uz-all.txt')
open(unit=86,file='test-temp-all.txt')
!make sure nfiles is set to zero
nfiles=0
!starting processing loop
do i=istart,iend
!counter
icount=icount+1
!convert current iteration from the i counter
!to a time, real, and write that to a scratch file as a real variable
!and read it back as a character variable for file opening
rtime=real(i,prec)/1000000._prec
write(99,'(f8.6)') rtime
rewind(99)
read(99,'(a8)') ctime
rewind(99)
!set the current iteration (as character) so variable
!can be used for file name composition
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file2=ctime
!compose a file name, including the directory and base structure
!and current time
filename=trim(filedir)//trim(file1)//trim(file2)//trim(file3)
!open the file and check if it exists, iostat
open(unit=10,file=filename,action='read',status='old',iostat=error)
!if file doesn't exist, cycle and increment i (min dt is 1e-6)
if (error/=0) cycle
!if file exists, continue
if (error==0) then
!let user know that still processing by displaying a dot "."
!each dot means one file processed
write(*,'(a)',advance='no') "."
!go count is used locally to display actual time and status of processing
!after so many files and gives status how far into processing the program is;
!right now it is set that status is displayed every 10 files
!and the last file; gocount gets reset inside the if loop
gocount=gocount+1
if (mod(gocount,10)==0 .or. i==iend) then
write(*,'(1x,a,a,f7.2,a)',advance='no') trim(ctime),' - ',&
&real(i-istart)/real(iend-istart)*100.,' percent done.'
write(*,'(a)') " "
gocount=0
end if
!starting to read the actual current time step file
!checking if the file can be read; if yes, continue
!otherwise exit
read(10,*,iostat=error)
if (error /=0) then
write(*,*) filename
exit
end if
!skip the first three lines of the file, which contain tecplot header as outputed by FLU
>> ENT
read(10,*)
read(10,*)
read(10,*)
!resent local counter - counter is used for each variable to keep track how
!far along in the file for each variable this program is
counter=1
!read in the data for x into an array
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
x(counter) =x1
x(counter+1)=x2
x(counter+2)=x3
x(counter+3)=x4
x(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
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!read in the last line (based on npts and llc) and store into the array
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) x(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) x(npts-1),x(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) x(npts-2),x(npts-1),x(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) x(npts-3),x(npts-2),x(npts-1),x(npts)
end if
!skip a line
read(10,*)
!**************************
!reset counter to 1 and read in y location array
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
y(counter) =x1
y(counter+1)=x2
y(counter+2)=x3
y(counter+3)=x4
y(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) y(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) y(npts-1),y(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) y(npts-2),y(npts-1),y(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) y(npts-3),y(npts-2),y(npts-1),y(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!reset counter to 1 and read in z location array
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
z(counter) =x1
z(counter+1)=x2
z(counter+2)=x3
z(counter+3)=x4
z(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
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read(10,*) z(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) z(npts-1),z(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) z(npts-2),z(npts-1),z(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) z(npts-3),z(npts-2),z(npts-1),z(npts)
end if

read(10,*)
!**************************
!reset counter to 1 and read in sgs viscosity and store into an array
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
vissgs(counter) =x1
vissgs(counter+1)=x2
vissgs(counter+2)=x3
vissgs(counter+3)=x4
vissgs(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) vissgs(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) vissgs(npts-1),vissgs(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) vissgs(npts-2),vissgs(npts-1),vissgs(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) vissgs(npts-3),vissgs(npts-2),vissgs(npts-1),vissgs(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!reset counter to 1 and read in laminar viscosity and store into an array
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
vislam(counter) =x1
vislam(counter+1)=x2
vislam(counter+2)=x3
vislam(counter+3)=x4
vislam(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) vislam(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
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read(10,*) vislam(npts-1),vislam(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) vislam(npts-2),vislam(npts-1),vislam(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) vislam(npts-3),vislam(npts-2),vislam(npts-1),vislam(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!reset counter to 1 and read in axial (z) velocity and store into an array
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
uz(counter) =x1
uz(counter+1)=x2
uz(counter+2)=x3
uz(counter+3)=x4
uz(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) uz(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) uz(npts-1),uz(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) uz(npts-2),uz(npts-1),uz(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) uz(npts-3),uz(npts-2),uz(npts-1),uz(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!reset counter to 1 and read in y velocity (based on cartesian system, not on cylindrica
>> l)
!and store into an array
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
uy(counter) =x1
uy(counter+1)=x2
uy(counter+2)=x3
uy(counter+3)=x4
uy(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) uy(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) uy(npts-1),uy(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
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read(10,*) uy(npts-2),uy(npts-1),uy(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) uy(npts-3),uy(npts-2),uy(npts-1),uy(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!reset counter to 1 and read in x velocity (based on cartesian system, not on cylindrica
>> l)
!and store into an array
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
ux(counter) =x1
ux(counter+1)=x2
ux(counter+2)=x3
ux(counter+3)=x4
ux(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) ux(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) ux(npts-1),ux(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) ux(npts-2),ux(npts-1),ux(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) ux(npts-3),ux(npts-2),ux(npts-1),ux(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!read in density
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
density(counter) =x1
density(counter+1)=x2
density(counter+2)=x3
density(counter+3)=x4
density(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) density(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) density(npts-1),density(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) density(npts-2),density(npts-1),density(npts)
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else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) density(npts-3),density(npts-2),density(npts-1),density(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!read in the derivative of z velocity with respect to y, duz/dy
!to find shear components
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
duzdy(counter) =x1
duzdy(counter+1)=x2
duzdy(counter+2)=x3
duzdy(counter+3)=x4
duzdy(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) duzdy(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) duzdy(npts-1),duzdy(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) duzdy(npts-2),duzdy(npts-1),duzdy(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) duzdy(npts-3),duzdy(npts-2),duzdy(npts-1),duzdy(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!read in the derivative of z velocity with respect to x, duz/dx
!to find shear components
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
duzdx(counter) =x1
duzdx(counter+1)=x2
duzdx(counter+2)=x3
duzdx(counter+3)=x4
duzdx(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) duzdx(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) duzdx(npts-1),duzdx(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) duzdx(npts-2),duzdx(npts-1),duzdx(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
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read(10,*) duzdx(npts-3),duzdx(npts-2),duzdx(npts-1),duzdx(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!read in FLUENT's Tauwall into an array; it is zero everywhere on the plane EXCEPT
!at the wall (array will therefore contain a lot of zeros and values only here and there
>> )
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
tauwall(counter) =x1
tauwall(counter+1)=x2
tauwall(counter+2)=x3
tauwall(counter+3)=x4
tauwall(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) tauwall(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) tauwall(npts-1),tauwall(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) tauwall(npts-2),tauwall(npts-1),tauwall(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) tauwall(npts-3),tauwall(npts-2),tauwall(npts-1),tauwall(npts)
end if
end if
!**************************
!read in heat flux
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
hf(counter) =x1
hf(counter+1)=x2
hf(counter+2)=x3
hf(counter+3)=x4
hf(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) hf(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) hf(npts-1),hf(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) hf(npts-2),hf(npts-1),hf(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) hf(npts-3),hf(npts-2),hf(npts-1),hf(npts)
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end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!read in specific heat
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
cp(counter) =x1
cp(counter+1)=x2
cp(counter+2)=x3
cp(counter+3)=x4
cp(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) cp(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) cp(npts-1),cp(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) cp(npts-2),cp(npts-1),cp(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) cp(npts-3),cp(npts-2),cp(npts-1),cp(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************
!read in Nusselt number
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
nn(counter) =x1
nn(counter+1)=x2
nn(counter+2)=x3
nn(counter+3)=x4
nn(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) nn(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) nn(npts-1),nn(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) nn(npts-2),nn(npts-1),nn(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) nn(npts-3),nn(npts-2),nn(npts-1),nn(npts)
end if
read(10,*)
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!**************************
!read in temperature
counter=1
do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
temperature(counter) =x1
temperature(counter+1)=x2
temperature(counter+2)=x3
temperature(counter+3)=x4
temperature(counter+4)=x5
counter=counter+5
end do
if (llc==1) then
read(10,*) temperature(npts)
else if (llc==2) then
read(10,*) temperature(npts-1),temperature(npts)
else if (llc==3) then
read(10,*) temperature(npts-2),temperature(npts-1),temperature(npts)
else if (llc==4) then
read(10,*) temperature(npts-3),temperature(npts-2),temperature(npts-1),temperature(np
>> ts)
end if
read(10,*)
!**************************

!This is where the hard part starts, hopefully I did not make a mistake
!convert x and y arrays into an r array since need to get the r components of velocity
!and convert duz/dy and duz/dx into duz/dr
r=sqrt(x**2+y**2)
!Find theta angle from y and x components using atan2 (-pi to pi) - covers 360 degrees
theta=atan2(y,x)
!local variable to step through all lines of each array to find ur and duz/dr
!and CONVERTING ALL X AND Y COMPONENTS INTO A COMMON FIST QUADRANT SIGN
!(therefore assuming that we have 4 times first quadrants rather than
!considerting each quadrant separately)
do k=1,npts
! first quadrant; do nothing to all components
! everything stays the same, leave theat alone as well
!
!
| x
!
------!
|
!
if (theta(k)>=0._prec .and. theta(k)<=pi/2._prec) then
ux(k)=ux(k)
uy(k)=uy(k)
duzdx(k)=duzdx(k)
duzdy(k)=duzdy(k)
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theta(k)=theta(k)
! second quadrant; y has correct sign; change sign on x to convert
! all x and y components to a first quadrant signs; adjust theat
!
!
x |
!
------!
|
!
else if (theta(k)>pi/2._prec .and. theta(k)<=pi) then
ux(k)=(-1._prec)*ux(k)
uy(k)=uy(k)
duzdx(k)=(-1._prec)*duzdx(k)
duzdy(k)=duzdy(k)
theta(k)=pi-theta(k)
! fourth quadrant; x stays the same, y changes magnitude, and adjust theta
!
!
|
!
------!
| x
!
else if (theta(k)<=0._prec .and. theta(k)>(-1._prec)*pi/2._prec) then
ux(k)=ux(k)
uy(k)=(-1._prec)*uy(k)
duzdx(k)=duzdx(k)
duzdy(k)=(-1._prec)*duzdy(k)
theta(k)=abs(theta(k))
! third quadrant; change both x and y signs and adjust theta accordingly
!
!
|
!
------!
x |
!
else
ux(k)=(-1._prec)*ux(k)
uy(k)=(-1._prec)*uy(k)
duzdx(k)=(-1._prec)*duzdx(k)
duzdy(k)=(-1._prec)*duzdy(k)
theta(k)=pi-abs(theta(k))
end if
end do

!now find a new angle phi, which is a LOCAL ANGLE between x and y components of velocity
!therefore, based on velocity components, find the resulting velocity vector and its LOCAL
>> angle
!theta is a angle for x and y locations on a circle
phi=atan2(uy,ux)
!go trough the entire array for x and y velocity and find radial velocity based
!on theta and phi angles and apply correct sign to each ur velocity based on the angles
do k=1,npts
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if (phi(k)>=0._prec) then
if (theta(k)>=phi(k)) then
ur(k)=sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(theta(k)-phi(k))
else if (theta(k)<phi(k) .and. phi(k)<=theta(k)+pi/2._prec) then
ur(k)=sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(phi(k)-theta(k))
else
ur(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(pi-(phi(k)-theta(k)))
end if
else
if (theta(k)+abs(phi(k))<=pi/2._prec) then
ur(k)=sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(theta(k)+abs(phi(k)))
else
ur(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(pi-(theta(k)+abs(phi(k))))
end if
end if
end do
!now find ut based on ur and u magnitude (from ux and uy) and adjust sign
!theta array is now between 0 and pi/2, but phi array is between -pi to pi
do k=1,npts
if ( (phi(k)>=0._prec .and. phi(k)>=theta(k)) .or. (phi(k)<theta(k)-pi) ) then
ut(k)=sqrt(sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)**2-ur(k)**2)
else
ut(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)**2-ur(k)**2)
end if
end do

!phi is now LOCAL angle between duz/dy and duz/dx to find magnitude and direction of duz/d
>> r
phi=atan2(duzdy,duzdx)
do k=1,npts
if (phi(k)>=0._prec) then
if (theta(k)>=phi(k)) then
duzdr(k)=sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(theta(k)-phi(k))
else if (theta(k)<phi(k) .and. phi(k)<=theta(k)+pi/2._prec) then
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duzdr(k)=sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(phi(k)-theta(k))
else
duzdr(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(pi-(phi(k)-theta(k)))
end if
else
if (theta(k)+abs(phi(k))<=pi/2._prec) then
duzdr(k)=sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(theta(k)+abs(phi(k)))
else
duzdr(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(pi-(theta(k)+abs(phi(k))))
end if
end if
end do
!reset average tau wall scalar and counter for number of shear samples in the file from FL
>> UENT
tauwallavg=0._prec
count_wall_samples=0
!find all non-negative shear values and count them (values bigger than rerror, 1.e-5)
do k=1,npts
if (abs(tauwall(k)) > rerror) then
tauwallavg=tauwallavg+abs(tauwall(k))
count_wall_samples=count_wall_samples+1
end if
end do
!write(*,*) "count samples = ",count_wall_samples
!if no non-negative shear values were found, display error message because that would mean
>> that
!there is no shear in the file output by FLUENT and something is wrong - usually, not a co
>> rrect
!number of values for processing is specified (npts)
if (count_wall_samples==0) then
write(*,*) "ZERO TAU WALL POINTS - ERROR!!!"
exit
!otherwise, find the average value for shear from FLUENT for one specific file in time
else
tauwallavg=tauwallavg/real(count_wall_samples,prec)
!display error if shear is too low
if (tauwallavg < rerror*10._prec) then
write(*,*) "ABNORMALLY LOW TAU WALL - ERROR!!!"
end if
end if
!check tauwallavg computed for each time step
!write(*,*) "tau wall avg=", tauwallavg
!increment counter for number of files processed;
!NFILES IS USED FOR FLOATING AVERAGE
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nfiles=nfiles+1
!find mean arrays for all velocity components based on number of files processed
!these mean values change as the number of samples increases
uxm=(uxm*real(nfiles-1,prec)+ux)/real(nfiles,prec)
uym=(uym*real(nfiles-1,prec)+uy)/real(nfiles,prec)
uzm=(uzm*real(nfiles-1,prec)+uz)/real(nfiles,prec)
urm=(urm*real(nfiles-1,prec)+ur)/real(nfiles,prec)
utm=(utm*real(nfiles-1,prec)+ut)/real(nfiles,prec)
hfm=(hfm*real(nfiles-1,prec)+hf)/real(nfiles,prec)
cpm=(cpm*real(nfiles-1,prec)+cp)/real(nfiles,prec)
nnm=(nnm*real(nfiles-1,prec)+nn)/real(nfiles,prec)
temperaturem=(temperaturem*real(nfiles-1,prec)+temperature)/real(nfiles,prec)
!find average density, laminar and subgrid-scale viscosities
densitym=(densitym*real(nfiles-1,prec)+density)/real(nfiles,prec)
vislamm=(vislamm*real(nfiles-1,prec)+vislam)/real(nfiles,prec)
vissgsm=(vissgsm*real(nfiles-1,prec)+vissgs)/real(nfiles,prec)

!apply nsf only to taures component; when nfiles > nsf, urm and uzm have accumulated some
>> values
!and are closer to the mean than if started processing with the first file
if (nfiles > nsf) then
taures=(taures*real(nfiles-nsf-1,prec)+(-1._prec)*density*(ur-urm)*(uz-uzm))/real(nfile
>> s-nsf,prec)
flagnsf=1 !checking that the post processing went through this if statement
end if
!using ur and duz/dr find resolved, viscous (laminar), and sgs shear stress
tauvis=(tauvis*real(nfiles-1,prec)+(-1._prec)*(vislam*duzdr))/real(nfiles,prec)
tausgs=(tausgs*real(nfiles-1,prec)+(-1._prec)*(vissgs*duzdr))/real(nfiles,prec)
!combine all stress into one
tauwallfinal=(tauwallfinal*real(nfiles-1,prec)+tauwallavg)/real(nfiles,prec)

!
!nfs doesn't apply to these, since these are written out and postprocessed later
!
!write ur to the file for further processing
!to find ur'^2 to see if it has the correct near wall behavior
!- this file
!will hold all data for all planes processed
!(huge size)
!set new arrays as not to use original arrays; w signifies a new ur file
!
!arrange ut as well and use utw array for that and uz into uzw array
!
rw=r
urw=ur
utw=ut
uzw=uz
temperaturew=temperature
!first,order points based on radius; need to order both radius
!and the radial and theta velocity arrays
!need to store these values, because when finding out ur' and ut'
!values, we have to first process all ur and ut velocities to find means,
!and only then we can output prime values; don't have to do this for x and y velocity
!components since they are not needed in post-processing;
do k=1,npts-1
iptr=k
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do j=k,npts
if(rw(j)<rw(iptr)) then
iptr=j
end if
end do
if (k/=iptr) then
temp=rw(k)
rw(k)=rw(iptr)
rw(iptr)=temp
temp=urw(k)
urw(k)=urw(iptr)
urw(iptr)=temp
temp=utw(k)
utw(k)=utw(iptr)
utw(iptr)=temp
temp=uzw(k)
uzw(k)=uzw(iptr)
uzw(iptr)=temp
temp=temperaturew(k)
temperaturew(k)=temperaturew(iptr)
temperaturew(iptr)=temp
end if
end do
!now, write out the r data to file, unit=83
do k=1,npts
write(83,*) rw(k),urw(k)
end do
write(83,*) " "
!write theta file, unit=84
do k=1,npts
write(84,*) rw(k),utw(k)
end do
write(84,*) " "
!write z file, unit=85
do k=1,npts
write(85,*) rw(k),uzw(k)
end do
write(85,*) " "
!write temperature file, unit=86
do k=1,npts
write(86,*) rw(k),temperaturew(k)
end do
write(86,*) " "
end do
>> les

!this end do signifies end of processing of all data files and reading in the variab

!*******************************************************************************************
>> ***
!
DONE PROCESSING INDIVIDUAL FILES
!*******************************************************************************************
>> ***
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!check if flagnfs was set to 1; otherwise, taures component has not been
if (flagnsf /= 1) then
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR
>> ! "
write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR
>> ! "
write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR
>> ! "
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) " TAU RES HAS NOT BEEN PROCESSED; CODE WILL DO WHATEVER; DO
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR
>> ! "
write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR
>> ! "
write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR
>> ! "
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) " "
end if

computed; terminate

***! !*** ERROR ***
***! !*** ERROR ***
***! !*** ERROR ***

NOT TRUST RESULTS!"
***! !*** ERROR ***
***! !*** ERROR ***
***! !*** ERROR ***

!now, finalizing the processing by finding out the final values for all pertinent quantities
!scaling stress based on tau wall final from FLUENT; normalize to 1 (hopefully)
taures=abs(taures)/tauwallfinal
tauvis=abs(tauvis)/tauwallfinal
tausgs=abs(tausgs)/tauwallfinal
!writing shear to the screen as well as number of processed files
write(*,*) " "
!write(*,*) "TAUWALL FROM FLUENT = ",tauwallfinal
write(*,*) "number of files processed = ",nfiles
write(81,*) "number of files processed = ",nfiles
!********** ORDERING PERTINENT ARRAYS **********
!Order r and all other needed quantities based on r
!array dummie holds the order of r in ascending order
!i.e. dummie(1)=minloc(r) and dummie(npts)=maxloc(r)
do i=1,npts-1
iptr=i
do j=i,npts
if(r(j)<r(iptr)) then
iptr=j
end if
end do
if (i/=iptr) then
temp=r(i)
r(i)=r(iptr)
r(iptr)=temp
temp=vislamm(i)
vislamm(i)=vislamm(iptr)
vislamm(iptr)=temp
temp=vissgsm(i)
vissgsm(i)=vissgsm(iptr)
vissgsm(iptr)=temp
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temp=uzm(i)
uzm(i)=uzm(iptr)
uzm(iptr)=temp
temp=uym(i)
uym(i)=uym(iptr)
uym(iptr)=temp
temp=uxm(i)
uxm(i)=uxm(iptr)
uxm(iptr)=temp
temp=urm(i)
urm(i)=urm(iptr)
urm(iptr)=temp
temp=utm(i)
utm(i)=utm(iptr)
utm(iptr)=temp
temp=taures(i)
taures(i)=taures(iptr)
taures(iptr)=temp
temp=tauvis(i)
tauvis(i)=tauvis(iptr)
tauvis(iptr)=temp
temp=tausgs(i)
tausgs(i)=tausgs(iptr)
tausgs(iptr)=temp
temp=hfm(i)
hfm(i)=hfm(iptr)
hfm(iptr)=temp
temp=cpm(i)
cpm(i)=cpm(iptr)
cpm(iptr)=temp
temp=nnm(i)
nnm(i)=nnm(iptr)
nnm(iptr)=temp
temp=temperaturem(i)
temperaturem(i)=temperaturem(iptr)
temperaturem(iptr)=temp
end if
end do
!!********** FINDING NUMBER OF CONCRETE DIFFERENT RADIAL POINTS **********
!find nextmaxr which is used to find the smallest dr, below
!assuming, it cannot be smaller that 1.e-5 (=rerror) and number
!of radial points based on r and dr.
!i.e. the smallest nextmaxr occurs at the wall, which is basically 2*yp
!therefore, there is no smaller dr in the file and will use this dr
!as the smallest interval for sampling characteristics; important for
!non-circumferential grid
nextmaxr=r(npts)
main: do i=npts,1,-1
if (nextmaxr>r(i)+rerror) then
nextmaxr=r(i)
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exit main
end if
end do main
!find the smallest dr (cannot be smaller than 1.e-5 - dictated by rerror)
dr=r(npts)-nextmaxr
write(*,*) "smallest dr based on yp = ",dr
write(*,*) "r/dr =",radius/dr
nr=int(radius/dr)
write(*,*) "nr based on yp = ",nr
!allocate arrays for velocity gradient and viscosity gradient
!to calculate wall shear from velocities to compare with FLUENT
allocate(velgrad(1:nr),mugrad(1:nr),rgradloc(1:nr))
velgrad=0._prec
mugrad=0._prec
rgradloc=0._prec
!********** GETTING QUANTITIES TO CALCULATE SHEAR INSIDE CODE **********
!find average velocity gradient for all processed planes, axial component only
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
!now include all components based on the dr width
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
avg=avg+uzm(j)
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if
end do
!only write if non-zero; we care about the near wall components only anyway
if (count_samples/=0) velgrad(i)=avg/real(count_samples,prec)
if (count_samples/=0) rgradloc(i)=real(i,prec)*dr+0.5_prec*dr !place the location in
!the middle of the dr range
end do
!find average viscosity gradient,simlar to axial velocity gradient above
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
avg=avg+abs(vislamm(j))+abs(vissgsm(j))
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if
end do
!need only near wall component, mostly coming from vislam, since
!turbulent vis sgs does not have much weight near the wall nor res
if (count_samples/=0) mugrad(i)=avg/real(count_samples,prec)
end do
!********** OUTPUTING RESOLVED SHEAR **********
!shear has already been non-dimensionalized by tau wall from FLUENT
!open file into which all shear values will be written, along with their sum
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!and scaled according to tau wall calculated from FLUENT;
!firt though, number of points in each array (taures,tauvis,tausgs) are
!reduced from 1 to npts to 1 to dr, since a lot of values for r are repeated
!in arrays ranging from 1 to npts
open(unit=13,file='output.txt')
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<=(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
>> DED = SIGN IN <= FOR ALL RES,SGS,VIS SHEARS
avg=avg+abs(taures(j))
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if

!<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< AD

end do
if (count_samples /= 0) then
write(13,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,avg/real(count_samples,prec)
end if
end do
write(13,*) " "
!********** OUTPUTING VISCOUS STRESS **********
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<=(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
avg=avg+tauvis(j)
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if
end do
if (count_samples /= 0) then
write(13,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,avg/real(count_samples,prec)
end if
end do
write(13,*) " "
!********** OUTPUTING SGS STRESS **********
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<=(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
avg=avg+tausgs(j)
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if
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end do
if (count_samples /= 0) then
write(13,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,avg/real(count_samples,prec)
end if
end do
write(13,*) " "
!********** WRITING OUT COMBINED STRESS **********
!combining all stress into one
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<=(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
avg=avg+abs(taures(j))+abs(tauvis(j))+abs(tausgs(j))
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if
end do
if (count_samples /= 0) then
write(13,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,avg/real(count_samples,prec)
end if
end do
close(unit=13) !closing file
!********** DEFINE U-BULK **********
area=pi*radius**2
ubulk=0._prec
!reseting avg and count_samples at different location than usually
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
dA=0._prec
!populate array dA according to the radius
i=1
j=1
k=1 !local test count
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<=rzsa(i)+rerror) then
dA(j)=azsa(i)
k=k+1
else
i=i+1
dA(j)=azsa(i)
k=1
end if
! write(*,'(i3,x,i5,x,4(ES13.6,2x),x,i3)') i,j,rzsa(i),r(j),azsa(i),dA(j),k
end do
write(*,*)
write(*,*) "actual area, pi*r^2 = ",area
write(*,*) "computed area from dA = ",sum(dA)
write(*,*) "percent difference = ",(area-sum(dA))/area*100._prec
write(81,*) "actual area, pi*r^2 = ",area
write(81,*) "computed area from dA = ",sum(dA)
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write(81,*) "percent difference = ",(area-sum(dA))/area*100._prec
!adjust area by a factor so they are equal; apply same factor to all bulk properties
errorzsa=area/sum(dA)
densitybulk=1._prec/area*sum(densitym*dA)*errorzsa
ubulk=1._prec/(area*densitybulk)*sum(densitym*uzm*dA)*errorzsa
!viscositybulk=1._prec/(area*densitybulk)*sum(densitym*vislamm*dA+densitym*vissgsm*dA)*error
>> zsa
temperaturebulk=1._prec/(area*densitybulk*ubulk)*sum(densitym*uzm*temperaturem*dA)*errorzsa
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "BULK PROPERTIES: "
write(*,*) "density bulk = ",densitybulk
write(*,*) "average density = ",sum(densitym)/real(npts,prec)
!write(*,*) "viscosity bulk = ",viscositybulk
!write(*,*) "average viscosity, lam+sgs = ",sum(vislamm+vissgsm)/real(npts,prec)
write(*,*) "ubulk = ", ubulk
write(*,*) "uz average = ", sum(uzm)/real(npts,prec)
write(*,*) "temperature bulk = ",temperaturebulk

write(81,*) "BULK PROPERTIES: "
write(81,*) "density bulk = ",densitybulk
write(81,*) "average density = ",sum(densitym)/real(npts,prec)
!write(81*,*) "viscosity bulk = ",viscositybulk
!write(81,*) "average viscosity, lam and sgs = ",sum(vislamm+vissgsm)/real(npts,prec)
write(81,*) "ubulk = ", ubulk
write(81,*) "uz average = ", sum(uzm)/real(npts,prec)
write(81,*) "temperature bulk = ",temperaturebulk

!********** DEFINE UZ-CENTERLINE **********
flag=0
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
avg=avg+uzm(j)
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if
end do
!for small radius, find mean of uz centerline
if (count_samples /= 0) then
uzcenter=avg/real(count_samples,prec)
flag=1
end if
!exit right after processing only the center components, for which r is the smallest
if (flag/=0) exit
end do
!write result to the screen
write(*,*) "centerline uz velocity = ", uzcenter
write(81,*) "centerline uz velocity = ", uzcenter
write(*,*) " "
!********** OUTPUTING R VELOCITIES, DIMENSIONAL/NON-DIMENSIONALIZED **********
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!now, write only average radial velocity for the specific value of r;
open(unit=71,file='test-U-vs-rR.txt')
open(unit=72,file='test-UUc-vs-rR.txt')
open(unit=73,file='test-UUb-vs-rR.txt')
open(unit=74,file='test-UUb-vs-yR.txt')
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
avg=avg+urm(j)
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if
end do
if (count_samples /= 0) then
write(71,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))
write(72,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/uzcenter
write(73,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
write(74,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
end if
end do
write(71,*)
write(72,*)
write(73,*)
write(74,*)

"1
"1
"1
"0

0
0
0
0

"
"
"
"

write(71,*) " "
write(72,*) " "
write(73,*) " "
write(74,*) " "
!********** OUTPUTING THETA VELOCITIES **********
!now, do the same for theta velocities
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
avg=avg+utm(j)
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if
end do
if (count_samples /= 0) then
write(71,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))
write(72,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/uzcenter
write(73,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
write(74,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
end if
end do
write(71,*)
write(72,*)
write(73,*)
write(74,*)
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write(71,*) " "
write(72,*) " "
write(73,*) " "
write(74,*) " "
!********** OUTPUTING Z VELOCITIES **********
!axial, z, velocities
do i=1,nr
avg=0._prec
count_samples=0
do j=1,npts
if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
avg=avg+uzm(j)
count_samples=count_samples+1
end if
end do
if (count_samples /= 0) then
write(71,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))
write(72,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/uzcenter
write(73,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
write(74,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
end if
end do
!writing values at the wall which are not outputted by the algorithm
write(71,*) "1
0 "
write(72,*) "1
0 "
write(73,*) "1
0 "
write(74,*) "0
0 "
write(71,*)
write(72,*)
write(73,*)
write(74,*)

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

write(71,*) "dimensional velocity, in m/s"
write(72,*) "non-dimensionalized by uz center line velocity"
write(72,*) "uz centerline = ",uzcenter
write(73,*) "non-dimensionalized by uz bulk velocity"
write(73,*) "uz centerline = ",ubulk
write(74,*) "non-dimensionalized by uz bulk velocity"
write(74,*) "uz centerline = ",ubulk
close(71)
close(72)
close(73)
close(74)
!********** PROCESSING PRIMES **********
!rewinding file 83,84,85 which contains arranged r,theta,z velocities for all planes read-in
!by this program; this is going to take a while to process; give notice to user
write(*,*) " "
write(*,'(A)') "Starting to process primes ... please be patient"
write(*,'(A,I20)') "Number of lines to read = ",nfiles*npts*4
write(*,*) " "
rewind(83)
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rewind(84)
rewind(85)
rewind(86)
!initialize urp (ur prime) and utp (ut prime) and uzp (uz prime)
urp=0._prec
utp=0._prec
uzp=0._prec
temperature_rms=0._prec
!now start reading all instant values of ur and ut and uz for all files
do i=1,nfiles
!re-initialize all arrays for safety/checking
urw=0._prec
utw=0._prec
uzw=0._prec
rw=0._prec
temperature_rms=0._prec
!populate all arrays from 1 to npts
do j=1,npts
read(83,*) rw(j),urw(j)
read(84,*) rw(j),utw(j)
read(85,*) rw(j),uzw(j)
read(86,*) rw(j),temperaturew(j)
end do
if (mod(i,50)==0) then
write(*,'(F6.1,A)') real(i,prec)/real(nfiles,prec)*100._prec," % done"
end if
read(83,*) !skip empty line in each file that separates each processed file
read(84,*)
read(85,*)
read(86,*)
!calculate actual primes for all r, t, and z velocities and add them all up into one array
!whole array operation;
urp=urp+abs(urw-urm)
utp=utp+abs(utw-utm)
uzp=uzp+abs(uzw-uzm)
temperature_rms=temperature_rms+(temperaturew-temperaturem)**2
urp2=urp2+(urw-urm)**2
utp2=utp2+(utw-utm)**2
uzp2=uzp2+(uzw-uzm)**2
urp_utp=urp_utp+(urw-urm)*(utw-utm)
urp_uzp=urp_uzp+(urw-urm)*(uzw-uzm)
utp_uzp=utp_uzp+(utw-utm)*(uzw-uzm)
end do
!find the average primes for all variables for each location 1 through npts
urp=urp/real(nfiles,prec)
utp=utp/real(nfiles,prec)
uzp=uzp/real(nfiles,prec)
urp2=urp2/real(nfiles,prec)
utp2=utp2/real(nfiles,prec)
uzp2=uzp2/real(nfiles,prec)
urp_utp=urp_utp/real(nfiles,prec)
utp_uzp=utp_uzp/real(nfiles,prec)
urp_uzp=urp_uzp/real(nfiles,prec)
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!find the rms values
urp_rms=sqrt(urp2)
utp_rms=sqrt(utp2)
uzp_rms=sqrt(uzp2)
temperature_rms=sqrt(temperature_rms/real(nfiles,prec))

!********** FINDING NUMBER OF RADIAL POINTS; FOUND EARLIER ALSO; DOESN'T MATTER that much **
>> ********
!count all different r values and create array based on how many r points there are in the m
>> esh
counter=1 !to account for zero radius, the center
do i=2,npts
if ( rw(i) > rw(i-1)+rerror) then
counter=counter+1
end if
end do
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "counter (number of radial points) =",counter
write(81,*) "counter (number of radial points) =",counter
!*******************************************************************************************
>> ************
!------------------------------ PROCESSING VARIABLES AND WRITING TO FILES ----------------->> -----------!*******************************************************************************************
>> ************

!allocate arrays for ur'^2 to test near wall behavior
!rp2 is only used since it hold one value of r for each
!radial location, as found in do loop above (counter)
allocate(r_p(1:counter),urp2_p(1:counter),utp2_p(1:counter),uzp2_p(1:counter))
allocate(urp_utp_p(1:counter),utp_uzp_p(1:counter),urp_uzp_p(1:counter))
allocate(vislamm_p(1:counter),densitym_p(1:counter))
allocate(urm_p(1:counter),utm_p(1:counter),uzm_p(1:counter))
allocate(urp_p(1:counter),uzp_p(1:counter),utp_p(1:counter))
allocate(urp_rms_p(1:counter),utp_rms_p(1:counter),uzp_rms_p(1:counter))
allocate(temperature_rms_p(1:counter),temperaturem_p(1:counter))
allocate(hfm_p(1:counter),cpm_p(1:counter),nnm_p(1:counter))
!initialize arrays for safety/checking
r_p=99999._prec
urp_p=0._prec
utp_p=0._prec
uzp_p=0._prec
urp2_p=0._prec
utp2_p=0._prec
uzp2_p=0._prec
urp_utp_p=0._prec
utp_uzp_p=0._prec
urp_uzp_p=0._prec
densitym_p=0._prec
vislamm_p=0._prec
urm_p=0._prec
utm_p=0._prec
uzm_p=0._prec
urp_rms_p=0._prec
utp_rms_p=0._prec
uzp_rms_p=0._prec
temperature_rms_p=0._prec
temperaturem_p=0._prec
hfm_p=0._prec
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cpm_p=0._prec
nnm_p=0._prec
!set first values in both arrays; the center
r_p(1)=rw(1)
urp_p(1)=urp(1)
uzp_p(1)=uzp(1)
utp_p(1)=utp(1)
urp2_p(1)=urp2(1)
utp2_p(1)=utp2(1)
uzp2_p(1)=uzp2(1)
urp_utp_p(1)=urp_utp(1)
utp_uzp_p(1)=utp_uzp(1)
urp_uzp_p(1)=urp_uzp(1)
densitym_p(1)=densitym(1)
vislamm_p(1)=vislamm(1)
urm_p(1)=urm(1)
uzm_p(1)=uzm(1)
utm_p(1)=utm(1)
urp_rms_p(1)=urp_rms(1)
utp_rms_p(1)=utp_rms(1)
uzp_rms_p(1)=uzp_rms(1)
temperature_rms_p(1)=temperature_rms(1)
hfm_p(1)=hfm(1)
cpm_p(1)=cpm(1)
nnm_p(1)=nnm(1)
temperaturem_p(1)=temperaturem(1)
!reinitialize counters and start populating arrays using second value
!1.e-5 (rerror) comes from setting dr/nr
counter=1
counter2=0
do i=2,npts
if ( rw(i) > rw(i-1)+rerror) then
if (counter2>0) then
urp_p(counter)=urp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utp_p(counter)=utp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
uzp_p(counter)=uzp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
urp2_p(counter)=urp2_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utp2_p(counter)=utp2_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
uzp2_p(counter)=uzp2_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
urp_utp_p(counter)=urp_utp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utp_uzp_p(counter)=utp_uzp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
urp_uzp_p(counter)=urp_uzp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
densitym_p(counter)=densitym_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
vislamm_p(counter)=vislamm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
urp_rms_p(counter)=urp_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utp_rms_p(counter)=utp_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
uzp_rms_p(counter)=uzp_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
urm_p(counter)=urm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utm_p(counter)=utm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
uzm_p(counter)=uzm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
hfm_p(counter)=hfm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
cpm_p(counter)=cpm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
nnm_p(counter)=nnm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
temperaturem_p(counter)=temperaturem_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
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temperature_rms_p(counter)=temperature_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
!reset counter which counts number of values in i for which
!radius is the same
counter2=0
end if
!count how many components are in this specific range
counter=counter+1
end if
!sum all variables in i for which r is the same (in the same specific range !variable counter is not incremented, while variable i is)
urp_p(counter)=urp_p(counter)+urp(i)
utp_p(counter)=utp_p(counter)+utp(i)
uzp_p(counter)=uzp_p(counter)+uzp(i)
urp2_p(counter)=urp2_p(counter)+urp2(i)
utp2_p(counter)=utp2_p(counter)+utp2(i)
uzp2_p(counter)=uzp2_p(counter)+uzp2(i)
urp_utp_p(counter)=urp_utp_p(counter)+urp_utp(i)
utp_uzp_p(counter)=utp_uzp_p(counter)+utp_uzp(i)
urp_uzp_p(counter)=urp_uzp_p(counter)+urp_uzp(i)
densitym_p(counter)=densitym_p(counter)+densitym(i)
vislamm_p(counter)=vislamm_p(counter)+vislamm(i)
urp_rms_p(counter)=urp_rms_p(counter)+urp_rms(i)
utp_rms_p(counter)=utp_rms_p(counter)+utp_rms(i)
uzp_rms_p(counter)=uzp_rms_p(counter)+uzp_rms(i)
urm_p(counter)=urm_p(counter)+urm(i)
utm_p(counter)=utm_p(counter)+utm(i)
uzm_p(counter)=uzm_p(counter)+uzm(i)
hfm_p(counter)=hfm_p(counter)+hfm(i)
cpm_p(counter)=cpm_p(counter)+cpm(i)
nnm_p(counter)=nnm_p(counter)+nnm(i)
temperaturem_p(counter)=temperaturem_p(counter)+temperaturem(i)
temperature_rms_p(counter)=temperature_rms_p(counter)+temperature_rms(i)
r_p(counter)=rw(i)
counter2=counter2+1
end do
!divide out the last components
urp_p(counter)=urp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utp_p(counter)=utp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
uzp_p(counter)=uzp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
urp2_p(counter)=urp2_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utp2_p(counter)=utp2_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
uzp2_p(counter)=uzp2_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
urp_utp_p(counter)=urp_utp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utp_uzp_p(counter)=utp_uzp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
urp_uzp_p(counter)=urp_uzp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
densitym_p(counter)=densitym_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
vislamm_p(counter)=vislamm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
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urm_p(counter)=urm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utm_p(counter)=utm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
uzm_p(counter)=uzm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
urp_rms_p(counter)=urp_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
utp_rms_p(counter)=utp_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
uzp_rms_p(counter)=uzp_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
hfm_p(counter)=hfm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
cpm_p(counter)=cpm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
nnm_p(counter)=nnm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
temperaturem_p(counter)=temperaturem_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
temperature_rms_p(counter)=temperature_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
!********** COMPUTE UTAU, YPLUS, DENSITY AND VISCOSITY AT THE WALL **********
!now, can find utau, since tau wall and density at the wall are known
density_wall=densitym_p(counter)
mu_wall=vislamm_p(counter)
yp=(radius-r_p(counter-1))/2._prec
utau=sqrt(tauwallfinal/density_wall)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(81,*)
write(81,*)
write(81,*)
write(81,*)
write(81,*)

" "
"Utau based on FLUENT shear = ",utau
"Density at the wall = ",density_wall
"Density at the center = ",density(1)
"Viscosity at the wall = ",mu_wall
"yp = ", yp
" "
"Utau based on FLUENT shear = ",utau
"Density at the wall = ",density_wall
"Density at the center = ",density(1)
"Viscosity at the wall = ",mu_wall
"yp = ", yp

!********** COMPUTE SHEAR AT THE WALL *****************************
!first order method
r1=abs(radius-r_p(counter-1))
u0=0._prec
u1=uzm_p(counter-1)
wallshear=vislamm_p(counter-1)*(u1-u0)/r1
!write result from fluent
write(*,*) "TAUWALL FROM FLUENT = ",tauwallfinal
write(81,*) "TAUWALL FROM FLUENT = ",tauwallfinal
write(*,*)
write(*,*) "wall shear 1 from code =",wallshear
write(*,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(81,*) "wall shear 1 from code =",wallshear
write(81,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(*,*) " "

!second order;will revert to 2nd order forward for r2=2*r1, i.e. constant mesh
r1=abs(radius-r_p(counter-1))
r2=abs(radius-r_p(counter-2))
u0=0._prec !no slip
u1=sqrt(uzm_p(counter-1)**2+urm_p(counter-1)**2+utm_p(counter-1)**2)
u2=sqrt(uzm_p(counter-2)**2+urm_p(counter-2)**2+utm_p(counter-2)**2)
wallshear=vislamm_p(counter-1)*(r2**2/r1**2*u1-u2-u0*(r2**2/r1**2-1._prec))/(r2**2/r1-r2)
write(*,*) "wall shear 2 from code = ",wallshear
write(*,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(81,*) "wall shear 2 from code = ",wallshear
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write(81,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(*,*) " "

!third order forward difference with variable grid spacing
r1=abs(radius-r_p(counter-1))
r2=abs(radius-r_p(counter-2))
r3=abs(radius-r_p(counter-3))
u0=0._prec !no slip
u1=sqrt(uzm_p(counter-1)**2+urm_p(counter-1)**2+utm_p(counter-1)**2)
u2=sqrt(uzm_p(counter-2)**2+urm_p(counter-2)**2+utm_p(counter-2)**2)
u3=sqrt(uzm_p(counter-3)**2+urm_p(counter-3)**2+utm_p(counter-3)**2)
!defining coefficients
c1=r2*r3/(r1*(r1**2-r1*(r2+r3)+r2*r3))
c2=-r1*r3/((r1-r2)*r2*(r2-r3))
c3=r1*r2/((r1-r3)*(r2-r3)*r3)
wallshear=vislamm_p(counter-1)*(c1*u1+c2*u2+c3*u3)
write(*,*) "wall shear 3 from code = ",wallshear
write(*,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(81,*) "wall shear 3 from code = ",wallshear
write(81,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(*,*) " "
!********** COMPUTE TEMPERATURE QUANTITIES AT THE WALL *****************************
hf_wall=hfm_p(counter)
cp_wall=cpm_p(counter)
nn_wall=nnm_p(counter)
temperature_wall=temperaturem_p(counter)
ttau=hf_wall/(density_wall*cp_wall*utau)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(81,*)
write(81,*)
write(81,*)
write(81,*)
write(81,*)

" "
"hf at the wall = ",hf_wall
"cp at the wall = ",cp_wall
"Nusselt number at the wall = ",nn_wall
"Temperature at the wall = ",temperature_wall
"Temp tau at the wall = ",ttau
"hf at the wall = ",hf_wall
"cp at the wall = ",cp_wall
"Nusselt number at the wall = ",nn_wall
"Temperature at the wall = ",temperature_wall
"Temp tau at the wall = ",ttau

!********** WRITE OUT ALL UPRIME QUANTITIES **********
open(unit=17,file='test-up.txt')
do i=1,counter
write(17,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,urp_p(i)/utau
end do
write(17,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(17,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,utp_p(i)/utau
end do
write(17,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(17,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,uzp_p(i)/utau
end do
write(17,*) " "
write(17,*) "non-dimensionalized by utau"
write(17,*) "u tau = ", utau
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close(17)

!********** WRITE OUT ALL UPRIME*UPRIME QUANTITIES **********
!write ur'^2 into a file, where first value in the array (urp2(1) is at the center)
!is now written at r=0.013716, and the wall value is now written for r=0; therefore
!can use equation fitting to determine the behaviour near the wall; mantains proper spacing
open(unit=16,file='test-upup.txt')
do i=1,counter
write(16,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,urp2_p(i)/utau**2
end do
write(16,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(16,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,utp2_p(i)/utau**2
end do
write(16,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(16,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,uzp2_p(i)/utau**2
end do
write(16,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(16,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,urp_uzp_p(i)/utau**2
end do
write(16,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(16,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,utp_uzp_p(i)/utau**2
end do
write(16,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(16,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,urp_uzp_p(i)/utau**2
end do
write(16,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(16,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,0.5_prec*(urp2_p(i)+utp2_p(i)+uzp2_p(i))/utau**2
end do
write(16,*) " "
write(16,*) "non-dimensionalized by utau^2"
write(16,*) "u tau = ", utau
close(16) !close file

!********** WRITE OUT DENSITY AND VISCOSITY QUANTITIES **********
open(unit=18,file='test-prop.txt')
do i=1,counter
write(18,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,densitym_p(i)/densitybulk
end do
write(18,*) " "
do i=1,counter
! write(18,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,vislamm_p(i)/viscositybulk
end do
write(18,*) " "
write(18,*) "density non-dimensionalized by bulk density"
!write(18,*) "viscosity non-dimensionalized by inlet viscosity"
write(18,*) "density bulk = ",densitybulk
!write(18,*) "viscosity_inlet = ",viscosity_inlet
close(18) !close file
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!********** WRITE OUT PRIME VELOCITY RMS VALUES **********
open(unit=20,file='test-up-rms.txt')
do i=1,counter
write(20,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,urp_rms_p(i)/utau
end do
write(20,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(20,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,utp_rms_p(i)/utau
end do
write(20,*) " "
do i=1,counter
write(20,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,uzp_rms_p(i)/utau
end do
write(20,*) " "
write(20,*) "non-dimensionalized by u tau"
write(20,*) "u tau = ", utau
close(20)
!********** WRITE UPLUS VS YPLUS **********
open(unit=21,file='uplus-yplus.txt')
write(21,*) yp*utau*density_wall/mu_wall,uzm_p(counter)/utau
do i=counter-1,1,-1
write(21,*) (radius-r_p(i))*utau*density_wall/mu_wall,uzm_p(i)/utau
end do
write(21,*) " "
write(21,*) "non-dimensionalized by the following:"
write(21,*) "Utau = ",utau
write(21,*) "Density at the wall = ",density_wall
write(21,*) "Density at the center = ",density(1)
write(21,*) "Viscosity at the wall = ",mu_wall
write(21,*) "yp = ", yp
close(21)
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "Uc/Utau = ",uzcenter/utau
write(*,*) "Ub/Utau = ",ubulk/utau
write(*,*) "Uc/Ub
= ",uzcenter/ubulk
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) " "
write(81,*) "Uc/Utau = ",uzcenter/utau
write(81,*) "Ub/Utau = ",ubulk/utau
write(81,*) "Uc/Ub
= ",uzcenter/ubulk
!********** WRITE OUT ALL TEMPERATURE PLOTS **********
open(unit=66,file='test-TTi-vs-yR.txt')
do i=1,counter
write(66,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,temperaturem_p(i)/Ti
end do
write(66,*) " "
write(66,*) "non-dimensionalized by the following:"
write(66,*) "T inlet, Ti = ",Ti
close(unit=66)
open(unit=66,file='test-Tplus-yplus.txt')
write(66,*) yp*utau*density_wall/mu_wall,(temperature_wall-temperaturem_p(counter))/ttau
do i=counter-1,1,-1
write(66,*) (radius-r_p(i))*utau*density_wall/mu_wall,(temperature_wall-temperaturem_p(i))
>> /ttau
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end do
write(66,*) " "
write(66,*) "non-dimensionalized by the following:"
write(66,*) "Utau = ",utau
write(66,*) "density at the wall = ",density_wall
write(66,*) "viscosity at the wall = ",mu_wall
write(66,*) "temperature at the wall = ",temperature_wall
write(66,*) "Temperature tau = ",ttau
close(unit=66)
open(unit=66,file='test-Trms-vs-yR.txt')
do i=1,counter
write(66,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,temperature_rms_p(i)/ttau
end do
write(66,*) " "
write(66,*) "non-dimensionalized by the following:"
write(66,*) "Temperature tau, Ttau = ",ttau
close(unit=66)

!********** DONE OUTPUTTING QUANTITIES **********
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)

" "
"STARTING TIME = ",rstart
"ENDING TIME = ",rend
" "

!!!!!! Adding code to automatically create urp, urp2, uz, output files with correct times
rewind(99) !scratch file
write(99,'(F8.6)') rstart
rewind(99)
read(99,'(A8)') cstart
rewind(99)
write(99,'(F8.6)') rend
rewind(99)
read(99,'(A8)') cend
rewind(99)
close(81)
!only rename files if nfiles > nfs and taures has been written; otherwise,
!only delete files, below this if loop
if (flag == 1) then
write(*,*) "COPYING OUTPUT FILES TO ADD STARTING AND ENDING TIME:"
cout='shear-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v output.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='U-vs-rR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-U-vs-rR.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='UUc-vs-rR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-UUc-vs-rR.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='UUb-vs-rR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-UUb-vs-rR.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='UUb-vs-yR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-UUb-vs-yR.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='up-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
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command='cp -v test-up.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='upup-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-upup.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='up-rms-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-up-rms.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='rho-vis-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-prop.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='uplus-yplus-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v uplus-yplus.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='summary-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v summary.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='TTi-vs-yR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-TTi-vs-yR.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='Tplus-yplus-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-Tplus-yplus.txt '//cout
call system(command)
cout='Trms-vs-yR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
command='cp -v test-Trms-vs-yR.txt '//cout
call system(command)
end if
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "REMOVING REDUNDANT OUTPUT FILES:"
call system('rm -v output.txt')
call system('rm -v test-U-vs-rR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-UUc-vs-rR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-UUb-vs-rR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-UUb-vs-yR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-up.txt')
call system('rm -v test-upup.txt')
call system('rm -v test-up-rms.txt')
call system('rm -v test-prop.txt')
call system('rm -v uplus-yplus.txt')
call system('rm -v test-ur-all.txt')
!unit 83 opened before processing files
call system('rm -v test-ut-all.txt')
!unit 84
call system('rm -v test-uz-all.txt')
!unit 85; very large files
call system('rm -v test-temp-all.txt') !unit 86
call system('rm -v test-TTi-vs-yR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-Tplus-yplus.txt')
call system('rm -v test-Trms-vs-yR.txt')
call system('rm -v summary.txt')

write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
write(*,*)
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" "
"*****************************************"
"*****************************************"
"**********
*********"
"**********
END OF PROGRAM
*********"
"**********
*********"
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\Dissertation-Research\FileProcessing\analyze-plane-data-v7-temp.f90
write(*,*) "*****************************************"
write(*,*) "*****************************************"
write(*,*) " "
end program
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Appendix G
Discrete Fourier Transform FORTRAN Program
FORTRAN 95 computer program used to generate discrete Fourier transforms
to analyze the energy spectrum.
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\ClusterFiles\Codes\test-dft\dft-new.f90
!Written by Michal Hradisky
!Sept. 13, 2007
!Utah State University
MODULE dftmodule
IMPLICIT NONE
!Declare precision
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: sp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(6,37)
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: dp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: prec = dp
!time between two consecutive sample points
REAL(KIND=prec),PARAMETER :: dt=0.000005_prec
!filter size is basically the filter width, or cell size,
!in the sample direction (in this case, however, the filter
!size is the time step, dt=5.e-6)
REAL(KIND=prec),PARAMETER :: filter_size = 0.000005_prec

CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE dft(fin,npts,fout,normfout)
IMPLICIT NONE
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

This subroutines computes Discrete Fourier Transform
of a signal, with no restriction on npts; however, the
signal must be of real data type and since this routine
does not use any Fast Fourier Transform techniques
it can be slow for large npts
Fourier transform is defined as:

F

k

=

N-1
--\
/
--n=0

f

n

__
exp ( - 2 * || * i * k * n / N )

where k = 0, 1, 2 ... N-1, N is the total number of points,
f is the original signal, and F is the signal in Forier
space
This subroutine uses the following formula for calculating
the fourier transform of signal f (based on Euler formula):
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k

=

N-1
--\
/
--n=0

__
__
f (cos(-2*||*k*n/N)-i*sin(-2*||*k*n/N))
n
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\ClusterFiles\Codes\test-dft\dft-new.f90
!
!
!SUBROUTINE VARIABLES:
!--------------------!npts
number of points in the signal (input,N)
!fin
signal input, real (input,fn)
!fout
signal if fourier space, complex (output,Fk)
!
fout(0) will hold the amplitude of the signal
!
and should not be plotted
!normfout
product of fout and its complex conjugate
!
divided by variance
!
same for norm(0) as for fout(0)
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: npts
REAL(KIND=prec),DIMENSION(0:npts-1),INTENT(IN) :: fin
COMPLEX(KIND=prec),DIMENSION(0:npts-1),INTENT(OUT) :: fout
REAL(KIND=prec),DIMENSION(0:npts-1), INTENT(OUT) :: normfout

!INTERNAL SUBROUTINE VARIABLES:
!-----------------------------INTEGER :: n,k !do loop indices ranging from 1 to npts
REAL(KIND=prec) :: a,b
!partial number that will be assembled to form a
!complex number, with a being the real part, b the
!imaginary
REAL(KIND=prec) :: pi
!pi
REAL(KIND=prec) :: z
!product of 2*pi/N to decrease computations
REAL(KIND=prec) :: L
!=N*dt, where N is number of samples, npts,
!and dt is elapsed time b/w two consecutive
!samples, 0.0001sec
!a.k.a. Length of the time domain
!Initializing variables
pi = 4._prec*atan(1._prec)
z = 2._prec*pi/REAL(npts,KIND=prec)
L = REAL(npts,prec)*dt
fout = (0._prec,0._prec)
WRITE(*,*) " "
WRITE(*,*) "Starting DFT routine"
!Starting to compute dft
!k do loop can be parallelized for increased performance
!n do loop cannot
DO k = 0, npts-1
!Re-initializing a and b since they are used to hold sums
a = 0.0_prec
b = 0.0_prec
DO n = 0, npts-1
!Computing the real part of Fourier transform
a = a + fin(n)*cos(z*REAL(k,KIND=prec)*REAL(n,KIND=prec))
!Computing the imaginary part
b = b + fin(n)*sin(z*REAL(k,KIND=prec)*REAL(n,KIND=prec))
Page 2
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END DO
!Converting a and b into a complex number
fout(k) = CMPLX(a,b,KIND=prec)
END DO

!Need to determine std. dev. to find variance of the signal, sv
!sv = sqrt(REAL(npts,prec)*sum(fin(:)**2)-(sum(fin(:))**2)/ &
! & (REAL(npts,prec)*REAL(npts-1,prec)))
!Calculating 2/L*(fout)*conjugate(fout) according
!to Unger's dissertation
!Keeping only real portion of the resulting number
!since by definition for two complex numbers
!e.g. c1=a1+i*bi, c2=a2+i*b2
!c1*c2 = (a1*a2-b1*b2)+i*(a1*b2+b1*a2)
!and the imaginary part for a complex number
!multiplied by its conjubate is i*0.
normfout(:) = 2._prec/L*REAL(fout(:)*CONJG(fout(:)),prec)

WRITE(*,*) "End of DFT routine"
WRITE(*,*) " "
END SUBROUTINE dft
END MODULE dftmodule
!----------------------------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM driver
USE dftmodule
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL(KIND=prec),PARAMETER :: d=0.027432_prec
REAL(KIND=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: signalin,normsignalout
COMPLEX(KIND=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: signalout
INTEGER :: npts,ierror,i, status,window,test
REAL(KIND=prec) :: L,kc,pi,avg,urms,x=0._prec,y=0._prec
CHARACTER(LEN=100) :: filename,file_out,buffer,file_in
pi=4._prec*atan(1._prec)
call getarg(1,buffer)
read(buffer,*) filename
call getarg(2,buffer)
read(buffer,*) window
!WRITE(*,'(A)',ADVANCE='NO') "Enter filename: "
!READ(*,'(A)') filename
!WRITE(*,'(A)',ADVANCE='NO') "Use windowing? 1-Yes, 2-No: "
!READ(*,*) window
!WRITE(*,'(A)',ADVANCE='NO') "TEST? 1-Yes, 2-No: "
!READ(*,*) test
test=2
file_in=trim(filename)//'.dft.in.txt'
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\ClusterFiles\Codes\test-dft\dft-new.f90
OPEN(UNIT=10,file=filename,STATUS='OLD',ACTION='READ',IOSTAT=ierror)
OPEN(UNIT=73,file=file_in)
IF (ierror == 0) THEN
npts=0
READ(10,*)
READ(10,*)
DO
READ(10,*,IOSTAT=STATUS) x,y
IF (STATUS /=0) EXIT
WRITE(73,*) x,y
npts=npts+1
END DO
WRITE(73,*)
REWIND(10)
READ(10,*)
READ(10,*)
WRITE(*,*) "npts=",npts
!Adjust npts so even
IF (MOD(npts,2)==0) THEN
npts=npts
ELSE
npts=npts-1
END IF
WRITE(*,*) "new npts=",npts
WRITE(*,*) "Generating signal input for dft subroutine"
ALLOCATE(signalin(0:npts-1),signalout(0:npts-1),normsignalout(0:npts-1))
L = REAL(npts,prec)*dt
DO i = 0,npts-1
READ(10,*) x,y
IF (window==1) THEN
!using gaussian windowing
signalin(i)=y*exp(-0.5_prec*((real(i,prec)-real(npts-1,prec)/2._prec)/(0.4_prec*real(
>>npts-1,prec)/2._prec))**2)
WRITE(73,*) x,signalin(i)
ELSE
signalin(i)=y
WRITE(73,*) x,signalin(i)
END IF
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=10)
CLOSE(UNIT=73)
!Find rms
urms=sqrt(sum(signalin(:)**2)/real(npts,prec))
WRITE(*,*) "urms = ",urms
IF (test==2) THEN
CALL dft(signalin(0:npts-1),npts,signalout(0:npts-1),normsignalout(0:npts-1))
END IF
file_out=trim(filename)//'.dft.out.txt'
OPEN(UNIT=11,file=file_out)
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\ClusterFiles\Codes\test-dft\dft-new.f90
!Only outputing half of the numbers since the output from DFT
!is by definition symmetric
!As x-axis, k=2*pi*(k/L), where k=0,1,...N/2
DO i = 1,npts/2
WRITE(11,*) 2._prec*pi*REAL(i,prec)/L, normsignalout(i)*d/(urms**2)
END DO
WRITE(11,*)
avg = sum(normsignalout(1:npts/1000))/REAL(npts/1000-1,prec)
WRITE(*,*) "average = ",avg
DO i = 1,npts/2
WRITE(11,*) 2._prec*pi*REAL(i,prec)/L, (avg*3._prec)*d*(2._prec*pi*REAL(i,prec)/L)**(-5.
>>_prec/3._prec)
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=11)
kc = pi/filter_size
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*)

"Output file written"
" "
"Critical frequency, kc = ",kc
" "

ELSE
WRITE(*,*) "Error opening file!"
END IF
WRITE(*,*) "End of program!"
END PROGRAM
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Appendix H
Additional Results For Cases 1, 2, and 3
Results for various quantities for Cases 1, 2 and 3 obtained from LES
simulations.
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(a) Case 1 - radial location of 5R.

(b) Case 2 - radial location of 5R.

(c) Case 1 - radial location of 10R.

(d) Case 2 - radial location of 10R.

(e) Case 1 - radial location of 20R.

(f) Case 2 - radial location of 20R.

Fig. H.1: Instantaneous velocity vectors of the in-plane velocity (radial velocity and circumferential velocity components only) for Cases 1 and 2 at dierent streamwise locations.
Axial velocity component is not included in these gures.
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Fig. H.2: Comparison of averaged radial uctuating velocities for Cases 1 through 3.

Fig. H.3: Comparison of averaged circumferential uctuating velocity components for Case
1, 2, and 3.
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Fig. H.4: Comparison of averaged axial velocity uctuations for Cases 1 through 3.

Fig. H.5: Averaged turbulent kinetic energy comparison, with Spectral Synthesizer Method
(SSM) results for Case 1, Vortex Method (VM) results for Case 2, and generator (GEN)
results for Case 3, along with steady periodic results for the k − ε and v 2 − f RANS models.
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Fig. H.6: Comparison of averaged radial shear component for Case 1, 2, and 3.

Fig. H.7: Comparison of averaged circumferential shear component for Case 1, 2, and 3.
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Fig. H.8: Comparison of averaged axial shear component for Case 1, 2, and 3.

Fig. H.9: Comparison of averaged Reynolds shear component for Cases 1 through 3.
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Appendix I
Additional Results for Cases 4, 5, 6, and 7
Results for various quantities for Cases 4, 5, 6 and 7 obtained from LES
simulations.
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(a) KET SGS model, Case 5.

(b) SLD SGS model, Case 6.

(c) WALE SGS model, Case 7.

(d) WALE SGS model with pressure
outlet boundary condition, Case 8.

Fig. I.1: Instantaneous velocity vectors of the in-plane velocity (radial velocity and circumferential velocity components only) for Cases 4 through 7 at dierent streamwise locations.
Axial velocity component is not included in these gures.

k−ε

v2 − f
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Fig. I.4: Averaged radial shear components for simulation Cases 4 through 7.

Fig. I.5: Averaged circumferential shear components for Cases 4 through 7.
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Fig. I.6: Averaged axial shear components for simulation Cases 4 through 7.

Fig. I.7: Averaged Reynolds shear stress components for Case 4, 5, 6, and 7.
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Appendix J
Additional Grid Convergence Plots for Non-heated Results
Grid renement results for various quantities for Cases 3 and 6 obtained from
LES simulations.
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Fig. J.1: Comparison of averaged radial, circumferential, and axial velocity uctuations for
Cases 3 and 6. Both models use WALE SGS model with outow boundary condition, with
only dierence being the grid resolution - t130 − r48 − z25 for Case 3 and t110 − r44 − z15
for Case 6.

Fig. J.2: Same comparison as presented in Figure J.1, however it is plotted in log-log coordinate system to examine the near-wall behavior for both cases, Case 3 and 6.
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Fig. J.3: Comparison of averaged radial, circumferential, and axial root mean square velocity
values along with available DNS data.

Fig. J.4: Comparison of averaged kinetic energy, radial, circumferential, axial, and Reynolds
stress components for Cases 3 and 6. Dashed lines represent quantities for Case 3 and solid
lines values for Case 6.
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Appendix K
Additional Results for High Heat Flux Simulations
Heated Case Results.

z/D = 3.17

z/D = 14.195

z/D = 24.54

z/D = 3.17
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Fig. K.5: Average radial, circumferential, and streamwise r.m.s. velocities for Cases 8
through 11 at z/D = 14.195 sampling location.

Fig. K.6: Average radial, circumferential, and streamwise r.m.s. velocities for Cases 8
through 11 at z/D = 24.54 sampling location.
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Fig. K.7: Average kinetic energy for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 3.17.

Fig. K.8: Average kinetic energy for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 14.159.
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Fig. K.9: Average kinetic energy for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 24.54.

Fig. K.10: Average ur ur quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 3.17.
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Fig. K.11: Average ur ur quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 14.195.

Fig. K.12: Average ur ur quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 24.54.
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Fig. K.13: Average uθ uθ quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 3.17.
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Fig. K.14: Average uθ uθ quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 14.195.

Fig. K.15: Average uθ uθ quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 24.54.
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Fig. K.16: Average uz uz quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 3.17.

Fig. K.17: Average uz uz quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 14.195.
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Fig. K.18: Average uz uz quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 24.54.

Fig. K.19: Average ur uz quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 3.17.
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Fig. K.20: Average ur uz quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 14.195.

Fig. K.21: Average ur uz quantity for Cases 8 through 11 at sampling location z/D = 24.54.
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. K.22: Average energy spectrum of the streamwise uctuating velocities at three dierent
radial locations for Cases 8 through 11 at the sampling plane located at z/D = 3.17 from
the start of the heat ux boundary condition.
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. K.23: Average energy spectrum of the streamwise uctuating velocities at three dierent
radial locations for Cases 8 through 11 at the sampling plane located at z/D = 14.195 from
the start of the heat ux boundary condition.
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(a) Case 8 - KET

(b) Case 9 - SLD

(c) Case 10 - WALE

(d) Case 11 - WALE Generator

Fig. K.24: Average energy spectrum of the streamwise uctuating velocities at three dierent
radial locations for Cases 8 through 11 at the sampling plane located at z/D = 24.54 from
the start of the heat ux boundary condition.
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